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Summary
The potential impacts of urbanisation on flood volumes, response times and peak discharges
are well recognised, and most urban areas now include costly flow reduction measures in the
form of 'balancing' reservoirs, tanks and ponds. However, detailed observations of urban
catchmcnt rcsponsc or the effectiveness of flood storage provisions have rarely been made,
particularly in catchments that include a mixture of land uses or a number of storage ponds
distributed over the arca. Assessing the flood alleviation needs for such catchments requires a
thorough understanding and proven modelling capability covering:
the interaction of flood response patterns from different land-uses and development types,
the effects of sewer hydraulics, flow controls and localised flooding, and
• the effect of areal, temporal and seasonal variability in rainfall and soil conditions.
These requirements have rcmained largely unfulfilled due to the poor extent and quality of
observed rainfall-runoff data in mixed catchments.
The objectives of this project, as discussed in Chapter 1, were comprehensively to monitor and
model the flood response of the Cut at Binfield, a mixcd urban/rural catchment comprising
forest, pasture and urban land-use, and encompassing the new town of 13racknelland a network
of flood storage tanks and ponds. The model studies would account for hydraulic aspects of
flood response, but would also determine the impact of rainfall and soil conditions in order to
advance the selection of appropriate hydrological conditions for design use. A broad
discussion of the problems of flood modelling in mixed catchments is given in Chaptcr 2 of this
report, and Chapter 3 describes the establishment of the four year flow monitoring programme
in the Bracknell catchment. Considerable effort has been spent trying to develop consistent
data sets, but although response time information is good, some of the volumetric data remains
more indicative of catchment behaviour than absolute. Chapter 4 gives a brief overview of
SCHEME, a semi-distributed model developed at the Institute of Hydrology specifically for
mixcd catchments.
The application of the model is presented in Chapter 5, based on 31 flood eventsextracted from
the observed record, with 16 events used for fitting and the other 15 events used for testing.
The goodness-of-fit achieved with SCHEME has been compared with the lumped Flood
Studies Report (FSR) model and at each stage of the analysis SCHEME hasconsistently given
better results:
• with optimum parameters, derived for each model and fit event individually SCHEME
gave an average correlation coefficient, R2, of 0.95 compared with 0.91 for the FSR model:
e • with overall `best-fie parameters, based on assessing all thefit events totzether, SCHEME
gave an average R2 of 0.94 compared with 0.90;
with predicted parameters, based on relationships found between the 'best fit' parameters,5 Soil Moisture Deficit and rainfall duration, SCHEME gave an average R2 of 0.94
compared with 0.89;
• with predicted parameters, using the same relationships, but applied to the test events,
SCHEME gave an average R2 of 0.94 compared with 0.84.
ID Similar results were also obtained based on othcr measures of goodness-of fit.
ix
•The study has shown that, by treating urban and rural areas separately, SCHEME can match
both the rapid urban rise timc and the slower rural response; the FSR model could only
approximate these features by adopting an excessively skewed unit hydrograph, with time to
peak just 8% of thc full timc base rather than the normal 40%. In terms of identifying urban
impacts, both models found that runoff response time varied with Soil Moisturc Dcficit, with a
slower overall response observed in wettcr conditions when pervious area response formed a
more significant component of total flow.
As well as giving a bettcr representation of overall catchment response, SCHEME also
provided a good fit to observed response within the catchment. It could thus be used with
confidence to determine the effect of the balancing ponds. This showed that the 15 main
balancing ponds had reduced peak flows at Binfield by an average of 22% over all the fir
events, but by 33% for the largestfit event. This compared with an apparent increase in mean
annual flood at Binfield between the periods 1957-1973 and 1974-1990 of 56%.
It is concluded that SCHEME provides a working method for assessing mixed urban/rural
catchments and estimating the impacts of hydrological variability and hydraulic interventions.
A number of recommendations arc however made for improving SCHEME and including it
within a T-year flood estimation procedure.
Two long Appendices are included with this report. Appcndix A describcs the theoretical basis
of SCHEME, and Appendix B describes the Bracknell catchment and hydrological data
archive.
•
In addition to MAFF funding, this study had the support and co-operation of The EA Thames
region, Thames Water Utilities, Bracknell Forcst Borough Council, and ADS Environmental
Services (flow survey contractors).
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1. Objectives and justification
The original objectives of this projectwere.
(I) 	 to develop methodologies for flood estimation in mixed urban/rural catchments,
particularly for catchmentplanningapplications,
(2) to verify such methodologiesthrough a comprehensive case studyof the Bracknell
catchmcnt, including the effects of local drainage throttles, floodcontrol/attcnuation
measures, areal rainfall patterns, and mixed seasonal response characteristics,and
(3)	 to generalise design conditions through studying the relative frequencyof individual
flood events at different locations in the catchment.
These objectives were aimed at real needs in drainage design. Uncontrolledurbanisation
increases flood runoff and raises mean annual flood by typically 200-500%. The increase
depends on a range of factors, including local catchment features, drainagedetails, and local
seasonal characteristics. The dependenceof urban impact on catchment anddrainage features
has been assessed previously (e.g. Packman, 1980; Hall, 1984; Marshall and Bayliss, 1994),
but on a lumped catchmcnt basis rather than by considering the impact of localised changes
within the catchment. The effect of different seasonal sensitivities in flood generation
(extensive paved areas generating maximum runoff from intense summer rainstorms, pervious
1111 areas yielding maximum floods from 'saturated' soils in winter) has never been properly
assessed. The need remains for flood estimation models that are based both on a sound
understanding of hydraulic and hydrologic response, and on a proper assessmentof the range
of conditions throughout the annual cycle that can cause flooding.
Urban flood protection and the alleviation of downstream impacts currently involves a
combination of channel improvementsand flood storage. New strategies of controlling urban
runoff 'at sourcc' (e.g. SEPA/EA, 1997)have not yet been widely applied in the UK and are
not within the scope of this report. However, at the larger cnd of source controlare thc flood
storage ponds (sometimes called by some permutation-combination of detention, retention,
balancing, retarding, storm, pond, basin, reservoir, or [underground/sewer]tank). Storage
ponds arc now included in new urban developmentsalmost as a matter of 'course,and are thus
distributed throughout most urban areas. Existing design guidance, however,is based on single
ponds (e.g. Hall et al., 1993), and makcs minimal reference to ponds in combination.
Moreover, despitc their considerable cost, the effectiveness of storage ponds, singly or
combined, in reducing flooding has never to the authors' knowledge beenproperly appraised
through field study as opposed to model study (which reflects thc model structurc rather than
that of the real catchment-storagesystem). Indeed, few ponds have even beensurveyed or their
control structures rated 'as built'.
As discussed in Chapter 2, assessing the flood response of mixcd catchments by combining
current models of the hydraulics and hydrology of urban and rural catchmentscan lead to
inconsistencies. The models have developed separately, based on different objectives and
different (limited) data sets The fundamental objectives of this project were to identify and
help resolve such inconsistencies,using data collected via a detailedcase studyof the Bracknell
Catchment.
The Bracknell catchment was chosenbecause (a) the urban area was clearlydefined and almost
wholly within a single catchment, (b) a corc hydrological network already existed, and (c) the
catchment included a broad range of land uses and various flood control structures.
•
•
Cahbration and extension of the existing gauge network has however lead to difficulties in
developing accurate data series (see Chapter 3 and Appendix 8). Particular problems
concerned the rating of level recorders, and the monitoring of long term response for storage
ponds and small single land-use subcatchments. For these reasons, objectives (2) and (3) were
relaxed in October 1997, as follows:
(2a) to verify the methodologies through a case study of the 'Bracknell' catchment,
including broad comparisons of flow response at specific flood storage ponds and from
selected urban and rural subcatchments, and
(3a) to provide (i) a broad indication of generalised design conditions using available data,
and (ii) a discussion of the range of problems . to be considered whcn
designing/evaluating urban drainage systems.
•
Despite errors and uncertainties, the data collected still give a unique picture of runoff
processes through a mixed urban/rural catchment, and provide valuable information on the
timing and general shape of flood response. They currently provide firm evidence of the
capability of models to predict observed response patterns within the catchment. Ways in
which the data may be furthcr improved are discussal in the conclusions and recommendations
to this rcport.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
••
2. Background
•
2.1 GENERAL
Urban land use and traditional drainage systems reduce infiltrationand increasethe volume and
speed of runoff. Flood rise times are reduced, typically by about 75%, and flood peaks
increased, typically by 200% or more at the mean annual flood level - sec Flood Studies
Supplementary Report No.5 (FSSR5, Institute of Hydrology, 1979)and Marshall and 13ayliss
(1994). In mixed catchments, flood response from an urban area covering 25% or more of the
catchment will normally exceed that from the rural arca, and dominate the response of thc
catchment as a whole. The scale of these impacts, however, depends on many factors,
including:
•
the underlying natural responseof the catchment;
• the distribution and type of urban surfaces;
the form of the urban drainage system and its state of maintenance, and
the seasonal variation of the local climate.
In particular:
Catchments characterised by low runoff and sluggish natural response will yield
proportionately greater impacts of urbanisation than catchments already giving high and
•
rapid runoff.
Urbanisation distributed over less responsive parts of a catchment will yield
proportionately greater impacts on overall flood runoff (though impactsmay be moderated
through the use of semi-permeablepavement and local soakaway drainage).
Urbanisation of headwater areas will tend to accelerate local runoff yielding coincidence
and reinforcemcnt of slower response from downstream rural arcas, whereas downstream
development may allow the urban response to pass before the upstream rural response
arrives.
• The urban drainage systcm (a `minor system' for 'de-watering' the urban area) may
redefine catchment divides and flow paths, and under flood conditions may 'surcharge'
causing local choking, upstream flooding,and downstream pressure surges.
• Specific flow structurcs, such as flap valves, vortex orifices, pumping stations, overflows,
and on/off-line tanks or ponds may divert or attenuate flows, possibly under real-time
control, altering the phase and scale of response from different parts of the catchment.
Channel and structurc maintenance(or lack thereof) may also have a significant impact on
drainage system operation.
As urban surfaces yield runoff even when soils arc dry, urban runoff response is relatively
insensitive to seasonal changes in soil moisture conditions, and high intcnsity summer
thunderstorms pose the greatest risk of flooding. In rural areas, the bufferingeffect of dry
summer soils means summer runoff is generally low and floodingis a predominantlywinter
phenomenon.
Flood estimation in mixed urban/rural catchments must therefore account for background
hydrology, engineering hydraulics, and also the seasonal disparity in runoff generation and
storm conditions.
•
3
•
•
•
As the flood response of a mixed urban/rural catchment is likely to be dominatedby urban
runoff, its accuratc determination is crucial for assessing flood alleviation needs in both local
and receivingwatercourses. Urban runoff would arguably be most accurately estimated by an
urban drainage (sewer) model capable of modelling surcharging and flowcontrols (e.g. the
WASSP, WALLRUS and HydroWorks familyof models - sec DoUNWC, 1981; Wallingford
Software, 1989, 1994). However, such models have been developed largelyindependentlyof
rural models and are based on different knowledge bases, modelling standards, and design
criteria. Flows are usually determinixtat many locations within small (lessthan 10km') but
complex drainagc systems that may include sewage and surface runoff. Great spatial detail
(subareas of 1ha or less) and short timesteps (1-15 secs) arc required to modelrapidly varying
flow conditions. With advances in computer hardware, software and GIS database technology,
the models can be applied to larger catchments that may include mixed urban/rural areas
-ID	 though rural arcas are usually treated simplistically. Urban drainage modelsare intended for
designing drainage to restrict localised floodingto (typically) about a fiveyear return period,
and for assessing the impact of relatively frequent storm overflows and dischargesto receiving
waters (typically tcn or more overflowsper year).
By contrast, rural models (e.g. the Flood Studies Report; NERC, 1975) usuallyconsider fcwer
design points and longer timesteps (15-60 minutes), and they cannot represent thc urban
response in detail. They are usually concerned with rarer conditions (of fifty years or more
return period), when urban drainage systemsoperate beyond their design limits(and bcyond the
verified capability of the drainage models).
Simply combining urban and rural models, therefore, either directly or throughtheir outputs,
may result in over-complexitywithout improvingveracity. Moreover, as mosturban and rural
models contain implicit seasonal bias in their runoff generation (with urbanmodels developed
and calibrated on summer data and rural models mainly on winter data), combining models
may also overlook the seasonal effects or may inadvertentlycombine worstcase scenarios that
would never coincide. Examples include:
the neglect of wintcr runoff conditions in urban runoff models, leadingto undersizing of
flood storage tanks in mixed catchments,and
higher percentage runoff (PR) predicted by the Flood Studies Report (FSR) equation for
rural conditions than is sometimes predicted by the HydroWorks equationfor urbanised
conditions, implyingthat urbanisation has reduced percentage runoff.
This latter anomaly arises because the HydroWorks equation was derived whollyfrom summer
runoff events in small sewer catchments, and for predictive use adopts summer antecedent
conditions, whcrcas the FSR equation was derived mainly for large rural catchments, from
runoff events of which three quarters occurred in winter, and adopts design antecedent
conditions that arc essentially winter. A more plausible interpretation is thatrural PR for large
river catchments in winter can be higher than urban PR for small sewer catchmentsin summcr.
The problem has been partly resolved in HydroWorks by considering winter and summer
antecedent conditions in the PR model, though the wetter winter conditionswill always give a
worst case unless some adjustment is madc for seasonal rainfall differences. FSR Vol. 2 (p30)
indicates that short duration summer rainfall is typically 1.6 to 2.3 timesgreater than winter
rainfall for the typical design durations of less than 6 hours; no account of such seasonal
rainfall differences is currently made.
It is sometimes claimed that the need to considcr appropriate design rainfalland antecedent
conditions could be avoided by adopting continuous simulation methods. Such methods could
also help clarify design criteria for flood storage ponds for which mixedcriteria arc often
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specified at present (for example: balance the 10-year volume flood to the once a year peak
flood prior to urbanisation). However, besides requiring appropriate long-termhydrometric
data sequences, continuous simulation also brings a considerable computational and data
management requirement, and is better suited to verifying final designs than to developing
initial solutions. A need for simple dcsign storm methods persists. Moreover, although
continuous simulation may address seasonality in rainfall and antecedentconditions, it will not
resolve model inconsistenciesarising from the separate development and calibration of urban
and rural components. Fitting a model to continuous periods of generally low-flow conditions
will not necessarily improveits fit to the highest peaks. In any model studyresults may reflect
the model structure morc than the real catchment behaviour, but with continuous simulation
there may be a greater risk of unquestioningbelief in the model.
Improved flood cstimation in mixed urban/rural catchments depends on combiningurban and
rural models that cover the full range of flow conditions, incorporating inauser-friendly way
the ability to model developmentpatterns and hydraulic structures, (includingbehaviour under
high flood conditions), and also includinga proper considerationof runoff generationand storm
characteristics. The development of such integrated urban/rural modelling must rely on
observations, both of runoff hydraulics (through pipcs, storages and flood ponds) and of
rainfall and soil hydrology. There is however, a general lack of recorded data on runoff
patterns in mixed or fully urbanised catchments - over storm, seasonal and annual time scales.
For urban runoff processes, existing public data in the UK derivesmainly from studies of 2-3
years duration in 17small (less than 2 km2)fully sewercd catchments (Makinand Kidd, 1979).1110 Nonc of these catchmcnts included controls such as storage ponds, tanks or overflows (the
overall performance of which is still poorly understood). In most urban drainage studies,
model performance is verified against a short term (6 week) flow survey, comprising typically
30-50 flow monitors and 3-5 raingauges distributed over the sewcr system These surveys are
primarily intendedas a coarse check on catchment description rather than asan investigation of
hydrological phenomena. Flow survey data have not been fed back into model development.
Apart from the private nature of the data, measurement difficultiesand limitedquality control
generally result in low accuracy (usually taken as ±25%), and the short duration of survey
gives little informationon rarer events.
For larger (less than 100km2)mixed catchments typical of catchment planning studies, our
knowledge of how the processes combine is scarce. Only 5 catchments in the UK
Representative Basin Nctwork arc both less than 100 km2and more than 25% urbanised, and
none of these have separately monitored urban and rural subcatehments. The development of
flood models for mixed land-use catchments requires data from a networkof flow gauges to
verify that urban and rural response patterns are being combined correctlyover thc seasonal
cycle (or beyond), and that the impacts of flood control measures on local andwider catchmcnt
response arc being properly assessed.
The lack of observed data for proving mixed catchment models may in part reflect a perception
of urban flooding as a costly, but localised and largely non life-threateningphenomenon. It
may also reflect the difficulty of monitoringurban catchments, where:
swollen flows swamp existingchannelsand measuring structures,
• flash flow responses require a short data interval (less than the 15-minutes typically
adopted for rural gauging),
hydraulic and sedimentconditionsyield flow monitoring difficulties,
• access to suitable gauging sites is restricted or dangerous, and
population density increasesthe risk of vandalism.
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Moreover it may reflect thc organisational structure of the UK watcr industry: a strategic
network of long-term high quality gauging stations is maintained for large rural rivers by the
Environment Agency, but urban flow monitoring is usually private to the Water Utilities,
consisting of the short-tcrm surveys (discussed above) that are vital for operational purposes,
but have not contributed to improvements in modelling science.
Continuing organisational changes may also have obscured problems. Besides the change in
river gauging authorities (from River Authorities to Regional Water Authorities, to the
National Rivers Authority and now the Environment Agency), there have becn similar changes
in drainage authorities. In Bracknell, for example, the main balancing ponds were designed,
built and maintained under the direction of the Bracknell Development Corporation, transferred
to 13racknell Forest Borough Council acting as agents for Thames Water Utilities, but are now
managed directly by Thames Watcr (in each change no local staff were transferred, and
Bracknell Forest meanwhile has bccome a unitary authority). Subsequent ponds and tanks
have been designed by consultants and developers; some have been 'adopted' by Thames Water
while others remain privately owned (and maintained). Moreover, there arc several significant
lakes in the grounds of private estatcs, where attitudes to maintenance have not becn consistent.
Raised backwater due to higher levels in one such lake has been blamed for some incidences of
flooding. No definitive list has been maintained of thc location of flood storage facilities in the
Cut catchment, let alone what their dimensions are.
•
To summarise, there is a gap both in gauged experience and in modelling capability for
medium-sized, mixed urban/rural catchments. Effective flood protection requires that urban
and rural subcatchment responses are considered separately and in combination throughout the
seasons, and that the effects of flood control measures are considered in their local and
downstream impacts. Of particular concern are the interaction of different land-uses,
development types and response patterns; the effects of sewer hydraulics, controls and localised
flooding; and the effect of areal, temporal and seasonal variability in rainfall and soil
conditions. Resolution of these issucs depends on observation and understanding, providing the
justification for the Bracknell catchment case study.
•
2.2 THE BRACKNELL STUDY
Bracknell ncw town covers approximately 30% of thc 50 km2 catchment of the Cut at Binfield
(see Fig. 3.1), with extensive development continuing around the Bull Brook, a tributary to the
north of thc town. Drainage is by separate sewers for foul and surface runoff, with 15
significant flood storage ponds in thc surface system. The river drainage systcm also includes
three private ornamental lakes and a large pond. Outside the urban arca, land use in thc
catclunent comprises mainly forcst and pasture, with some villages and estates.
The aim of the ficld study was to monitor rainfall-runoff response in a variety of different types
of catchment as follows:
• in the upstream Cut (essentially rural),
at the two main and one minor urban 'outfalls' into the Cut,
at inlets and outlets to two balancing ponds (one on-line, onc off-line) within the urban
area, and
in two small rural catchments (onc forest, one pasture).
By monitoring `good' urban and rural sites over several years, and through improved data
processing, continuous and contemporaneous flow rccords would be obtained throughout a
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mixed catchmcnt. These records were to be used in paired/nested catchment studies to
determine urban impacts on flood magnitudc and frequency on an individual storm and
seasonal basis.
A full description of the catchment and monitoring programme follows in Chaptcr 3, while
furthcr information on data proccssing is given in Appendix 13
Support for the Bracknell study (in addition to the direct MAFF sponsorship) has come from
Bracknell Forest Borough Council (BFBC), Thames Water Utilities (TWU), Thames Region of
the Environment Agency (EA, formerly the National Rivers Authority), and the flow survey
contractors ADS (now franchised to IHS, a former subsidiary of HR Wallingford, but now
independent). The study was not linked to any operational projects, though the EA had carried
out modelling studies of the Cut using a now obsolete version of the FRQSIM model, and had
been concerned with increased channel erosion downstrcam of Bracknell BFBC/TWU had
had a numbcr of problems with surface flooding and thc maintenance of storm tanks; they had
modelled surface water in the 2 km' Grcat Hoflands subcatchment, and were planning a full
Drainage Arca Survey of the foul system. Recent new development cast of the Bull Brook had
included a new balancing pond (Jiggs Lane), but a no balancing strategy was adopted for the
west (to avoid multiple ponds or inverted siphons undcr the Brook to liggs Lane pond)
Analysis of urban flood impacts and the performance of balancing ponds was seen as a great
benefit to the understanding of recognised problem areas Ponds were costly to build and their
overall efficiency was unknown. There was also concern with erosion in the Cut downstream
of Bracknell. All the agencies agreed that Bracknell was an ideal location for this study.
MAFF funding provided eight flow loggers, two level recorders, and a contract for thc
operation of 3 ADS flow loggers. The ADS loggers had been recommended by HR
Wallingford as the best available, and were operated by ADS (on 'loss leader' terms) in the
main 'triple borc outfall' from Bracknell to thc Cut. It should be noted that. the widespread use
of multi-bore pipes in Bracknell increased the number of monitors neededfor the study and
affected the choice of storage ponds to monitor.
Support from EA Thames Region included the provision of five flow loggers, three depth
recorders, four raingaugcs, and the management of much of the field data collection
programme. They also provided data from thc telemetering raingauge at Bracknell STW
(Sewage Treatment Works), from the flow gauge on the Cut at Binfield, and from five
.`temporary level recorders' installed at locations on the Cut since the mid 1980s, In addition
they provided survey data for the older storage ponds (as collected for the FRQSIM study).
TWU, through their (then) sewerage agents BFBC, provided information on sewerage nctworks
within the catchment. This included a copy of their STC25 digital database (DoE/NWC,
1980) giving pipc locations and dimensions, allowing thc identification of likely monitor
locations and the definition of drainage boundaries. They also provided a 'sewer gang' and
safety equipment to accompany all field trips involving cntry into the drainage system, and
authorised the installation of 'intrinsically safe' monitors (that couldn't producc a spark in a
confined atmosphere) and secure fixings (probes on bands screwed to pipes, loggers installed
below manhole covers or in adjacent pits). Finally, they provided additional local knowledge
and information on many balancing ponds and sewer tanks.
In addition to the field study discussed above, the aim of the Bracknell study was to develop
guidance on modelling urban impacts in mixed catchments, and to determine the design
conditions that should be considered when estimating flood magnitudc and frequency
throughout the catchment Such guidancc could be based on one of a numbcr of models built
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on a 'linked subcatchrnent' structure, notably the American models TR20 (Soil Conservation
Service, 1982) and HEC-1 (Hydrologic Engineering Ccntrc, 1990), the Australian Model
RORB (Laurenson and Mein, 1988), and the UK models FLOUT/RBM (HR Wallingford,
1989), FRQSIM (EA Thames Region, 1994), and SCHEME (Appendix A). The overseas
models are fully commercial packagcs, but have rarely been used in the UK. FLOUT/RBM is
also a commercial package, currently being replaced by a ncwer HR Wallingford model (ISIS),
but which had some limited usc in the UK, while FRQSIM and SCHEME are essentially
proprietary models for in-house useS Any of the models could probably have been used (with
varying degrees of difficulty and modelling success).
The SCHEME model has been adopted as the basis for this study because:
• it was developed at the Institute of Hydrology specifically for modelling mixed urban/rural
catchments,
•
•
it is designed for case of fitting and analysing hydrological data, and
research findings on subcatchment response and design conditions could probably be
transferred to the other models (the UK ones in particular).
• SCHEME (a Sub-Catchment Hydrological Event Model for Engineers) has represented a
strategy as much as a specific model form, and has developed since the late 1970s through
application on a range of research and consultancy projects. The model is a natural extension
of the FSR methods, combining the recommended catchment, river channel and reservoir
routing models as components within a 'linked subcatchmcnt' framework. The model includes
the distribution of raingauge data to subcatchments (based on grid references), and allows the
fitting of observed flow hydrographs by adjusting 'factors' on the standard FSR model
parameter equations, an approach analogous to the 'local data' recommendations of FSSR13
(Institute of Hydrology, 1983). As it stood at the start of this project, apart from a few general
upgrades, the only significant extension required to embark on objectives (1) and (2) as given in
Chapter 1 was the addition of a procedure for modelling off-line storage ponds. The model
does not include an explicit pipe-routing facility, but a version of the original WASSP Sewered
Subarea Model (Price et al., 1980) could easily be incorporated. A summary of the modelling
basis of SCHEME is given in Chapter 4, with fuller details in Appendix A.
In this study, detailed modelling of sewer processes has not been adopted If however sewer
flow processes (including surcharge/pressure flow) had proved of greater significance, an
alternative modelling procedure based morc explicitly on sewer processes could have been
adopted. The standard UK sewer models (HydroWorks and the now obsolete WALLRUS) arc
only available as (costly) commercial packagcs that cannot be extended by 'third parties'. They
do not include rural catchment modelling, but do allow direct hydrograph inputs at sewer inlets,
and give output hydrographs at scwer outfalls. A framework could be devised to generate
rainfall and hydrograph inputs to such a model, run the model, and then collect the output
hydrographs for input to a wider catchment model (but fitting the model to observed data
would involve much repetition). Alternatively, a version of the earlier WASSP model, which
has been updated at thc Institute of Hydrology to include a rural catchment model and some of
thc WALLRUS modelling features, could form a morc integrated basis for modelling. It may
be noted that at the start of this project in 1992 many engineers still used WASSP, though
TWU had moved to WALLRUS for its ability to model thc effect of sedimentation on pipc
flow. HydroWorks was released in late 1994, and by the end of the project, use of WASSP
had virtually ceased.
•
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3. The researchcatchment- overview
• 3.1 PHYSICAL FEATURES
The catchment and main drainage system of the Cut to Pius Wcir, 13infieldarc shown on
Fig. 3.1, together with land usc taken from OS 1:10000 maps (see Appendix B). The
catchmcnt arca, given as 50.2 km2in the National Water Archive, comprises flat to gently-
rolling pasture and woodland, and includes most of the New Town of Bracknell, covering an
area of about 15km2. From its source in the east of the catchment (near Ascot Race Course)
the Cut flows north and then westward along a mainly rural course, falling 34.5 m to Pitts
Weir over a length of 11.95km. Its two main tributarics arc steeper, the partially urbanised
Bull Brook running northward through the centre of the catchment has a fall to Pitts Weir of
55.5 m over 11.67 km, and the more westerly and more urbanised DownmillStream has a fall
of 53.5 m over 6.87 km. Soils in the catchment are reflected in the (rural) land use, with the
Holidays Hill and Southampton series (sands and gravels over clay, welldrained but some
seasonal waterlogging) in the wood/heath areas, and thc Wickham series (loam over clay,
slowly permeable with some seasonal waterlogging) in the pasture area. These soils are
classified as type 3 and type 4 respectively in the Flood Studies Report (FSR). Mean Annual
Rainfall, according to the National Water Archive is 687 mm, and the 5-yearreturn period one
hour rainfall depth from the FSR maps is 20.3 mm.
Developmentof BracknellNcw Town started with the central and northernareas between 1950
and 1960. This was followedby the south-west areas from 1965 to 1980,the eastern fringe
from 1980 to 1990, and the northern fringe from 1990 to date. Like most New Towns,
Bracknell is drained by separate surface runoff and sanitary sewers: only the surface drainage
has been considered in this study. Figure 3.2 shows thc storm sewer network taken from
Bracknell Forest Borough Council's (BFBC) sewer database (see AppendixB) overlain on the
IH digitised river network (from the OS 1:50000 maps), indicating the increascd drainage
density within the urban area. The eastern side of Bracknell drains to the largelyopcn channel
Bull Brook, the western side to the now culverted Downmill Stream, and a small northern part
drains directly to the Cut betweenthe two tributaries. In the far south-westof the catchment, a
111 1.9 km2arca of housing and woodlandthat originally drained Westwardto the Emm Brook hasbeen diverted by the urban drainage system into the Cut catchment (some recent small
developments do still drain to the Emm Brook, via storage ponds). The catchment also
contains Ascot Sewagc Treatment Works (STW), discharging to a tributary of the Bull Brook
at point L on Fig. 3.2.
Within the surface drainage system there is a large number of storage ponds, lakes and tanks.
Table 3.1 lists 30 'ponds' for which some information was available fromeither EA Thames
Rcgion or BFBC. Other farm ponds and lakes are shown on OS maps, and there arc thought to
be further private sewer tanks on some of the newer commercial developments. The first 20
ponds from Table 3 I are shown on Fig. 3.2, but only the first 18 have beenmodelled in this
study. Information on storage and outflow relationships was not available for the othcr ponds,
and it was considercd beyondthe scope of this study to collect it, particularly since their effect
on flow at the selectedmonitor locations (given below) would be small. Morespecifically:
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No.19 (Englemere Pond),despite being thc largest pond, drains a comparativelysmall, flat
rural/wooded area of 94 ha. It has a free outfall not designed to choke the flow, and
outflow must also pass through the Ascot Place lake downstream.
Land use upstream of the Cut at Binfield
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No.20 (Gormoor Pond) similarly drains a rural/forest arca of 126 ha, with a free outfall,5 and has the South Hill Park ponds downstream.
No.21 (Carnation Nursery) is a small pond draining a small arca of about 14 ha, and will
•
thus have a small effect on the overall catchment response.
The remaining ponds (nos. 22-30) arc small, normally draining a singleenterprise, and in
somc cases it is doubtful they have even been built.
Notc also:
Three of the ponds (II, 16 and 17) that were modelledare also small, but had storage and
outflow data readily available, and also their outflows contributed to flows monitored
relatively close-by.
• Where depth:area data were not available, particularly for the three ornamentallakes (no.1:
Ascot Place, no.7: Warfield House, and no.18: Binfield Lake), pond arca was taken as
constant and determinedfrom the digital 1:10000 maps (seeAppendix B). At Ascot Place,
a weir of 4 m length was used to represent the 'artificial rock bar' that formed the real
outlet control.
Although a similar 'best guess' approach could have been used to assessthe likely impact
of the Englemereand Gormoor Ponds, it was felt that their effects werelikely to be small.
1110 Table 3.1 Storage ponds and lakes.
4110
No Pond name Pond type
1 Ascot Place ornamental
2 Savemake Pond on-line, wet
3 The Warren off-line, dry
4 Martins Heron on-line, wet
5 Bay Road off-line, dry
1111 6 Jiggs Lane on-linc, wet
7 Warficld House ornamental
8 South Hill Park 1 on-linc, wet
9 South Hill Park 2 on-linc, wet
10 South Hill Park 3 off-line, dry
11 Sports Centre on-line, wet
5 12 Mill Pond on-linc, wct
I 3 Oldbury off-line, dry
14 Amen Corner on-line, wet
IS Waterside Park on-line, wet
Map
Ref.
Area
(ha)
No Pond name Pondtype Map
Ref.
Area
(ha)
915712 5.50 16 St. John's Anthulance on-line, dry 868689 0 06
887678 1.02 17 Multi-storey Car Park on-line, dry 869692 0 08
886683 0.19 18Binfield Lake ornamental 853712 2.10
885686 0.77 19 Englemere Pond ornamental 907688 5.90
882698 0.25 20 Gormoor Pond ornamental 872659 0.49
884709 1.00 21Carnation Nursery on-line, wet 895710 0.07
882706 2.10 22 Crouch Lane dry 922729


871667 0.69 23 Fembank Road wet 904691


870671 0.85 24 Doncastle Road dry 858687


868671 0.57 25 Doncastle Road drY 858687


870677 0.06 26 Staplehurst dzY 852666


859682 2.63 27 Coral Reef 1


878663 -
859690 1.05 28 Coral Reef 1


879664 -
848688 0.51 29 Bloomfield Drive


876702 -
855695 1.34 30 Sainsburys


878667 -
All the storage ponds designedspecifically for flood control date from the laterperiod of urban
development (after about 1965)and appear to have been designed in isolationfrom each other.

,
Most of the storages arc on-linc structures, the performance of which could be assessed by
conventional (level pool) reservoir routing models. Four of the modelledponds are off-line
with storm flow diverted over side weirs. The performance of such ponds ispoorly undcrstood
- particularly whcn they fill and the weir starts to drown. It may bc noted that the term
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'off-line' is used throughout this report to mean flow is diverted into thestorage from a low-
flow bypass channel; the term is used by some authorities to describe pondsthat are on the line
of a tributary or collector channel, but off the lineof the main catchment drain(e.g. Jiggs Lane,
no.6 on Fig. 3.2, which receivesall the runoff from the cast of the Bull Brookbelow Bay Road,
no.5, and then discharges direct to the Brook). Fuller details of thc 18 pondsmodelled in this
study are given in Appendix B. The total floodstorage volumeavailable inthcse storage ponds
is approximately 210,000 m3.
3.2 HYDROLOGICAL MONITORING STRATEGY
The hydrological monitoring network established for this study (see Fig. 3.3) has been
developed from a number of previous and continuing monitoring networks in the Cut
catchment. Flow data have been collectedat the Binfieldwcir (point A on Fig.3.3) since 1957,
covering most of the period of expansion. Data since 1986 arc held by the EA in computer
form at 15-minute intervals. From 1975-1980, flow data were collected on chart recorders at
flumcs installed in thc outfalls from three urban subcatchments draining to the Mill Pond (B).
These data were used in developing WASSP, the Wallingford Storm Sewer Package
(DoE/NWC,1981), but data reliability was low and the gauges wcrc abandoned. A fourth
flume was also installed in the outflow culvert, but the data collected werenever processed as
the flume was permanently 'drowned' by the effect of a downstrcam constriction. In 1986, EA
Thames Rcgion installed five 'temporary' river levelgauges to support a catchmentstudy. The
original chart recorders were converted to shaft encoders or pressure transducers in 1988,
recording data at 15-minutc intervals. Three of these gauges were still operationalduring this
project: Wane Bridge (C) on the Cut; and Warfield House (D) and the Weirsite (E) on the Bull
Brook. If these gauges could be rated and the data converted to discharge,a reasonable length
of record would be available for frequencyanalysis.
The strategy of this project in tcrms of data collection for a comprehensive study of the
response of a mixed catchment was thus (n.b letters in parentheses refcr to Fig. 3.3).
• to access the EA flow data for Binfield(A), and level data for both WaneBridge (C - on
thc mainly rural part of thc Cut), and Warfield House (D - on the Bull Brook just
•
downstream of the urban area).
to monitor flow depth and velocity at (or near) Wanc Bridge and WarfieldHouse in order
to develop rating equations.
to monitor flow at Jocks Lane (F - the main surface water outfall of the culverted
Downmill Stream, draining the westernside of Bracknell)
to monitor inflows and outflows at one on-linebalancing pond. The MillPond (B), was the
'obvious' choice, re-instrumentingthe flumes on the Easthampstead, Great Hollands and
Wildridings inlets (draining residential areas of 5.2, 2.3 and 0.1 km2respectively), and
•
monitoringthe outflow at some suitable point.
to monitor inflows and outflows at onc off-line balancing pond. Oldbury Pond (G) was
chosen, comprising a side-weir channel with two upstrcam inlets (Industrialand Waitrosc)
and a downstream throttle pipe (Bypass). The Waitrose inlet drains an industrial arca of
0.5 km2,and the (so called) Industrial inletdrains a mixed residential andindustrial area of
0.6 km2. With the pond outflow controlled by twin 200 mm pipes, affordingpoor access
and suggesting much lower drainage rates than Bypass flows, and with limited
instrumentation available, it was decided to concentrate on the weir channel,and neither
water level in the pond, nor drainage from the pond was monitored.
• to monitor runoff from a town centre/commercial arca of high impermeability. The
Benbrickc Green (H) outlet to the Cut was choscn, giving additional information on
1I
Hydrological monitoring network
•
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`unbalanced' urban runoff, and leaving only a few very minor storm sewer outfalls to the
Cut unmonitored.
to monitor runoff from single land use rural arcas to compare with the urban residential,
industrial and commercial areas. The forest catchment at Worldscnd (1) and the pasture
catchment herein called Jealous Ditch (K) wcre chosen.
to monitor rainfall at sufficient locations to define areal storm profiles. The existing
II Met.Office and EA recording gauges at Beaufort Park/Easthamstead (a) and BracknellSewage Treatment Works (b) were supplemented by four new recording raingauges at
Bracknell Tovm Centre/3M (c), Winkfield (d), Ascot Sewage Treatment Works (e), and
Berkshire Golf Course (f). Additional daily rainfall data were obtained from the Met
Office gauge at Broadmoor (g).
• to obtain daily Soil Moisture Deficit data for thc Beaufort Park meteorological site,
to establish `dry weather' and storm flow discharges from Ascot Sewage Works.
Figure 3 3 shows the location of all the flow gauges and raingauges used in this study, together
with the subcatchment boundaries for each flowgauge (defined as described in Appendix B
using the 11-I-Digital Terrain Model and BFBC's sewer layout database). The same
subcatchment boundaries were also shown (in white) on Fig. 3.1 to indicate land use, which is
summarised in Table 3.2 below.
Table 3.2 Area and land-use of gauged catchments.
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In Table 3 2, the overall percentage of URBAN land-use has been taken as thc sum of urban-
residential + commercial + industrial + half the rural-residermal land-use Note that gauge L at
the Ascot Sewage Treatment Works is not included in this table since its catchment area was
undefined and its impact expected to be small. Note also that the original choice of off-line
pond to monitor was Bay Road (Table 3.1, no.5), but with three inlet pipes at the upstream end
of the side weir channel, and one part way along, it would have required too many monitors and
also would probably have had an unstable flow profile alongside the side weir. Finally note
that only 14% of the Benbrickc Green catchment is 'commercial% originally another monitor
was planned betwecn thc commercial and residential areas, but potential manholes for its
installation were either inaccessible or hydraulically unsuitable
Further details of the gauges and data processing, together with various plans and photographs,
411/ are given in Appendix B.
3.3 DISCUSSION ISSUES RELATED TO MONITORING STRATEGY
3.3.1 Binfield, level recorders,historicdata and rating equations
At the start of the project, the EA flow data for the Cut at Binficld (A), and the temporary level
recorders (C,D,E) were obtained in virtually continuous form, back to the start of the 15-
minute data (1986/8). To speed up transfer times, these large amounts of data were obtained in
Hewlett Packard unformatted binary files, requiring the development of suitable read and
display software at IH. However, upgrading to thc EA archive facilities meant subsequent data
could be obtained as ASCII files.
Initial analysis concentrated on identifying trends in thc historic data. The Binfield data
showed significant increases in flood discharges over the urbanising period (mean annual flood
changing from 6.55 to 10.25 m3/s, sec Figs 3.4 and 3.5) and a significant trend towards
summer flood maxima (the percentage of all floods over 6 m3/s that occurred between May and
October incteasing from 32% to 54%, see Fig. 3.6a and b). Thus, despite the storage ponds
provided in Bracknell, mean annual flood appears to have risen by 56%. The number of floods
above 6 m3/s has increased by 72% and there has been a significant change in the season that
•floods occur. Analysis of the tcmporary gauges (C,D,E) appeared to exhibit drifting zero levels, possibly caused by silting in the channels or stilling wells, or by instrument drift. As
this drift could not bc corrected with confidence the historic data has not beenanalysed further.
The EA continued data collection at Binfield and the temporary level recorders, and in June
1993 they installed new level recorders on the three Mill Pond inlets (B). All data were
collected at the standard I5-minute timestep, though it was realised this was too long to record
accurately the rapid response at the Mill Pond. The new level recorder at Wildridings was
vandalised in early summer 1995, and not replaced until summcr 1996, when at the EA's
request, the full field programme (except Binfield) was taken over by M. At that time, the
timestep at the Mill Pond and Warfield House recorders was changed to 5-minutes, and a level
recorder was installed on the outlet weir from Ascot STW. Theoretical rating curves were
developed at IH for the Mill Pond flumes and the weir at Ascot STW; the development of
ratings for Warfield House and Wane Bridge is discussed later.
•
•
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Figure 3.6
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3.3.2 Depth/velocity monitors and Jocks Lane
•
Apart from the level data collected as described above, all the flow related data collection
(Table 3.2, sites B4 to K excluding E) was based on depth/velocity monitors similar to those
used by scwer survey contractors. These monitors can be installed on a temporary or semi-
permanent basis, and by measuring flow depth and velocity avoid the need to construct
permanent controls with fixed depth-discharge relationships. Four different makes of monitor
have been used (ADS, Detectronic/Montec, Prolec, and Unidata), each with their own data
retrieval and archiving software procedures. Each make used an ultrasonic Doppler device to
measure flow velocity (calculated as a point/regional velocity rather than a profile average),
and each used a pressure transducer to measure depth (though the ADS monitors use a
downward seeking ultrasonic gauge under normal frcc surface flow - i.e. unless it is surcharged
pipe flow).
The ADS monitors were choscn for Jocks Lane (F) on the advice of IHS, the sewer
survey/modelling contractors, now independent, but then a subsidiary of HR Wallingford. The
Jocks Lane outfall is not a single culvert, but three separate 1800 mm pipes. These pipes arc
cross connected, but drain separate source catchments and thus needed to be monitored
separately. The ADS system, developed in the USA, was thought better suited to long-term
gauging in larger pipes. At the time ADS would only makc the systcm available as a fully
managed packagc, but, wanting a suitable demonstration project, they offered thc package at a
large discount. The monitors were installed in March 1993. Data at a 5-minute timcstep was
telemetered to thc ADS offices for processing, and supplied to IH in ASCII form at
approximately six month intervals. ADS have subsequently withdrawn from Europe, but thc
monitoring continued via a franchise arrangement between ADS and IHS.
Evaluating the Jocks Lane discharge from three monitors obviously compounds measurement
errors and increases susceptibility to instrument malfunction. Although cross connected, the
pipes do not respond in phase, and flow in each pipe changes very quickly (from 20 to 2000 l/s
in a single timestep on somc occasions). It has not therefore been possible to assess errors or to
fill missing data by cross correlation. The ADS processing system does allow suspect/missing
velocity measurements to be replaced with estimates derived from a Manning equation, but it
was not always clear when this was done or what Manning 'n' was used (see Appendix B).
This concern was heightened by a tendency at one of the monitors for peak velocity to lag
behind peak depth, and at another monitor for velocity to increase in falling flow. Such effects
could be due to sediment impacts on the Doppler velocity measurement, but are more probably
caused by changes in flow profile (i.e. the flow is not at 'normal depth'), in which case using a
fixed Manning 'n' to infill data would not be fully justified. Despite these concerns and a long
period when one velocity sensor was not operational, a virtually continuous flow record has
been derived for this site.
3.3.3 Detectronic monitors at Oldbury, Mill Pond Outfall and Benbricke Green
•
Detectronic/Montec monitors (favoured by most sewer survey contractors) were uscd at the
Oldbury storage pond (G), on the Mill Pond outlet (B), and at Benbricke Green (H). They
were installed in June 1993. These monitors were managed for most of the study by thc EA,
and the data were transfcrred to IH at approximately 6 month intervals. Data were collected at
a basic 30 minutc timcstep, changing automatically to 5 minutes whcn flow depth exceeded
100 mm. Some 'hunting' of the timestep occurred, causing data processing problems (the
Detectronic processing software stored successive data sequences at each timestep separately
and could not print thcm out together).
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•The Oldbury storage pond (G) is an off-line 'dry pond', originally doubling as a horse paddock
but subsequently re-developed as a wasteland undcr a 'car-park on stilts' (sec Appcndix B).
The 'bypass' monitor, sited near thc outfall from thc 1050 mm throttle pipe, shows a fairly
consistent depth-velocity relationship, but includes a change in flow conditions from sub to
super and back to sub-critical between the depths of 100 and 300 mm. The monitors on the
two 1300 mm inlets were affected by variable backwater from the throttle pipc and show a
marked 'loop rating'. Thus all three monitor sites confirmed the need to monitor both depth
and velocity; sitcs with more consistent ratings would have been preferred, but upstrcam
manholes involved junctions, bcnds and access difficulties. The observed data provide scant
evidence of flow into the pond at any time during the four year study period, though some
scouring in the pond near the side weir suggested at least one such occurrence had occurred. In
retrospect, a level gauge should have bccn included in the side weir channel, and probably also
in the pond (it had never been expeeted to fill, and with twin 200 mm outlet pipes it was
expected to yield a long draindown). The lack of observed spill into thc pond meant it was not
possible to assess off-line pond performance.
Alongside the outfall of the Oldbury bypass is the outfall of the 870 m long, 1350 mm diameter
culvert from the Mill Pond (see Appendix B). This was chosen as the most convenient site to
monitor the Mill Pond outflow (in preference to the 'drowned flume' where access was offset
from a deep manhole, causing considerable safety concerns). This site showed, for the most
part, a stable (subcritical) depth-discharge relationship, but included a few periods of low
velocity readings (possibly due to 'ragging' of thc Doppler sensor) Higher flows also seemed
to be throttled, probably by the Mill Pond outlet control, but possibly also by a constriction
within the culvert. Detailed examination of the sewer data has identified a change in culvert
section (1350 mm to twin 900 mm pipes) at a road crossing, possibly involving a backfall.
This was discovered late in the study, and needs to be confirmed in the field. In practice any
effect is likely to be secondary .to the main outlet throttle at the pond, and it has not been
incorporated in the model studies of Chapter 5.
The Benbricke Green outfall (H) consists of twin 1050 mm pipes running in parallel from the
last major confluence. Monitors were installed on both pipes in June 1993. As a relatively
small, steep catchmcnt with no storage ponds, the rapid changes in depth and velocity were not
fully rcpresented by the 5-minute timestep. Also there were the usual problems of 'ragging' of
thc velocity scnsor, and periods of missing data from one monitor. Flow was not split equally
between the pipes, and some preference of flow from one or other sidc of the upstream
confluenceWas indicated. Cross correlation between the monitors was used to estimate missing
depths, and a single depth:discharge relationship was determined by overlaying the data from
each gauge (there was no backing up from thc Cut, but a slight 'loop rating' effect was found).
3.3.4 Worldsend, Jealous Ditch, and ratings for Wane Bridge and Warfield
Having instrumented the urban subcatchments, the strategy for monitoring the rural
subcatchments, Worldscnd (J) and Jealous Ditch (K), was reconsidered. Originally it was
intended to monitor just water level (by prcssure transducer) and, as at Wane Bridge (C) and
Warfield House (D), seek a rating through the short term deployment of flow monitors. As thc
respective drains were dry in June 1993, instrument installation was deferred. In October the
streams werc observed to 'back up' during a flood event, and it was clear both depth and
velocity would need to be monitored. The additional budget to purchase flow monitors was not
available until 1994, and further delays due to logistics, instrumcnt unreliability, and gaining
permission to install monitors in road culverts, meant the rural monitors were not installed until
February 1995.
I 5
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Prolec monitors (little changed from the original 1981 Golden River design) were selected
through competitive tender, and were installed at Worldsend, Jealous Ditch, and also to
calibrate the Warfield House level recorder. However, they suffered vandalismand accident
damage, and also proved rather unreliable. Two were replaced with newly available, less
obtrusive, and much cheaper Unidata 'Startlow' monitors. A Starflow monitor was also
installed at Brockhill Bridge, upstream of (but as a calibration for) WaneBridge (where thc
section could not be rated with a flowmonitor since it involvedan upstreambend and a bridge
pillar in mid channel causing the flow to split unevenly). Each monitor locationwas choscn in
a prismatic channel (pipe or rectangular bridge opening) and where concealmentfor security
was possible. The Bull Brook wcir site (E) was not rated as it was siltedand overgrown; at
low flows the upstream flow seemed to be supercritical, and at high flows thc weir could
drown. The levelonly data have howeveralloweduseful comparisons withWarfield Housc.
Very little reliable data were obtained from Worldsend and lealotts Ditch. The channels were
dry much of the year, and flows were comparatively low even in winter - suggesting a deeper
sub-surface flow path from these areas to the river system. For BrockhillBridge, the channel
to Wane Bridge was subject to extensiveweedgrowth in summer, and thetravel time increased
from about 50 minutes to 5 hours. Separate winter and summer ratings havebeen developed,
though summer flow typically accounts for less than 15% of the volume at Binfield. A better
rating equation was derived for WaffleId House (see Appendix B), but there were extended
periods (lasting months) when the section was drowned (possibly due to blockage of the
channel within the private grounds of WaffleId House, or to unspecified activities at the
ornamental lake). Such periods could usually be identified, and at•those times the rating was
not applied.
3.3.5 Depth/velocity monitors, general opinions
It must be noted that the gauge locationsused in this study were not ideal,and data reliability
was not high (but flow measurementin small ephemeral streams is knownto give difficulties).
The flow monitors were originally developed for sewer use, wherc pipes may 'backup', but
rarely run dry and flow profiles are fairly stable. The pressure transducers are subject to drift
(a tolerance of 2-5 cm is not unusual), and Doppler velocity signals vary with sediment
characteristics (an accuracy in flow measurementof ±25% is commonly accepted). They are
least accurate at low dcpth and wherevelocity is unevenlydistributed or pulsating(probable in
wide channels). However, flow monitorsdo not restrict the flow, arc relativelyunobtrusive and
thus less vandal-prone. The alternatives of wcir or flume structures are morc costly, raise
upstream levels, need more maintenanceand de-trashing, and tcmptvandals.
With flow monitors it is fairly standard practice to plot `scattergraphs' of velocity against
depth to identify poor hydraulic conditions. Most of the 'noise' in the monitorcomes from the
velocity signal, but none of the manufacturers'. software packages attempt any smoothing, by
for example averaging implied values of Manning roughness (ADS do estimatevelocity by a
fixed Manning 'n' for checking and infilling missing data). In this study, software has been
developed to apply a moving average to the implied Manning 'n' derivedwith any of the
monitor types (sec Appendix B).
•
Of the monitors maintained directly by IH, the Detectronichad cost approximately£4000 cach,
but were the easiest to use. The Prolec monitors had cost approximately 0000. The Unidata
Star-flowmonitors cost approximately £1200, and were technically fine but required greater
care in field use (some data periods were lost duc to downloading/rcprogrammingaccidents).
A number of other makes of monitor exist. Electromagnetic gauges cost approximately
15,000 a site and require mains electricity. TWU have recently collaboratedin developing a
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high accuracy Doppler monitor based on full velocity profiling (rather than a point/regional
velocity); these monitors arc likely to cost about £20,000. The monitors used represented a
balance between cost and performance within thc study aims and resources.
3.3.6 Rainfall, Soil Moisture, Dry Weather Flow, and concluding remarks
41 Daily Soil Moisture Deficit (SMD) data have also been obtained for Beaufort Park, with
values as calculated by the original Grindley (1967) model (to conform with the Flood Studics
Report). This method is now obsolete (replaced by MORECS), and a few gaps existed in the
Beaufort Park data. A version of the model, based on estimating daily evaporation from a sine
wave, was used to infill these missing periods.
The final point in the monitoring strategy was to derive Dry Wcather Flow profiles for the
outflow from Ascot Sewage Treatment Works and thus determine any storm response (see
Appendix B). The data have not been used in the model studies described in Chapter 5.
However, the diurnal variation in Dry Weather flow is clearly visible at both Warfield House
and Binfield Weir, and could be used to confirm flow times through the Bull Brook.
Concluding this discussion, it must be stated that although the data collected in this study
contain a range of errors and uncertainties, they still rcpresent a unique picture of runoff
processes through a mixed urban/rural catchment. The accuracy of some of the data may be
poor in volume terms, but they contain valuable information in tcrms of timing and general
response shape. In the modelling studies described in Chapter 5 only the Binfield data have
been used for volume analysis and fitting, yet the other data provide firm evidence of the
SCHEME model's ability to predict responsc patterns within thc catchment.
3.4 SELECTION OF STORM EVENTS
Figure 3.7 shows a plot of the data gathered during this study for the four principle gauges:
Wane Bridge on the Cut upstream of Bracknell, Warfield House on the Bull Brook draining
eastern Bracknell, Jocks Lanc on the (piped) Downmill Stream, draining western Bracknell,
and Binfield on thc Cut downstream of Bracknell. Following on from the discussion of the
previous section, the drifting zero at Wane Bridge and the drowned flow periods (winter 1994
and autumn 1996) at Warfield House can be clearly seen. Considering all monitors, the
periods of data that were missing or needing manual correction were extensive. It was thus
decidcd the data could not be processed as continuous records, but would be better treated as
isolated events. Thirty one event periods have been selected (from April 1993 to April 1997),
varying in duration between one and four days. Their locations within the records given in
Fig. 3.7 are indicated by the dotted red lines. The events wcrc not chosen in a wholly objective
fashion. Firstly all events yielding more than 5 ni3/s at Binfield were chosen, then all
significant events at the Oldbury bypass, and finally a numbcr of additional events were chosen
to cnsurc a reasonable distribution of events during the year.
•
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With respect to rainfall monitoring (point 8 in the strategy), the additional recording raingauges
were installed between January and April 1993. Recording raingauge data for the Met.Office
gauge at Beaufort Park/Easthamstead have not been obtained (for rcasons of cost), but daily
data have been obtained for this sitc, and also for Broadmcor (g on Fig. 3 3). Weather radar
data from the Chcnics site were briefly assessed, but has not been used in the modelling studies
of this report.
•
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Thc selected events were extracted from the data series, and rating curves or velocity
smoothing applied (following the procedures described in Appendix B). Table 3.3 gives the
date, Soil Moisturc Deficit, and maximum flow for each event at each of the main gauges (thc
letters in row one relate to their location on Fig. 3.3). For Worldsend, Jealotts ditch and Ascot
STW, the late installation of gauges, long dry periods, and miscellaneous acts of vandalism
have meant that data were available for very few of the selected events (7, 6 and 2 events
respectively), and the data have mainly been used in visual assessment of fit during catchment
modelling (see Chapter 5). Note that the early events at Warfield were based on the derived
rating equation, but from event 20 onwards were taken directly from the Starflow data.
Table 3.3 Maximum flow (m3/s)for each event and gauge
NoDate SMD
mm
C
Wane
Bridge
D
War-
fleld
Ii
Ben-
brkke
F
Jocks
Lane
A
Bin-
field
B,
l-ham-
pstead
112
lands
II,
Wild-
tidings
B4
Mal-
Pond
0,
Indus-
trial
G2
Walt-
rose
Ch
Oldbury
Bypass
123-7-93 127.8 0.06 2.68 0.81 3.17 1.93 1.20 0.76 0.20 0.51 0.57 0.37 1.31
212-8-93 134.7 0.25 2.49 0.35 3.18 2.44 1.38 0.80 0.15 0.76 0.54 0.33 0.86
39-9-93 124.3 0.14 1.67 0.44 2.72 1.58 1.24 0 79 0.20 0.52 0.63 0.34 0.96
4 6-10-93 48.6 2.41 3.75 0.74 5.72 4.53 3.21 1.22 0.25 1.20 0.24 0.53 1.40
5 12-10-93 35.1 10.35 8.61 0.80 7.61 12.77 3.32 1.63 0.19 1.43 0.25 0.77 1.47
6 30-12-93 0 4.43


0.31 3.16 5.18


0.61 0.06 0.90 0.16 0.08 0.60
76-1-94 0.0 5.91


0.36 4.30 6.44


0.72 0.10 1.45 0.13 0.16 0.63
88-1-94 0 10.60


0.35 3.11 9.31


0.49 0.06 1.13 0.08 0.07 0.46
93-2-94 0.0 3.76


0.45 3.69 5.83


0.64


1.30 0.09 0.14 0.64
108-4-94 0 1.15 2.17 0.41 3.23 4.51 1.57 0.99 0.05


0.29 0.18 0.58
I I25-5-94 6.9 1.04 2.45 0.67 4.35 2.63 1.12 0.50


0.94 0.45 0.21 0.96
12 24-6-94 59.6 0.03 1.74 0.56 7.82 4.16 2.22 4 .19


1.36 2.00 0.46 1.44
139-9-94 124.2 0.05 2.71 0.46 3.50 2.23 1.85 0.79


0.76 0.68 0.16 1.22
14 22-10-94 111.3 1.06 8.44 0.61 9.20 5.64 3.36 1.37


1.35 0.74 0.41 1.48
15 25-10-94 94.1 0.22 2.71 0.67 7.35 2.64 0.82 0.81


0.31 0.98 0.51 1.35
16 4-11-94 49.3 2.27 5.59 0.42 4.78 6.83 1.38 0.64


0.11 0.39 0.26 0.76
17 8-12-94 17.0 3.04 3.53 0.73 6.64 7.53 2.24 1.42


1.71 0.79 0.66 1.41
1819-1-95 0 2.51 1.77 0.72 5.40 6.48 1.20 0.59


1.05 1.20 0.50 1.45
197-3-95 1.5


2.73 0.38 4.88 5.92 1.74 0.85


1.39 0.43 0.39 0.88
20 26-7-95 133.2 0.02 1.52 0.55 3.84 1.96 1.93


I 09 0.50 0.41 1.09
2127-7-95 132.1 0.02 2.66 0.77 7 96 3.58 1.10


0.42 0.59 0.61 1.21
227-9-95 135.7 0.05 2.43 0.40


4.19 1.25


0.96 0.63 0.43 1.07
2310-9-95 126.1 0.07 1.63 0.52


4.23 1.02


1.07 0.97 0.52 I .33
24 19-12-95 54.5 1.11 3.20 0.32 4.11 6.01 1.65


1.17 0.41 0.38 0.77
25 21-12-95 33.0 1.06 3.26 0.34 3.87 5.08 2 10


1 26 0.57 0.39 0.90
268-1-96 16.9 2.22 1.96 0.31 2.24 5.58 0.74 0.38


0.25 0.10 0.52
27 24-2-96 4.0 1.97 1.73


2.53 4.74 1.00 0.64


0.41 0.25 0.69
285-7-96 106.4 0.05 1.36


3.18 3.24 1.05 0.66


0.45 0.36 0.93
299-8-96 129.3 0.36 2.78


6.27 5.51 4.74 2.55


2.11 1 40 1.45
303-11-96 125.8 0.69 2.04


4.76 3 75 1.57 0.72 0.12 0.60 0.49 0.34 0.83
3116-11-96 93.6 1.60 5.00


4.81 5.45 1.67 0.80 0.13 0.46 0.19 0.34 1.03
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To provide a broad assessment of the quality of the data, thc total runoff volumepassing each
gauge during each event was also determined. This is given in Table 3.4 along with a
percentage column comparing inflow to outflow volumes for specific reaches and storage
ponds. The first percentage column compares the tributary inflows to the Cut between Wane
Bridge and Binfield with the volume at Binfield. The sccond and third percentage columns
compare the inflow and outflow volumes at the Mill Pond and Oldbury pond. Despite great
effort, considerable discrepancies persist in the data, as shown by the deviationsfrom 100%.
Notc however that the figures are for events and ignorethe effectsof any continuingrecessions.
Note also that Benbricke and Wildridings data form a relatively minor component of their
respective percentage columns, and their periods of missing data do not unduly affect this
preliminary assessment of thc data.
NO
C
Wane
Bridge
D
War.
field
II
lien-
brkke
F
Jocks
Lane
A
Bin-
field
B,RI133
	
% of E.harn- C.Ilol-Wild-
Apsteadlandsridings
fl,
MW-
Pond
C,GIG3
% of Indus- Walt- Oldbury % of
B.trialroseBypassCI
1 12.2 91.7 1.4 39.8 75.0 193 16.9 2.8 1.3 5.8 360 1.5 0.8 3.4 67
2 13.8 67.3 2.4 44.7 72.7 176 17.5 4.8 0.8 10.7 216 1.8 0.9 5.5 50
3 6.4 38.1 1.1 19.5 28.8 226 8.1 1.7 0.3 4 6 219 1.2 0.5 2.4 66
4 157.8 91.1 2.5 55.5 139 2 220 20.1 4.8 0.7 10.5 244 0.4 0.9 4.6 28
5 1037.5 528.3 18.3 307.2 1155.1 164 95.1 29.9 3.3 68.7 187 2.7 7.8 29.9 35
6 367.6


7.1 104.8 465.2 103


27.5 2.4 28.6 105 0.9 0.6 10.6 14
7 579.4


8.2 119.1 571.5 124


16.5 2.1 30.5 61 0.8 0.8 10A 15
8 1209.2


15.5 212.4 1129.7 127


33.7 3.2 60.4 61 1.1 1.0 14.7 14
9 189.8


7.1 111.1 455.4 68


21.5


28.0 77 0.5 0.8 9.2 15
10 155.8 162 5 6.4 97.5 480.7 88 21.6 16.0 0.3


2.5 0.7 9.0 35
11 125.8 160.7 1.6 78.2 251.1 146 16.1 16.2


43.0 75 0.8 0.4 1.9 62
12 1.3 28.1 2.0 49.6 59.1 137 10.4 10.8


11.6 182 3.3 0.5 4.6 83
13 7.4 59.0 1.0 29.9 59.5 163 5.6 3.4


6.2 145 1.1 0.2 2.3 55
14 49.0 186.4 3.1 71.6 122.2 254 17.6 6.7


22.8 107 3.0 1.8 6.5 73
15 32.4 119.2 1.9 44.6 89.6 221 6.8 3.0


0.9 1117 0.9 1.0 4.0 45

16 235.4 362.4 9.8 167.4 474.4 163 35.2 16.8


1.6 3229 7.0 4.2 16.6 67
17 295.1 154.4 9.9 158.4 589.0 105 27.5 14.6


42.3 100 4.7 3.4 15.3 52
18 250.9 131.7 10.1 161.4 502.3 110 22.2 9.8


39 4 81 5.4 3.4 13.3 66
19


139.7 5.6 108.7 439.6 58 19.5 5.5


31.6 79 2.8 2.6 8.9 60
20 2.1 20.2 1.1 19.6 29.9 144 4.0


8.7 45 0.7 0.7 2.0 68

21 1.6 20.8 1.3 22.2 35.6 129 2.1


4.1 52 0.6 0.8 2.0 69
22 7.8 22.1 1.7


85.8 37 5.7


8.1 70 2.2 1.4 4.3 83
23 11.1 51.5 4.5


175.5 38 15.6


23.4 67 4.6 2.3 8.6 80
24 64.5 122.4 7.6 124.1 293.5 109 36.1


38.0 95 5.4 5.0 15.5 67
25 186.3 218 3 9.7 201.7 592.6 104 53.9


58.1 93 6 6 6.7 21.9 60

26 215.9 182 6 14.0 143.9 531.1 105 39.9 20.0



6.4 4.2 16.8 63
27 240.5 169.9


157.9 666.8 85 26.5 21.0



6 2 5.7 16.5 72
28 5.8 64.6


50.0 105.4 114 23 8 7.0



2.1 1.6 6.2 59
29 27.1 160.0


141.2 320.3 103 291 3 26.5



9.4 5.4 17.9 83
30 61.5 89.9


66.1 165.0 132 42.2 12.7 1.4 5.3 1060 2.1 2.1 7.7 55
31 202 6 711 4


218.0 540 9 209 119.1 28.3 4.6 10.4 1463 2.7 5.1 22.1 35
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Table 3.4 Volumes (1000 m3) during event period for each event and gauge
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At Binfield, when account is taken of missing data, volumes from storm 10onwards appear to
sum relatively close to 100%, giving some confidence in use of the data for whole catchment
modelling. The earlier storms however consistently add up to more than 100%, which seems
largely due to overestimation of flow at Wanc Bridge. At the Mill Pond, the 15-minute data
interval often misses the peak flows. For the first 9 storms total inflow appears to average
about double the outflow, but thereafter seems to average close to 100%,except for obvious
occasions when the outflow gauge was under-recording (sec Appendix B) At Oldbury, the
sum of the inflows has never exceeded 100% and is often below 50% of the bypass, though
throttling to about 1.45 m3/shas occurred several times and thc side weir has also overtopped
on occasions (scour seen on the downstream side). The inlet data are thus thought to be the
more suspect. In any case, the data at neither storage pond arc consideredsuitable for detailed
study of pond performance, though they may still be used to assess modelperformance in the
catchment as a whole.
It may be noted from Table 3.4 that the two largest volume events cach yielded about
1,100,000 m3at Binfield, which may be compared with the approximate totalavailable volume
in flood storagc ponds and lakes of 210,000 m3. How much of this flood storagewas mobilised
during those events is a matter of someinterest.
3.5 COMPARISON OF FLOOD RESPONSE BETWEEN GAUGES
Some broad comparisons of flood performancebetween rural and urban catchmentshave been
madc using the data in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. Consideringthe four biggest floodpeaks in the four
years of data, at Wanc Bridge (8% urbanised) these occur in January (2), December and
October; at War-fieldHouse (39% urbanised)they occur in October (2) andNovember (2), and
at Jocks Lane (57% urbanised) they occur in October (2), June and July. Similar shifts to
summer flooding in urban subcatehments.canbe seen throughout the data.
Lack of correspondence between the maximum flood periods in different subcatehments is
further demonstrated by Fig. 3.8, comparingthc peak discharge in each eventat Wane Bridge,
Warfield House and Jocks Lane with the peak from the same event at Binfield. Although the
scatter is large (and bearing in mind the existing uncertainties in the data), Fig. 3 8a clearly
shows a trend between the occurrenceof peak flows at Wane Bridge and Binfield. The trcnd is
less clear in Fig. 3.8b between Warfield and Binfield, and between Jocks Lane and Binfield
(3.8c) there is no trend. Morc specifically, the largest event at Binfield is only the fourth
largest at Jocks Lane; while the largest Jocks Lane event was only thc tenthlargest at Binficld.
Although this lack of correlation is not surprising, it provides firm evidencethat while pcak
flows in the rural Wane Bridgc catchment may occur under the samc stormsconditions as at
Binfield, peak flows in the urban Jocks Lane catchrnentcome from differentstorm conditions.
Based on the 4-ycars of data, it can be stated that the T-year floods fromurban areas do not
coincide with the T-ycar floods from rural areas
This observation is reinforced by Fig. 3.9a which directly compares peak flow at rural Wane
Bridge with urban Jocks Lane, showingno correlation. Figure 3.9b comparespart urbanised
Warfield House with Jocks Lane, showingweak correlation. Figures 3 9c and d do however
show a generally stronger correlation betweenflood volumes (dependent moreon.rainfall depth
and less on hydraulic routing).
The lack of correspondence between flood pcaks is also shown by the smaller catchments.
Figure 3.10 compares the fast respondingcatchments of Benbricke Green, Mill Pond Outflow
and Oldbury with Jocks Lane. The small catchments are all highly urbanised, but could be
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•
classified respectively as of largely commercial, residential and industrial land use Their
correlation with Jocks Lane is only slight - though for the Mill Pond(b) four of the five points
below thc main trcnd do coincide with periods when the flow monitor appeared to under-record
velocity (see Appcndix B). By comparison, a tighter correlation exists in Fig. 3.10d plotting
Benbricke Green directly against Oldbury. Note also that thc three smaller catchrnents all seem
to exhibit a 'throttled' maximum (Mill Pond and Oldbury are both downstream of storage
ponds).
Comparing flood volumes at the same three sitcs (Fig. 3.11) shows, as before, tighter
correlation (and clearly shows the four Mill Pond points below the main trend). The
consistency of these plots suggests that, despite specific concerns noted elsewhere, in general
terms thc broad quality of the data is acceptable. By excluding the few 'outlier' events a more
reliable data sct might yet be obtained.
The final plots presented here (Fig. 3.12) seck to explain the poor correlation between event
peaks at Wane Bridge and Jocks Lane by their sensitivity to antecedent conditions. Flow peaks
and volumes, as a percentage of the values at Binfield, are plotted against Soil Moisture
Deficit. As might be expected, the plots show flow from the mainly rural Wane Bridge
catchment becoming a smaller part of Binfield flow as Soil Moisture Deficit increascs, while
flow from the urban Jocks Lane catchment becomes more significant.
• Figures 3.8 to 3.12 provide interesting comparisons between the flood response of different
subcatchments and land uses, and are also useful as a means of identifying possible outliers in
the data. However, the main thrust of this study was to calibrate and verify the rainfall-runoff
model SCHEME. To this end the events have been split into 'test' and 'fit' sets for modelling,
as described in Chapter 5.
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•4. Modeloverview
• 4.1GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The modelSCHEME used in this study is a `semi-distributed'floodroutingmodelin which storm
• Runoffmodellingbeginswithdistributingstormrainfall to subcatchments,andestimatingthe direct
runoffand baseflowcomponentsusinga continuousupdatingof antecedentprecipitation.Baseflow
is routed through a linear reservoir, re-combinedwith the direct runoff, and routed to the
subcatchmentoutletusinga unit hydrographapproach. Channelroutingusesa linearor non-lincar
form of the convection-diffisionwave equation. Normal (on-line) reservoirrouting uses the
standard level-poolequations combinedwith flexible storage and outlet/controlrules. Off-line
reservoirs are modelled as two or three 'coupled' reservoirs with free, drowned,or one-way
interflowsdeterminedfrom the overflows,flapvalves,ctc. as appropriate Reservoircharacteristics
may be adjustedat 'run time' in order to reduceoutflowpeak to someprc-sct target. Dependingon
the levelof detailedknowledgeof the catchment,rangingfrom map data throughdetailedchannel
and floodplain data to extensiveflowdata, the basicmodelscan be tuncd and calibratedto improve
modelprediction.
The model is hybrid in form, having been developedto analyse urban impacts on observed
rainfall-runoff response in mixed catchments. Thus while some componentsare defined in
parametricform, otherssuch as baseflow,percentagerunoffand responsetimemaybe assessedand
adjustedthrough a more analyticalapproach. The distributedroutingpmceduresare based on the
recommendationsof the Flood Studies Report (NERC, 1975) and Flood StudiesSupplementary
Report 16(1H, 1985)withparametersdefinedfromsubcatchmentcharacteristics.These parameters
can be adjusted individuallyfor each subcatchment/channel,but are usuallyadjusted over all
subcatchmentsbased on a numbcr of global model parameters (factors). Thesecomprise four
routingparameters,two parametersto adjust for thc effectsof urbanisation,oneoverallrainfall loss
parameter plus one for each flow gauge, and tWObascflow parameters foreach flow gauge.
Normallythe baseflowand all but one of thc lossparametersare fixedby prioranalysisof observed
rainfall-runoffdata. Two of thc routingparametersare relativelyinsensitive,%%inchleavesjust two
routing parameters, one loss parameter, and maybe the urbanisationparametersto bc found by
22
• SCHEME draws its model proceduresfrom many sources, includingthe FloodStudics Report
(NERC, 1975), the Wallingford Procedure (DoE/NWC, 1981), the AustralianRORB model
(Laurensonand Mein, 1988),and previouslyunpublishedwork at 11-1. It includesa number of
differentoptions for modellingthe variousprocessesand how theyvary betweensubcatchments. It
was developedprimarily for assessingfloods in partly urbanisedcatchmentsthat might includea
number of flood storage ponds. Howeverit is also well suited to analysingthe effect of varied
topography,to modelling'strings' of reservoirs,and to assrssing areal rainfallimpacts. It does not
considerbackwatereffectsin channelrouting. Ithas beenappliedto catchmentsrangingin size from
034 to 370 km2 with a data timestep ranging from 2 to 60 minutcs. It is programmed in
FORTRAN77and cuncntly runson PC's ina DOS-BOX.
rainfall is propagated through the varioussubcatchments,channelsand reservoirsthat comprise a
complex catchment. Thus variations in basin form and response betweendifferent pans of a
catchmentmay be modelled,spatial variationin rainfalland other inputs maybe incorporatexi,and
runoffhydrographsat severalpointswithina catchmentmay be determined,providinga basin wide
appreciationof runoffcharacteristics. The descriptiongiven belowis intendedto explain the basic
principlesof themodeland to explainthe functionof the variousmodelparameters. Fullerdetailsof
themodelare givenin AppcndixA.
•
•
•
optimisation. An automatic optimisation routinc is included, vthich may be used together with, or
instead of, manual/visual methods.
Thc model operates in four modes:
CHECK, in which catchment data and flow data are read to confirm their format and then
runoff and bascflow volumes are analysed
FIT, in which global parameters may bc optimised to improve the fit to observed rainfall-runoff
data
• TEST, in which the fit of a single set of global parameters may be tested against observed
rainfall-runoff data, and
DESIGN, in which the fitted model is used to predict responsefrom a DESIGN rainfall event.
Design rainfall may be input directly, or specified as a combination of return-period, profile and
duration according to the UK Flood Studies Report (NERC, 1975) rainfall model.
4.2 NODAL REPRESENTATION OF THE CATCHMENT
To apply the model, the catchment is divided into a number of subcatchments on the basis of the
channel network and surface characteristics. The channel network is representedby a series of nodes
placed at the subcatchment outlets, at significant confluences, reservoirs, gauging stations, and other
points of interest. The runoff calculation sequence begins at the most upstream node on the main
channel. Ile hydrograph is derived using the subcatchment model and routed to the next node
downstream using the channel model. Response from the inter-nodal subcatchment is estimated and
added to the current hydrograph. At confluences the current hydrograph is stored and thc
calculations begin again at the top of the incoming tributary branch. When modelling of that branch
is complete, the stored hydrograph is added to the current hydrograph and the calculations proceed
as before down the main channel. At gauging stations the observed and current hydrographs may be
compared and various goodness-of-fit statistics calculated. The gauged hydrograph may optionally
have already been used to defme runoff volumes for subcatchment routing, and similarly it may now
be used for parameter optimisation or even adopted as the current hydrograph. This calculation
sequence is repeateddown to the final node. Areas below the final gauging station would use runoff
volume information from the final gauging station. If no flow hydrographs are specified for defining
runoff volumes, the user is requested to supply appropriate 'design values' for baseflow and
percentage runoff parameters.
The runoff calculanon sequence described above is input to the model as an ordered list of
'branch.reach' codes for the various nodes. These codes (thmiliar to sewerageengineers) serve as
labels for the node, the upstream inter-nodal subcatchment and the channel. Within SCHEME they
are also used to referencegauging station nodes and nodes for hydrograph output. Figure 4.1 gives a
nodal representation of a simple example catclunent, together with the calculanon sequence of
branch.reach codes. The codes start with the mainstream (normally branch I) and work from
upstream to downstream (normally incrementing reach from an initial value 0) At confluences the
current branch is suspended while the tributary nodes arc traversed (also upstream to downstream)
using a new (icrernaited) branch and (re-initialised) reach. This procedure is nested as necessary
for any sub-branches. There is no limit on the number of branches that can meetat a confluence, but
the maximum number of confluences that may be nested within a branch is currently fixcd at four.
At the next nodc below a confluence, the branch code returns to that of the first (mainstream)
branch to enter the confluence, and the reach code is incremented with respect to that branch. A
node is not required at the top of the outgoing reach from a confluence unless the combined
23
•
Nodal representation of sample catchment
1 0
2.0
3.0
4.0 1.1
2.1
1 2
Calculation sequence
Branch reach MODEL OPERATION
1.0 SUBCAT 1.0
1.1 CHAN 1.1, ADD SUBCAT 1.1
2.0 STORE1.1, SUBCAT 2.0
3.0 STORE 2.0, SUBCAT 3.0
2.1 ADD STORED 2.0, CHAN2.1, ADD SUBCAT 2.1
4.0 STORE 2.1, SUBCAT 4.0
1.2 ADD STORED 2.1, ADD STORED 1.1, CHAN 1.2 ADD SUBCAT 1.2
Where
I SUBCAT = Model subcatchment hydrograph
I CHAN = Route hydrograph along channel
L.
Figure 4.1
hydrograph at the confluenceis specificallyrequired, in which casc a specialjunction node is
provided.
In addition to a branch.reach codc,each nodehas up to three 'flags' to indicatespecial features.
The first flag indicatesreservoiror junction nodes (involvingno subcatchmcntor channel routing).
The second and third flags invoke specific subcatchment and channel routing options (see
AppendixA).
The example branch and reach codes shownon Fig. 4.1 arc (for simplicity)singledigits, but each
may extendto 3 digits. Currentprogramlimitsallow a maximumof 100 nodes,80 subcatchments
and 4 nested confluences. In practice,having branch and reach codes increasesequentially is
convenientfor the user, but not necessaryto thc program. Branch codes cantake any value not
alreadyactive(or stored),whilereach codesneedonly bedistinctwithinthc branch. This allows the
subcatchmentconfigurationto be changcdwithoutthe needto redefineall thebranch.reach codes.
4.3 MODELLING PROCEDURES AND PARAMETERS
The first stage of the SCHEME model involves the assessment of surface (direct) runoff and
baseflow volumes. Baseflowis generallya small componentof an overall floodhydrograph, but
early (unpublished)studies with SCHEME showed that simple 'baseflow separation' procedures
such as used in the FSR couldalso removewhat was originallydirectninoff fromremoter parts of
41
the catchment. SCHEME thus modelsboth bascflowand surface ninoff, adoptinga 'contributing
area' approach with drainageto baseflowand surfacc runoffoccurringfromthesame 'active area'.
Baseflowis modelledusinga linearreservoirlag (K) with recharge(R) proportionalto direct runoff
(i.e. for every x% of rainfallthat goes to surface runoff, another Rx% goes tobaseflowrecharge).
Outflow from thc baseflow reservoir is added to the direct runoff and routed through the
subcatchment and channel network. Providedthat the routing models are linear, and that the
110 recharge and reservoir lag do not vary betweensubcatchments,the baseflowparameters can bedefineddirectlyfroman observedhydrograph(withoutspeci&ingtheexact formof the direct runoff
model)and applied at a subcatchmentlevel. Thus the baseflowparameterscanbe determinedby
local analysis rather than global optimisation. If linearity and spatial homogeneityarc not
maintained,the parametersdeterminedfrom the downstreamhydrographcannotbc applied at the
41
subcatchment level and still reproduceexactly the same downstreambaseflcwresponse, but the
departureshave so far provedto be small. Whilethere are some concernswiththeapproach, it does
providea reasonablemethodforassessingdirectstorm runoffvolumes. The userusuallyderivesthe
baseflowparameters whilerunningthe modelin CHECK mode, and has theopportunityto adjust
them in any latermodelruns.
Direct runoff at each timestepthrougha storm is modelledusing a constantcoefficientapplied to
rainfallplus a varyingcoefficientdependenton the AntecedentPrecipitationIndex,API. As in the
FSR, API is an exponentialdecay applied to antecedentrainfall, and updatedthrough the storm4110 based on an equivalentdaily decay rate of 0 5. This rate is currentlyfixed,but could easily be
changedin future versionsto adoptaspectsof theHydroWorks 'new runoff model'where the decay
rate dependson soil type. The SCHEMEmodelparametersarc: IARC,defininga constant runoff
coefficient from imperviousareas; and CRCF, defining the proportion of pervious arca to be
modelledas a constant runoff coefficient. In FIT and TEST modes,overallpercentagerunoff is
usually 'forced' to give the observed runoff volume at designatedgauging stations (taking into
accountrainfall,API and imperviousarca variationsbetweensubcatchments).Notethat in this caw
TEST mode simply checksthe routingparameters,but for a full TEST the usermay specify the
baseflowand perccntagerunoffparametersdirectly. In DESIGN runs,wherenodownstream flow
data are available,baseflowand percentagerunoffparametersmustbc specifieddirectly.
24
Subcatchment runoff routing is by unit hydrograph. Several standard unit hydrograph modeLsarc
included (FSR, CIRIA, Nash), but in most cases the FSSR16 model would be used, with unit
hydrograph shape defined by QpTp=220, and time to peak related to stream length, and slope,
climate (the average annual rainfall, SAAR) and the URBAN proportion. The SCHEME model
parameters UHSF and UHTF allow global adjustment of unit hydrograph shapeand timc to peak
across all subcatchments, while the parameter UHUA allows global adjustment for urban effects (as
Tp/Tp, = ( +URBAN)**(-2•UHUA))
Channel routing uses a convection-diffusion model, bascd on either a fixed or flow related channel
delay and attenuation. Normally, unless there is particular concern for flow related impacts (e.g.
overbank flooding) the fixed delay form would be used. Wave celerity is defined from weighted time
to peak or lag estimates at the upstream and downstream end of the channel, and attenuation is
defined from mean flow peak and channel slope and breadth. Model parameters CHCF and CHAF
allow global adjustment of the wave celerity and attenuation estimates in each subcatchment.
Reservoirs may be on-line (where all flow passes through thc reservoir, and downstream dischargc
depends directly on reservoir storage), or off-line (where excess flow above somelimit is diverted to
storage until the inflow falls and the reservoir can drain back to the channel). On-line reservoirs are
modelled by the normal 'level pool' equations combining the storage-head and outflow-head
relationships. Off-lirtc reservoirs are modelled as two or three 'coupled' reservoirs, involving (a) flow
diversion from an inlet tank (e.g. a throttle pipe and side-weir), and return flow via an outlet tank
(e.g. with flap valves), or (b) both diversion and return from a single combined tank. In either case,
free/drowned/one-way interflows arc determined as appropriate. For both on-line and off-line ponds,
storage-head relationships may bc defined by (i) a powcr-law equation or (ii) a table of data points,
and outflow-head relationship may be defined by (i) a number of power-law equations (for different
controls and ranges of control), or (ii) a table of data points. In equation form, reservoir
characteristics may be left undefined - to be adjusted at 'run time' in order to reduceoutflow peak to
somc pre-set target.
All the subcatchment, channel and reservoir data needed to define the flow routing through the
catchment (e.g. areas, soils, URBAN fractions, channel lengths, slopes, reservoir areas, controls) are
stored against thc ordered branch.reach codes in a catchment data file. Rainfall and flow data are
stored in storm data files. The rncxlel accessesselections from these files, requestscertain on-line
information (e.g. the nodes at which hydrograph output is required; the nodes at which hydrographs
are available for fitting; the parameters to optimise and their respective ranges), and plots model
hydrographs. The hydrographs may bc saved to file or other previously saved hydrographs may be
read for comparative plotting. At the end of a model run, the program offers a choice to change run
type, parameters, storm, or catchment.
Apart from the flexibility in subdividing the catchment, in the baseflow modelling, in selecting
subcatchment and channel routing options, and in selecting gauges to use in determining overall
runoff volumes, SCHEME has sevenmain parameters. These arc:
CRCF
UHTF, UHSF
CHG., CHAF
UHUA
IARC
the proportion of pervious arca runoff taken as a constant proportion of
rainfall (the remainder varies with API)
global factors for unit hydrograph time to peak and shape
global factors for channel celerity and attenuation
urban adjustment for unit hydrograph responsetime, and
runoff coefficient for impervious areas
25
The model includes a flexible parameter optimisationprocedure which allowscombinations of
parametersto be fixtxl,variedin steps,or optimisedagainstone of fiveobjectivemeasurts of model
fit.
Notc that volume 'forcing' is normallYused to defme the pervious arca ninoff However, if the
observedrunoffvolumeis lessthan wouldbc givenby theproductof IARC andthe rainfallover the
imperviousarea, then perviousarea runoff is sct to nil, CRCF becomes redundant,and IARC is
reduced accordingly. Conversely,in the extremelyunlikely case that the derivedpervious area
runoffcoefficientexrfflis IARC,thenIARCis increasedaccordingly.
410
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5. Observed and modelled response of catchment
5.1 GENERAL STRATEGY
The main objectives of this projcct were to develop a flood estimation method for mixed
urban/rural catchments, and verify the method through a case study of the Bracknell catchment.
To these ends, the linked subcatchment model SCHEME has been developed (as outlined above
in chapter 4, and described in detail in Appendix A), and an extensive four year programme of
data collection followed in the Cut catchment (see Chapter 3 and Appendix B). Chapter 3 has
presented some basic comparisons of flood response between different subcatchrnents of the
Cut, based on 31 selected storm events. For modelling purposes these 31 events have been
separated into 16 fit events and 15 test events. Since no significant change in catchment
response was expected over the 4-year monitonng period, the events were split alternately, with
the odd numbered events used for fitting and the even events used for testing. Although no
assessment was made of the events prior to the split, the separation in tcrms of size and season
of occurrence has proved remarkably balanced (see Table 5.1). No modelling of any sort was
performed on the test events until the very end of the study, when the 'best fit' parameters
obtained for the fit events were applied to the test events.
Table 5.1 NI and Thst events: number of events in specified categories
Set Spring Summer Autumn Winter No of top 5 floods In set No of lop 10 floods in set
Mar-May Jun-Aug Sep-Nov Dec-Feb Wane Warf. Jocks Binfld Wane Wart Jocks Binfld
Fit 2 3 6 5 3 2 3 2 4 6 6 5
Tat I 4 5 5 2 3 2 3 6 4 4 5
Given the general problems of data accuracy, the majority of the modelling effort has
concentrated on the accuracy of flow estimation at the main EA gauge at Binfield, though some
results from comparisons at other gauges are presented. The model studies may be classified
as:
• A 'base-line' study, using a fairly conventional application of the FSR unit hydrograph
model, treating the whole Binfield catchment as a single lumped unit.
• A detailed SCHEME model, treating the catclunent as 42 sub-catchments, with 18 flood
storage ponds. The hypothesis was that this modelling would give an improved fit at
Binfield, and also estimate flows at other locations within the catchment.
• A split record test for each model, with relationships for the volumetric and routing
parameters determined from the 'fit events' applied in modelling the 'test events'.
A demonstration, using SCHEME, to assess drainage strategy. Based on the 'fit events'
and the 'best fit' parameters, the effect of each pond on peak flows has been quantified,
and thc effect of all ponds together on peak flows has been assessed.
Although described as the FSR model, the 'base-line' study was in fact based on SCHEME,
but using a single subcatchment. Thus
• the SCHEME algorithm was uscd to determine catchment average storm rainfall from the
individual gauged depths and profiles,
•
•
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•• the SCHEME baseflow model was used, and
thc `best fit' unit hydrograph was derived by optimisation not matrix inversion.
These departures from the FSR model are believed to have minimal impact, and they in no way
invalidate the usage as a `base-line' lumped model.
Within SCHEME, optimisation must currently be applied to each storm individually, and
differences in parameter values between storms either averaged or explained by reference to some
other factor (such as SMD). An iterative optimisation technique is used, climbing the `hill' formed
by `goodness-of-fit' at thc various trial parameter values. When several parameters are optimised
togcthcr, interaction and trade-offs are usually obtained between the different parameter
values. The conventional optimisation strategy is thus successively to•fix or determine
relationships for the least variable parameters until plausible relationships are found for the
remaining parameters.
The optimisation method used by SCHEME requires that each parameter is given an upper and
lower bound, which not only retain the parameter within reasonable values, but define the
allowable convergence error. Applying these bounds helps limit the effect of trade-offs
between extreme parameter values, and as storms arc optimised individually, it is usually
apparcnt if a parameter has been unduly restrictcd. In that case, the bounds might be relaxed,
or re-assessed through a series of sensitivity tests.
Optimisation in SCHEME can be basedon one of several `goodness-of-fit' criteria, including simple
and weighted forms of the root-mean-square (RMS) error between the observed and modelled
hydrographs. This study has used the simple RMS error, expressed as a percentageof observed
pcak flow. A criterion more directly targetted at high flows might have been more appropriate, but
RMS error does tcnd to fix peaks, since larger errors are usually associated v;ith high flows. Where
volume or baseflow errors exist, enlarged RMS errors can occur, so optimisation has always
included `volume forcing' (proportional runoff and baseflow determined from thc observed data).
However, because RMS values have also been quoted at gauges used only for comparison (i e.
without volume forcing), the correlation coefficient (R2 ) which compares only shape and not scale
has also been quoted.
The catchment data used in the modelling are described in Appendix B; a schematic
representation of the catchrnent is given here as Fig. 5.1, showing the branch reach codes used
by SCHEME to rcprcsent nodes and subcatchments.
5.2 BASEFLOW IDENTIFICATION
The first stage in the modelling is the identification of baseflow, and henceof surface runoff
volumes from which to define runoff coefficients. In CHECK mode, SCHEME provides an
interactive procedure for identifying an appropriate `linear reservoir' delay for the event
recession, and optimising the `recharge factor' necessary to move from the baseflow prior to
the event to meet asymptotically with the event recession. (Prior to this study, thc uscr needed
to define the cxact point on the recession that marked the `return to baseflow'.) The same
baseflow 'separation' was used with thc lumped `FSR' approach and the more detailed
SCHEME subcatchment approach.
At the start of the modelling study it was intended to fit the hydrographs at Wane Bridge,
Warfield House, Jocks Lanc, and Binfield. Thus baseflow delay and recharge were sought for
cach event at each gauge. Parameters derived for individual storms showed considerable
28
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Schematic representation of catchment
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Figure 5.1
•variability and also somc cross correlation. Based on thc early runs, a standard delay of 60
hours was therefore selected and applied to each gauge. Different delays might have been
appropriate for each gauge, but this would have introduced difficulties in definingthe delay to
be used for the arcas betweenthc gauges.
With the fixed 60 hour delay, the recharge factor was determinedfor each gauge and fit event.
Figure 5.2 shows the separation for four sample events at Binficld, where (a) is event 5, the
largest fit event, (b) is event I I, a small event, (c) is event 17, the second largest, and (d) is
event 25, a sequence of modest events. The separations appear quite believable. Note that
rainfall data play no part in estimating baseflow, though the user could specifya target area
for 'return to bascflow' based on some typical 'time from end of rainfall' as used in the FSR.
With the baseflow identified, SCHEME evaluates percentage runoff (based on average rainfall
on the upstream subcatchments). The derived values of recharge factor (R) and proportional
runoff (PR) for each gauge and event are given in Table 5.2, along with initialflow rate at the
start of the event (QO,m3/s).
Table 5.2 Baseflow and percentage runof f parameters
no SMD
Wane Bridge
18.5 kmz
RQOPR
Warfield House
12.3 krnz
RQOPR
Jocks Lane
12.6 kmz
IIQO PR R
Binfield
51.9 kmz
QO PR.
I 127.8 (I.) 0.018 0.02 0.40 0.184 0.27 0.33 0.054 0.17 0.71 0.118 0.06
3 124.3 0.00 0.146 0.00 1.00 0.298 0.47 0.00 0.133 0.24 1.40 0.271 0.07
5 35.1 0.29 1.369 0.80 0.50 0.388 0.68 0.27 0.210 0.43 0.50 1.133 0.33
7 0.0 0.52 2.121 0.82



0.75 0.302 0.41 1.21 2.186 0.26
9 0.0 0.00 0.000 0.70



0.89 0.160 0.32 1.22 0.698 0.27
11 6.9 1.04 0.077 0.41 0.56 0 361 0.69 1.04 0.136 0.27 1.45 0.466 0.20
13 124.2 (2.) 0.030 0.01 0.00 0.262 0.29 0.00 0.106 0.18 0.00 0.323 0.06
15 94.1 (2.) 0.128 0.08 0.00 0.349 0.64 0.43 0.059 0.24 I 07 0.238 0.09
17 17.0 0.29 0.274 0.48 0.72 0.202 0.28 0.45 0.130 0.35 0 64 0.487 0.29
19 1.5



1.69 0.335 0.32 0.79 0.175 0.37 100 0.788 0.33
21 132.1 (50.) 0.024 0.00 0.00 0.125 0.17 0.44 0.053 0.58 0.75 0 145 0.11
23 126.1 2.81 0.026 0.01 0.90 0.068 0.14



0 61 0.135 0.09
25 33.0 0.62 0.230 0.17 1.00 0.258 0.26 0.54 0.210 0.28 0 89 0.703 0.17
27 4.0 0.51 0.0% 0.34 1.21 0.085 0.27 0.71 0.116 0 27 0.94 0 392 0.27
29 129.3 0.83 0.010 0.02 0.17 0.100 0.21 0.26 0.049 0.17 0.46 0.107 0.09
31 93.6 1.03 0.159 0.1 I 0.00 0.643 0.62 0.30 0.061 0.27 0.57 0.270 0.13
Note: The slow response at Wane Bridge meant that a long recession period was required to return to
baseflow. On a few occasions recharge was estimated based on an assumed recession extension. These
results are shown in brackets and are provided for comparison only.
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2
For reasons discussed below, only the Binfield results have been used in the modelling studies,4110 and Fig. 5.3 shows how the event initial flow, QO, recharge factor, R, and proportional runoff,
PR, all reduce with SMD (as the catchmcnt dries). Note that actual recharge is defined by the
product of R, PR and rainfall depth. Plots for the other gauges arc given in Fig. 5.4, where it
may be noted that initial flows at WaffleId Housc seem to be approximately double thosc at
Jocks Lane, while in dry conditions, initial flows at Wane Bridge arc effectively zero. Note
also that proportional runoff at Wane Bridge is very variable, but at Jocks Lane is fairly
constant. However, more specific conclusions should be treated with somecaution.
110 As largely expected, given the preliminary data screening results of Table 3.4, initial modellingbased on these parameters showed, for almost every storm, greater direct runoff from Wane
Bridge, Warfield House and Jocks Lane combined than was measured at Binfield. Negative
runoff from the intervening 8.5 km2 of area is not physically possible, and is not allowed in the
model (it is sct to zero). For this reason, it was decided that for the rest of this study all model
fitting would be based on just the Binfield data, with thc other gauges used only for
comparisons. It should be remembered that there have been a number of problems in
developing ratings for Wane Bridgc and Warfield House (see Appendix B), and these results
suggest somc fiuther modifications are required. In this respect, improved use might be made
of the fcw spot gaugings available. '
The fitted parameter values for each event at Binfield (see Table 5.2), were therefore applied
throughout the catchment. Currently there is no allowance in SCHEME for urbanisation
impacts on baseflow, so lower recharge factors for urban areas (the Jocks Lane figure is
typically 60% of that at Binfield) have not been applied. The best-fit equations, taken from
Fig. 5.3 and given below, have been used to cstimatc parameters for thc test events - except for
initial flow, where using the observed value at the start of the event was considered acceptable.
R = 1.0437 - 0.00313 SMD R2=0.215
PR = 0.2801 - 0 00161 SMD
0.9196 - 0 00596 SMD
R2=0.807
QO =


R2=0.416
These equations should not be interpreted as having general applicability to other catchments,
being bascd on just 16 events at Binfield. The R and PR equations do however represent the
equivalent of using local data to define Standard Percentage Runoff (SPR) in the FSR method1110	 (see FSSRI3). It may be noted that the constant 0.28 is rather less than the value of 0.40
recommended in the FSR for soil type 3, but this may in part reflect the additional runoff
volume due to the increase in baseflow during a storm that SCHEME allows but the FSR
model does not.
5.3 THE LUMPED `FSR' MODEL
As discussed above, the FSR lumped unit hydrograph model has been applied as a single
subcatchment implementation of SCHEME. Note that the bascflow parameters were exactly
as described for Binfield in Table 5.2 above, but because rainfall determined for thc catchment
as a whole differed slightly from the weighted average of the subcatchments, the PR values
obtained were slightly different. A fuller description of how SCHEME derives subcatchment
rainfall is given in Appendix A, but on average, the lumped catchment rainfall was 1.01 times
that derived from the 42 subcatchments.
Of thc seven SCHEME paramcters, only four arc of relevance in a single subcatchment
implementation'
30
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•
UHTF,U1ISF thc unit hydrographtime to peak and shapc factors,
CRCF the proportionof runoff taken at a constant percentageof rainfall, (the
remaindervarieswithAntecedentPrecipitationIndex,API)
and IARC the imperviousarea runoffcoefficient,
The unit hydrograph urban adjustmentparameter UHUA has been set equal to one (for a single
subcatchment implementationit is obviouslyconstant throughoutthe catchment,and thus simply
adjusts the effectiveUHTF value). IARC,the imperviousarea runoffcoefficient,has beenset to 0.7
(i.e. the FSSR5/FSSR16 recommendedvalue). In a single subcatchmentimplementation,IARC
overlapswith CRCF, creatingan arca of (high)constantpercentagerunoff Anequallygood fit to a
specificstorm can normallybe obtainedfor a rangeof IARCvalues by adjustingCRCF. Note that
theseurban parametersare intendedto modeldifferencesin runoff behaviourbetweencatchmentsor
subcatchments,and cannotbe optimisedinone-off,lumpedapplications.
Fitting thc lumpedmodelwas thus reducedto determiningoptimumvalues forUHTF, UHSF and
CRCF such that the RMS error betweenmodelledand observed flows was minimised. During
optimisation,minimumpermissiblevaluesof 0.1and 0.2 respectivelywere specifiedfor UHTF and
UHSF, while CRCF was optimisedbetween0.01 and 1.0- i.e proportionalrunoffvaried between,
effectively,direct dependenceon API, and invarianceduring the event. The CRCF limits are
physicallybased, but those on UHSF and UHTF were imposedto resist too extremea departure
from the FSR expectedvalues of 1.0. The first column group of Table 5.3 showsthe parameter
values obtained through optimisationand the correspondingRMS error and correlationcoefficient
R.
•
Table 5.3 Fit details for 'FSR model
Ev
no
1. Optimising 3 parameten
IARCI.7
UHTF UHSF CRCF RMS R2
2. Optimising 2 parameters
UHSF4I.2
UHTFCRCF RMSR2
3. Optimising UHT'?
CRCF=1.0
UHTFRMSR2
1 0.127 0.20 1.00 5.8 0.912


5.8 0.912


5.8 0.912
3 0.384 1.20 - 12.1 0 803 0.100


13.9 0.744


13.9 0.744
5 0.405 0.20 1.00 5.5 0.984


5.5 0.984


5.5 0.984
7 0.425 0.20 1.00 7.1 0.930


7.1 0.930


7.1 0.930
9 0.307 0.20 1.00 4.2 0.987


4.2 0.987


4.2 0.987
11 0.439 0.20 1.00 9 4 0.813


9.4 0.813


9 4 0.813
13 0.118 0.28 - 5 2 0.940 0.100


5.4 0.935


5.4 0.935
15 0.173 0.59 0.01 7.5 0.936 0.100 1.00 8.1 0.882


8.1 0.882
17 0.361 0.20 1.00 6 6 0.970


6.6 0.970


6.6 0.970
19 0.312 0.20 1.00 6 9 0.964


6.9 0.964


6.9 0.964
21 0.125 0.35 0.01 10.4 0.836 0.100 0.01 10.7 0.797 0.100 10.7 0.7%
23 0.144 0.20 0.01 9.1 0.870


9.1 0.870 0.157 9.2 0.867
25 0.199 0.20 0 01 6 6 0.943


6.6 0.943 0.206 7.0 0.932
27 0.320 0.20 0 29 8 1 0 952


8.1 0 952 0447 9.9 0 904
29 0.130 0.21 1 00 9.4 0 831 0.126 1.00 9.4 0 830


9.4 0.830
31 0 224 0.20 1.00 9.1 0.938


9.1 0.938


9.1 0.938
av



7.7 0.913


7.9 0.903


8 0 0.900
3 I
•
•
•
•
As describedabove,the optimisationstrategynowinvolvedfixingone parameterand re-optimising
the other two. Note howeverthat II of the 16eventshad reachedthe limitingUHSF value (0.2),
while for CRCF, 9 had reached the upper limitof 1.0 (i.e. constant proportionalrunoff), 3 had
reachedthe lowerlimit(just 1%at a constantproportionalrunoff),and another2 couldnot defmea
value (theobservedrunoffwas less thanthe productof IARCand the imperviousarca rainfall). Of
these boundedvalues, UHSF was the most unexpected. Volumeconsiderationsfor the triangular
unit hydrographrequiresQpTb=555(whereQp is the peakand Tb is the base),so the FSR equation
QpTp=220 (whereTp is the time to pcak) definestimeto peak as approximately40% of the time
base. A UHSF factorof 0.2 thus equatesto a much moreskewedunit hydrograph,with a time to
peak of about 8% of the time base. This excessivelyskewedoptimumshapemay be neededin a
mixed catchmentto reflect the very fast responsefrom the urban area combinedwith the more
sluggish response from rural areas. It may also reflect the short timestepused in this study
(5 minutes)in relationto thepredictedtimeto peak(UHTF*5.67hours).
Further sensitivitytests showedthat reducingUHSF below0.2 had a diminishingeffect,and it was
decidedto fix on a valueof 0.2. Just 5 eventsneededre-optimising,giving thesecondcolumngroup
in Table 5.3. Note the generallyreducedfit, withhigherRMS and lower le values,and note also
that 4 of the eventsreachedthe lower limiton UHTF of 0.1. Referencebackto Table 3.3 showed
these eventswereall relativelysmall. Also, a morc skewedunit hydrographwouldneed a shorter
time to peakto preservemeanlag time.
•
Examinationof the parametervalues in the first and secondcolumngroups ofTable 5.3 showeda
wide rangeof both UHTF (from 0.1 to 0.44) and CHCF (from .01to 1.0). Howeverit was noted
that the optimumUHTF seemedto be relatedto SMD (givenin Table5.2), withshort timesto peak
correspondingto high SMD. An explanationmightbc that in dry conditionsally the fast response
from urban areas gtnerally closeto Binfieldis observed,but in wet conditionstheslowerand more
remote rural areas respond,slowingthe averageoverall responsetime. In anycase, the optimum
UHTF values(for UHSF1.2) wereplottedagainstSMD as shownlater in Fig.5.6(a). The derived
relationship is both understandableand adequatelydefined, and although a conventional FSR.
analysis wouldexpect to determinea singleTp for the catchmcnt,the derivedvariabilityhas been
acceptedas a trueeffectof urbanisation. The relationshiphas thus beenadoptedas the overall 'best
410 estimate' for UHTF,and onlyone parameterremainedto bedefined,CRCF.
•From Table 5.3, with UHSF:).2, just four eventsgave CRCF valuesthat differedfromunity, and no underlyingtrend in CRCF value could be di cerned. The event were thusre-optimisedwith
CRCF sct to 1.0. Only event27 showedany significantreductionin fit. HOWCVer,the role of the
CRCF parameter needs carethl consideration. It is intended to answer the question "does
proportionalrunoff increaseas the catchment'wets-up' during an event?" API is effectivelythe
status of an upper soil moisturestore that is replenishedby rainfall,but drainsby half during a
period of 24 hours. CRCF defmes how constant thc pervious area runoffcoefficient is, or
converselyhow much the runoff coefficientincreaseswith soil moisture (API)during a storm.
However,allowingthe runoff coefficientto increaseovera storm effectivelytransfersrunoff from
the start to the cnd of the storm, causing an apparent increasein lag time. Thus,particularlyfor
single peakedevents,a similar effect to a low CRCF value can be achievedby a higher UHTF
value. Often it is only in complexsequencesof peaks with clear differencesin volumeresponse
betweenthe successivepeaks that reliablevaluesof CRCF will be obtained. Inspectionof all the fit
events (see Fig. 5.5) showedevents 25, 27 and 29 wereclearlythemost 'multi-peaked'events,and
mightbc expectedto requireCRCF valuesless thanone (observedhydrographsforevents3, I I, 13,
15,21, and 23 meanwhileevensuggesthigherPRat the startof an event!).
Followingfrom this discussion, it has been thought unwise to force,CRCF values to 1.0. Thc
parametersUHTFand CRCF fromthe first twocolumngroups of Table 5.3 (withUHSF.2) have
32
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thus bocn adopted as the overall `bcst-fit' for the FSR model, with thc corresponding measures of fit,5 RMS and le, as given in the sccond column group. Averaging over all events,gave an RMS error
of 7.9 and an 12.2of 0.901 Parallel results (not included here) showed that peaks flows Were
underestimated by an average of 20.5%. These values are compared with the results from the
detailed SCHEME model in the next scction, and the fit of both models to eachevent is shown in
Fig. 5.5.
For the split record tests, UHT!? has beenestimated by the equation on Fig. 5.6a
UHTF = 0.368 - .002 SMD R2=0.792
but as no reliable relationship between CRCF and storm depth, duration or SMD has been found, a
fixed CRCF value of 1.0 has been adopted on thc understanding that a lower value may be
appropriate for multi-peaked events.
5.4 THE DETAILED SCHEME MODEL
5.4.1 Fitting the model
Optimisation of the detailed 42 subcatchment application of SCHEME followed the same
proccdure described for the lumped application. When there are several flow gauges within a
catchrnent, SCHEME can allow optimisation to be based on any or all of them. However, as
mentioned above, volume discrepancies between the gaugcs, combined with inconsistency in
the data record at each gauge, led to the decision in this study to optimise model performance
at Binfield alone. This has the advantage that the overall 'goodness-of-fit' at Binfield can be
compared directly with that obtained from the lumped model. The fit obtained between
modelled and observed response at the other gauges is an 'added benefit', and is discussed in a
later section.
In order to restrict the number of SCHEME parameters needing to be optimised, unit values
(i.e. expected values) have been applied to the unit hydrograph shape factor UHSF and the
Channel Attenuation Factor CHAF. For the impervious area runoff coefficient IARC, values
of 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 have been applied, spanning the likely optimum value and allowing model
sensitivity to bc assessed. These tests showed that the sensitivity was low, and as the
FSSR5/16 recommended value of 1ARC=0.7 generally gave the better fit to Binfield data, only
those results are presented here. Of the four remaining parameters, limiting values of 0.3 and
3 were applied to UHUA, UHTF and CHCF, allowing a threefold deviation from the expected
value of unity, and for CRCF limits of 0.01 and 1 were applied, as for the `FSR' model. Table
5.4 gives details of the parameter optimisation for each event. Further discussion on the values
obtained follows, but note:
4111 • the general improvement in fit between Tables 5.3 and 5.4,
for thc sccond stage of optimisation CHCF was set equal to 3.0, and
• for the third stage of optimisation UHUA was set to the average value at stage 2 (i.c. 1.8).
•
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Table 5.4 Fit datafor detailedSCHEME model
•


Ev
no
1. Optimising 4 parameten
IARC=0.7
UHUA UHTF CHCF CRCF RMS R2
2. Optimising 3 parameten
CHCF=3
UHUA UHTF CRCF RMS R2
3. Optimising 2 parameters
UHUA=1.8
UHTF CRCF RMS122


1 1.529 0.598 3.000


3.5 0.967 1.537 0.599


3.5 0 967 0 836


3.5 0.966


3 2.195 0.300 1398 1.000 11.7 0.885 0.950 0.300 0.623 11.3 0.908 0.786 0 600 12.1 0.905


5 1.886 1.410 0.640 1.000 4.0 0.991 1.291 1.609 0.773 4.9 0.987 1.673 0.621 5.6 0.983


7 2.245 1.596 0.977 1.000 5.2 0.959 1.857 1.654 0.011 5.6 0.953 1.618 0.010 5.6 0.953


9 1.455 1.245 2.958 0.355 3.0 0.994 1.508 1.240 0.270 3.0 0.994 1.243 0.010 3.1 0.993


11 2.868 2.688 1.628 1.000 6.6 0.901 2.581 2.718 1.000 6.7 0 898 2.199 0.761 7.3 0.879


13 1.532 0.300 3.000


5.2 0.959 1.956 0.373


5.3 0.957 0.376


5.2 0.958


15 1.079 0.300 3.000 0.998 4.9 0.955 2.182 1.299 1.000 5.0 0.943 0.800 0.601 5.1 0.942


17 1.758 1.791 3.000 0.768 3.9 0.987 1.835 1.779 0.595 3.9 0.988 1.785 0.668 3.9 0.988


19 1.584 1.536 2.734 1.000 3.9 0.990 1.593 1.545 0.845 4.0 0.990 1.577 0.495 4.2 0.987


21 2.996 0.300 3 000 1.000 13.0 0.683 2.995 0.300 1.000 13.0 0.683 0.300 1.000 13.6 0.643


23 0.375 0.300 2.478 0.010 5.1 0.963 0.332 0.300 0.010 5.1 0.962 1.009 0.433 7 2 0.932


25 1.704 1.068 3.000 0.010 3.4 0.983 1.725 1.039 0.124 3.5 0.982 1.075 0 010 3.5 0.983• 27 1.837 1.592 2.301 0.249 4.0 0.989 1.797 1.612 0.238 4.0 0.989 1.617 0.252 4.0 0.989


29 1.467 0.597 3.000 0.511 3.7 0.974 1.593 0.697 0.010 3.6 0.975 0.878 0.010 3.7 0.975


31 3.000 1.489 2.733 0.902 5.4 0.975 3.000 1.558 1.000 5.4 0.975 1.156 0.601 6.7 0.962


8V



5.4 .947



5.5 .947


5.9 0.940
Column group 3 of Table 5.4 has been adopted as the overall 'best fit'. Compared with the
FSR model, which gave average RMS, R2 and peak error of 7.9, 0.903, and -20.5%,
SCHEME has given 5.9, 0.940 and -12.1%. Figures 5.5a-p show the fit obtained for each
event with each model. The SCHEME trace (black) generally gives a better match to thc
variability of the observed hydrograph (blue) - mainly because it trcats the urban and rural
responses separately rathcr than as a lumped whole. Events 3 and 21 arc poorly fitted by both
models, but these are small events and the rainfall seems weakly related to the observed flow
(note that the blue and black rainfall traces are for total and effective rainfall). Although
SCHEME has performed better, the initial 'spike' on several observed hydrographs is not well
predicted. This is discussed further in section 5.4.3.
5.4.2 Discussion of adopted parameter values
The values selected for CHCF and UHUA at stages 2 and 3 of the optimisation in Table 5.4
need some consideration. Firstly, the value 3.0 selected for CHCF is rather higher than the
expected value of 1.0 that would yield channel lags equal to the difference in FSR time to peak
between their upstream and downstream nodes. Estimating channel lag from Tp has given
difficulties in other studies (unpublished), and SCHEME does include alternative procedures
based morc directly on channel characteristics. However it has not been possible within the
time constraints of this study to investigate this further. Table 5.5 gives the length and type of
each channel reach included in the study together with the wave speed estimated by SCHEME
using CHCF=3.0. Figure 5.1 has shown these reaches schematically, and further information
is given in Appendix B. Although some of the wave speeds seem rather high, they arc still in
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general believable. Analysis of the routing of DWF patterns from Ascot STW to Binfield
would give some information on wave speed at relatively low flows, but again this has not been
possible within the time constraints of this project.
•
Table 5.5 Channel and optimised wave speed (m/s) details
Branch.
reach
Length
(km)
Chant
type
Wave
speed
Branch
.reach
Length
(km)
ChanL
type
Wave
speed
Branch.
reach
Length
(krn)
Chan!.
type
Wave
speed
1.05 3.3 Cut 2.5 3.55 0.5 Brook 2.8 13.05 172 pipe 4.7
1.10 0.8 Cut 2.8 3.65 0.55 Brook 5.1 10.30 0.87 pipe 12.1
3.05 0.4 lined 3.7 1.10 2.3 Cut 4.0 10.35 1.44 pipe 13.3
3.10 1.0 lined 9.3 9.05 0.1 pipe 2.8 17.05 1.15 pipe 3.2
3.20 0.56 pipe 5.2 1.20 0.5 Cut 3.5 18.05 0.75 pipe 4.2
3.35 0.81 pipe 5.6 10.05 0.66 pipe 3.1 17.15 1.12 pipe 5.2
6.05 0.75 pipe 20.8 10.10 0.58 pipe 2.7 19.10 0.46 pipe 3.2
97.10 0.1 pipe 2.8 10.15 0.16 pipe - 20.10 0.11 pipe 3.1
3.40 1.65 pipe 6.5 10.20 1.56 pipe 5.4 19.15 1.94 piPe 6.0
3.45 1.40 Brook 7.8 11.05 0.37 pipe


1.22 1.1 Cut 3.8
8.05 0.2 pipe 0.7 11.10 0.98 pipe 9.1



Considering next the value of 1.8 for UHUA, this too is greater than might have been expected,
given the FSSRI6 value of 1.0. However the revised urban adjustment for Tp given by
Marshall and Bayliss (1994) also predicts greater impacts than the FSSR16. Moreover, most
of the urban subcatchmcnts modelled in this study were 'in sewer', and thus represent
conditions not covered by FSSR16, or Marshall and Bayliss. In this context, the high value of
UHUA seems reasonable.
Inspection of the 'best fit' UHTF parameters in Table 5.4 indicates that, as with the lumped
'F'SR' model in section 5.3, larger values of UHTF are obtained for wetter conditions (low
SMD). Although thc justification for this is not as clear as in the lumped case(urban and rural
differences have already been incorporated in the model), UHTF has again beenplotted against
SMD, and the resulting relationship (Fig. 5.6b) adopted as the best fit for estimating UHTF for
thc split record testing.
Inspection of the best fit CRCF values indicates a greater variation than with the `FSR' model,
and somc dependence on SMD and storm duration. Figure 5.6c shows the relationship with
storm duration alone, explaining 35% of the variance. However, the equation adopted for
estimating CRCF in the split rccord teSting includes both storm duration and SMD and
explains 45% of the observed variance. The results are illustrated in Fig. 5.6d which shows
predicted against optimised CRCF. The parameter equations taken from Fig. 5.6 arc therefore:
	
UHTF = 1.585 - 0.0063 SMD R2=0.698
CRCF = 0.565 - 0.00015 D + 0.0023 SMD R2=0.450
where D = Rainfall duration (minutcs)
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5.4.3 Model performance for upstream subcatchments
The above discussion has concerned the results for Binfield only, but percentage error in
volume (Ve%), and values of le and RMS have been obtained for all gauge locations and are
given in Table 5.6. Note first that none of these data have been used in fitting the model, and
the remarkably high le values obtained for most events and most gauges indicate that
SCHEME's estimation of response time for the various subcatchments is generally good.
Some volume errors are however apparent.
Ignoring for the moment shading applied in the table, in every event at WarfieId House, and
almost every event at Wane Bridge, modelled runoff volume is less than observed. This could
be interpreted as model error, but is more likely to be further evidence of the need to revise the
ratings obtained for these sites. By contrast, in most of the events at the small rural gauges,
Jealous Ditch and Worldsend, runoff volume has been hugely overestimated. Given that such
large errors are not found at Wane Bridge, these results seem to imply that rural runoff is
getting into the Cut by a dccper interflow path than is intercepted by the ditches. This needs
further investigation, but is more evidence of the difficulty of assessing runoff from small
catchments, and thus of estimating the effect of local urbanisation on downstream flows
(greater surface runoff but reduced interflow).
Consider now the shading in Table 5.6, and the SMD values that have beencopied from Table
5.2 into the final block of Table 5.6. Dark shading indicates dry antecedent conditions
(SMD greater than 90 mm), and pale shading indicates wet (SMD less than 5 mm). On
examination, it appears that in dry conditions SCHEME has tended to underestimate volumes
for the urban catchments (Jocks Lane, Oldbury Bypass, Warfield House), and correspondingly
overestimate the rural catchment (Wane Bridge). In wet conditions, the reverse appears to bc
true. Although it was stated earlier that only Binfield data have been used to optimise the
parameter values, a brief attempt was made to correct these volumetric tendencies. In section
3.2 it was mentioned that the Mill Pond inlets had been used to develop the WASSP sewer
model. At that time they were cstimated as about 40% impervious. On that basis, the default
imperviousness used in SCHEME was changed from the FSSR5/16 recommendation of
0.3'URBAN to 0.4•URBAN, and the optimisations were repeated using 1ARC values of 0.6
and 0.7. This change did improve the volume distribution within the catchment, but in every
case increased the model error at Binfield. On balance it was decided the original
optimisations given in Tables 5.4 and 5.6 should be retained.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Table 5.6 Best fit at Binfield and corresponding error at upstream gauges
EV Wane Bridge Jealotts Ditch Worldsend Warfield House Benbricke Green
Ve%
5 759:8
7 i40
9 :,468,
11 -40.8
13 • •
15 "174
17 -34.0
21
23 .
25 -2.7
27
29
31
R2 RMS Ve% R2 RMS Ve% R2 RMS Ve% R2 RMS Ve% 142
0.256 28.9




: 0.771 11.2 18.3 0.569
0.248 22.1





0.325 40.7 -19.6 0.596
0.960 36.3




-46.5 0.956 19.9 23.1 0.670
0.685 44.4






7.1 0.919
0.883 19.2






31.3 0.935
0.945 26.6




-60.0 0.909 18.5 -25.4 0.328
-.641 123.





0.533 15.1 -6.7 0.862
0.310 41.1





0.721 25,8 39.7 0.821
0.936 18.4




-2:5 0.952 4.6 17.7 0.848




-15.7 0.782 15.8 42,.9 0.979 6.7 67.5 0.937
-.144 739.





0.182 20.9 -24.7 0.825
0.423 157.





0.707 21.2 14.9 0.805
0.890 11.1 110.2 0.889 37.9 1796. 0.324 49.7


0.962 7.5 57.3 0.896
0.898 12.9 11.10 0.653 12.6 1189. 0.882 590. 140 0.959 6.3


0.695 36.3 2858. 0.365 430.



•: 0.388 16.6


0.985 10.9 434.0 0.900 135. 138.0 0.756 58.0 n i 0.850 23.2


RMS
7.5
9.4
16.7
7.2
5.2
13.0
6.3
6.0
6,9
11.4
7.4
8.8
9.3
Great Hollands Wildridin s Mill Pond Outfall
91.9 0.578 6.5 -63.5 0.902 2.8 216.5 0.714 16.3
51.1 0.390 11.8 -48.7 0.347 10.4 60.4 0.752 16.8
83.2 0.715 16.3 10.5 0.806 9.5 170.1 0.913 57.8
40.2 0.793 11.0 -29.3 0.943 5.5 188.0 0.880 29.2
4.5 0.925 8.6



166.0 0.970 19.6
-10.9 0.693 6.0



9.2 0.722 8.8
12.1 0.774 5.7



96.5 0.941 6.5
125.0 0.854 5.2



2276. 0.604 54.6
109.5 0.781 8.6



136.5 0.975 18.1
295.0 0.863 12.1



132.0 0.980 19.9




12.0 0.943 6.7




78.3 0.641 17.4




87.8 0.957 13.9
63.0 0.831 11.5




-12.3 0.826 3.9




10.1 0.929 6.7 -39.0 0.953 5.0 766.0 0.916 81.0
OldbuB ass Jocks Lane Binfield Weir


0.752 6.6


0.892 4.0 2.9 0.966 3.5


0.807 9.3


1 0.882 11.7 0.4 0.905 12.1
-4.1 0.729 11.3 -2.4 0.933 7.4 0.4 0.983 5.6


0.891 6.4 Itt..5 0 936 5.3 0.7 0.953 5.6
260 0.948 4.0


0.989 2.9 2.9 0.993 3.1
33.4 0.295 13.2 -0.2 0.619 5.5 2.3 0.879 7.3


0.888 9.2


0.945 5.9 4.1 0.958 5.2


0.859 5.8 ., 0.802 5.4 3.3 0.942 5.1
-1.4 0.820 4.9 1.5 0.944 4.2 1.0 0.988 3.9
f'0
 0.933 4.1 105
 0.987 2.5 2.3 0.987 4.2


0.887 8.4


0.709 10.3 -3.2 0.643 13.6


0.677 8.3



-1.1 0.932 7.2


5.6 -9.8 0.973 4.1 1.7 0.983 3.5
185
 0878 58 *,:,;:t


9
1.5 0.989 4.0


0.827 5.6


09..926 4.1 0.2 0.975 3.7


0.959 4.3


0.848 10.4 0.8 0.962 6,7
Ev Eastham stead
1 -25.5 0.597 7.7
3 -39.8 0.432 13.5
 5 34.1 0.857 11.4
7
9
	
11 96.9 0.492 9.3
13 41.3 0.844 4.2
15 100.5 0.942 8.3
17 146.0 0.866 10.8
19 155.0 0.948 10.1
21 67.2 0.863 6.8
23 72.2 0.398 17.7
25 36.1 0.918 4.8
27 186.0 0.882 19.7
29 -78.0 0.841 10.8
31 -29.0 0.955 6.5
	
Ev Industrial
	
1 22.6 0.387 10.1
	
3 41.0 0.192 11.6
5 97.8 0.629 12.8
7 662.0 0.736 27.5
9 615.0 0.847 24.7
11 43.2 0.209 14.4
13 196.0 0.682 15.0
15 57.6 0.611 6.3
17 132.0 0.605 6.7
19 139.0 0.819 8.6
21 -39.5 0.982 6.2
23 78.6 0.687 5.1
25 41.3 0.723 6.7
27 77.7 0.771 11.5
29 28.6 0.400 4.9
31 69.7 0.901 6.0
Waitrose
-22.9 0.628 9.6
-43.3 0.699 9.9
387.0 0.582 44.5
472.0 0.920 25.2
932.0 0.925 38.5
-10.2 0.218 14.4
-38.8 0.788 9.6
119.0 0.464 6.2
56.1 0.758 4.9
90.9 0.911 5.1
-33.0 0.507 7.3
-23.5 64 7
42.6 0.609 6.1
52.5 0.843 6.0
-18.7 0.670 4.2
236.0 0.960 16.2
SMD (mm)
35.1
37
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Figures 5.7 to 5.12 show sample plots of observed and predicted hydrographs at six gauges
upstream of Binficld (thc same sample events as used in Fig..5.2). These represent the two
largest fit events as measured at Binfield (nos 5 and 17), one small event (no II) and one
complex event (no 25).
Figure 5.7 is for Wane Bridge, showing the lack of fit is largely related to underestimationof
both surface runoff and bascflow volumes, though the underprediction of the first and
overpredictionof the third peak in Fig. 5.7d (event 25) does suggest a higherCRCF might be
morc appropriate (but the fit at Binfield,Fig. 5.5m, was near perfect). Figure5.8 for Warfield
House generally suggests a good fit, but with the same concerns for surface and baseflow
volume estimation. However, the uncertainty concerning the ratings for these two sites must
be borne in mind. Figure 5.9 for locks Lane shows a remarkably good fit, though the initial
'spike' is less well predictcd. What has caused the spike is not clear, it could be kinematic
effects in thc pipe systcm, rainfall direct onto reservoir surfaces (not modelledin SCHEME),
or perhaps poor estimationof rainfall. Figures 5.10 to 5.12 show the fit in somesmaller urban
catchments. In cach case, although the fit is generally good, there is a suggestion that the
model is a little slow. Note that the observed data for event II at BenbrickcGreen and
Oldbury have not been fully abstracted, as only the first peak had seemedsignificant when
these data were first examined (in isolation). This accounts for the low R2 values given in
Table 5.6. Note too the initial 'spike' is often present in the response at these gauges, which
suggests direct rainfall onto a reservoir is not the cause - the catchments to neither Benbricke
Green nor Oldbury contain 'wet' ponds . Finally, on Fig. 5 I la, note thc throttled outflow
from the Mill Pond has been predicted, but at a higher discharge than observed.
•
5.5 SPLIT RECORD TESTS
With the FSR and detailed SCHEME models fitted as described, and with the resulting
relationships determinedfrom the fit events allowing prediction of parameter values (Recharge
Factor and PR from Fig. 5.3, UHTF and CRCF from Fig. 5.6), thc test events could be
modelled. As a final preliminary, however, the fit events were modelled using predicted
parameter values to asscss the degradation in fit involved, and provide a true comparison for
the test events. The results arc given in Table 5.7, which also compare the average error
values from thc predicted parameters with the 'best fit' values from sections 5.3 and 5.4
(added as the last line of Table 5.7). This gives a better indicationof the likelyerror that may
be expected with the test events.
Table 5.8 shows the 'non-fixed' parameter values for both FSR and SCHEME models,
together with the corresponding crror measures obtained for the test storms (note, SMD for
these events was given in Table 3.3).
A sunmtary of the average errors from Tables 5.7 and 5.8 is given in Table 5.9, showing that
in terms of le (describing the fit to the general shape of the hydrograph) SCHEME has
performed considerably better than the lumped FSR model. Note also that SCHEME has
estimated hydrograph shapc for the test storms slightlybetter than for the fitstorms, though the
FSR method has performed worse. Neither model has predicted volume well for the test
storms, both showinga 20% overestimate compared with 5% with thc fit storms. Despite this,
SCHEME's advantage in terms of RMS and peak error has been maintained,and its average
estimation of peak has actually improved.
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Table 5.7 Fit events, predicted parameters
Ey QP
(m3/s)
Rech-
urge PR
•FSR• model
UHTF Ve%Rz RMS Qpe% PR
SCHEME
UHTF CRCF Ye% 122 RMS Qpe%
1 1.93 0.644 0.076 0 112 14.8 0.914 8 -2 0.074 0.780 0.379 22.6 0.964 5.6 7.2
3 1.58 0.655 0 082 0.119 25.1 0.742 15.9 -34.6 0.080 0.802 0.751 2.5 0.907 11.7 -42.9
5 12.77 0.934 0.225 0.298 -22 0.961 14.3 -19.5 0.224 1.364 0.409 -192 0 974 13.3 -13.9
7 6.44 1.044 0.281 0.368 1.4 0.942 8.7 -5.7 0.280 1.585 0.327 3 0.953 6.3 17
9 5.83 1.044 0.281 0.368 1 2 0.969 5.6 -16.6 0.280 1.585 0.457 0 0.981 4.3 0.6
11 2.63 1.022 0.270 0.354 18.8 0.818 15.9 -14.2 0.269 1.542 0.299 17 0.873 13 -11.2
13 2.23 0.655 0.082 0.120 33.3 0.922 8.5 -16.2 0.080 0.803 0.701 33.2 0.941 7.3 -26.5
15 2.64 0.749 0.130 0.180 28.8 0.797 14.6 -25.8 0.129 0.992 0.682 26 0.91 9.7 -18.9
17 7.53 0.991 0.254 0.334 1 0.974 5.4 -17.7 0.253 1.478 0.424 0.5 0.992 3.1 -4.3
19 5.92 1.039 0.278 0.365 -10.8 0.94 7.8 -31.3 0.278 1.576 0.534 -7.6 0.987 4 3.5
21 3.58 0.631 0.069 0.104 -38.9 0.792 14 -73.6 0.067 0.753 0.857 -32 0.662 15.5 -16,7
23 4.23 0.649 0.079 0.116 -6.7 0.843 9.9 -28.2 0.077 0.791 0.340 -14 0.922 8.5 -29.2
25 5.08 0.941 0.228 0.302 32.4 0.912 13.8 -11.3 0.227 1.377 0.100 29.4 0.977 11.1 12.8
27 4.74 1.031 0.274 0.360 8.9 0.916 10.8 -12.1 0.274 1.560 0.202 7.5 0.99 5.4 17.7
29 5.51 0.639 0.074 0.109 -2.4 0.843 8.9 -18 0.072 0.770 0.227 -7.3 0.974 4.4 -21.1
31 5.45 0.751 0.131 0.181 12.7 0.946 10.8 24.3 0.129 0 995 0.517 8.1 0.963 7.1 23.5
av



6.1 0.889 10.8 -18.9



4.4 0.936 8.1 -6.4
best fit



- 0.903 7.9 -20.5



0.940 5.9 -12.1
Table 5.8 Test events, predicted parameters
Ev QP
(m3/s)
Rech-
urge PR
'FSR' model
UHTF Ve%Rz RMS Qpe% PR
SCHEME
UHTF CRCF Ve% R2 RMS Qpe%
2 2.44 0.622 0.065 0.099 5.9 0.937 10.6 -2.7 0.063 0.736 0.805 0.3 0.986 4.1 7.8
4 4.53 0.892 0.203 0.271 39.8 0.727 19 -25.5 0.202 1.279 0.610 43.6 0.967 16.2 22.9
6 5.18 1.044 0.281 0.368 2.6 0.969 6.2 -5.5 0.280 1.585 0.335 -1.7 0.974 5.5 16.3
8 9.31 1.044 0.281 0.368 -23.6 0.83 15.7 -45.8 0.280 1.585 0.228 -18.5 0.922 12.3 -36.7
10 4.51 1.044 0.281 0.368 6 0.907 8.6 -15.4 0.280 1.585 0.204 8.5 0.976 6.1 21.3
12 4.16 0.857 0.185 0.249 147. 0.263 59.8 11.2 0.184 1.210 0.662 96.2 0.83 36.4 29.3
14 5.64 0.696 0.103 0.145 40 0.943 15.9 1.6 0.101 0.884 0.730 37.7 0.948 13 21.7
16 6.83 0.890 0.202 0.269 22.6 0.957 10.9 7.1 0.201 1.274 0.435 21.4 0.996 6.8 9.1
18 6.48 1.044 0.281 0.368 -2.5 0.943 7.4 -30.8 0.280 1.585 0.312 2.4 0.98 4.6 -2
20 1.96 0.627 0.068 0.102 -5.7 0.825 10.9 -34,9 0.066 0.746 0.820 4.2 0.96 5.2 -14.6
22 4.19 0.619 0.064 0.097 -26 0.65 11.9 -81.1 0.062 0.730 0.816 -4.4 0.823 9.7 -66
24 6.01 0.873 0.194 0.259 56.2 0.907 27.4 22.1 0.192 1.242 0.536 55.3 0.954 23.4 27.1
26 5.57 0.991 0.254 0,334 8.5 0.985 5.4 -3.3 0.253 1.479 0.284 10 0.996 4.4 7,6
28 3.24 0.711 0.111 0.155 79.6 0.797 2.79 -13.8 0.109 0.915 0.531 57 0.898 10.6 -7.9
30 3.75 0.650 0.079 0,116 0 0 915 8.3 -9.4 0.078 0.792 0.298 -1.2 0.922 7.4 -14.4
av



23.3 0.837 14.7 -15.1



20.7 0.942 11.0 1.4
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Table 5.9 Summary offit/error criteria, FSI?and SCHEME, fit and test events





SCHEME


FSR
Parameters, Events Ve% 121 RMS Qpe% ye% R2 RMS Qpe%
Best fit fit - 0.903 7.9 -20.5 - 0.940 5.9 -12.1
Predicted fit 6.1 0.889 10.8 -18.9 4.4 0.936 8.1 -6.4
Predicted tcst 23.3 0.837 14.7 -15.1 20.7 0.942 11.0 1.4
•
The fit of both models is also shown for all the test storms in Fig. 5.13. Inspection shows the
effect of volume errors more clearly, with (d)=event 8, (0=event 12, and (1)--event 24
otherwise well modelled in terms of shapc (event 12 seems to bc a baseflow problem, the others
mainly direct runoff). Poor volume estimation was not totally unexpected; it has long been
recognised (see FSR) as the more difficult aspect of flood modelling to estimate accurately.
The good fit to hydrograph shape shown by thc SCHEME model, reproducing the pulses of
pcak flow compared with the more smoothed rcsponse of the FSR model, is particularly
noteworthy. Within Tables 5.4 and 5.6 (bcst-fit parameters) and Tables 5.7 and 5.8 (predicted
parameters) SCHEME has consistently improved over the lumped FSR model, and this
improvement has not been swamped by problems of volume prediction. Together with the
ability to predict hydrographs throughout the catchments based on measured performance
downstream, these results demonstrate that SCHEME is a significant improvement for
modelling mixed urban/rural catchments, and forms a credible basis for estimating the effect of
networks of flood storage ponds.
•
5.6 STORAGE PONDS
Previous scctions have demonstrated that SCHEME is able to represent the variations in
phasing and scale of response from the various subcatchments in a mixed urban/rural
catchment, and thus to account for local drainage throttles and flood storage ponds. The model
may thus be uscd to investigate in broad terms the effect of thc 18 flood storages included in
this study.
Table 5.10 gives the ratio of estimated peak outflow to inflow at each pond for each of the fit
4111 events, based on the 'best-fit' parameters. This table shows that the off-line ponds (The
Warren, Bay Road, South Hill Park 3, Oldbury) have had a relatively small impact, except for
South Hill Park 3 in the larger events (5,17). The large ponds (Savernake, Eggs Lane, Mill
Pond, Waterside Park) generally have the greater effect, and it may be noted that liggs Lane
and Waterside Park are particularly large in relation to their catchment area. The ornamental
lakes (Ascot Place, Warfield House, Binficld Lake) have a reasonable overall impact, but a
smaller effect on the larger events.
0
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Table 5.10 Rano of Peak outflow to anflow (as c)(2)at storage ponds, fit events
Ev Ascot
Place
Saver-
nake
The
Warren
Martins
Heron
Bay Road Jiggs
Lane
Warlield
House
&Hill
Park 1
5.11111
Park 2
1 43 47 99 55 99 12 55 51 73
3 74 48 100 46 99 29 55 57 69
5 92 64 99 88 100 I 9 83 94 56
7 84 29 74 88 100 24 78 96 69
9 76 48 100 87 100 31 78 90 93
11 93 93 100 83 100 59 94 96 96
13 42 23 98 37 98 15 29 50 62
15 63 32 98 45 99 15 36 61 72
17 86 49 99 83 100 26 80 93 84
19 77 40 100 87 100 27 77 93 95
21 22 17 96 35 99 8 22 50 53
23 74 58 99 62 100 32 71 66 85
25 74 39 100 73 100 22 62 90 91
27 87 52 100 81 100 34 75 96 95
29 54 27 98 62 99 13 48 73 83
31 73 41 100 80 100 27 72 93 95
Ay 70 44 98 68 100 25 63 78 79
Ev 5.11111 Sports Mill Oldbury Amen Water- St Johns M.Storcy Binfield


Park 3 Centre Pond Pond Corner side Park Ambulce. Car Park Lake
1 99 86 44 90 61 38 50 52 67
3 100 87 52 87 72 39 90 97 65
5 65 100 65 98 97 51 62 68 99
7 61 100 85 99 91 55 88 90 99
9 64 99 83 96 91 48 70 69 96
11 100 99 88 97 96 77 99 98 98
13 100 86 47 92 64 29 ' 79 78 76
15 100 90 48 90 58 38 68 65 67
17 59 99 87 99 94 50 63 67 98
19 60 100 87 98 90 41 73 77 97
21 99 75 26 89 34 18 70 65 56
23 100 97 76 94 90 62 66 64 92
25 81 94 70 97 81 47 77 75 93
27 93 97 84 99 92 50 76 77 99
29 58 96 55 91 66 37 41 44 84
31 62 99 81 98 89 48 79 81 97
Ay 81 94 67 95 79 46 72 73 86
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Considering the largest event (5) in greater detail, Table 5.11 shows the maximum volumes
stored at each pond. Comparing this table with the peak reductions given Table 5.10 confirms
that the available storage in the ornamental lakes is not well utilised in terms of reducing
downstream flows. However, it should be recognised that the volumes of runoff passing
through the lakes is generally larger than for the ponds. Following the interest in how much of
the available flood storage has been mobilised (see end of section 3.4) it may be noted that the
total stored volume in this event was 127,000 m3 compared with the maximum available
storage of approximately 210,000 m3 (see Appendix B 1.2). While the ornamental lakes are
approximately full to thcir assumed maximum levels, several of the ponds still have
considerable available capacity, notably Martins Heron, the Mill Pond, Oldbury, Amen Corner
and Waterside Park. By contrast South Hill Park 3 seems to have exceeded its design capacity.
It has not been possible within the constraints of this study to pursue these issues further.
Table 5.11 Maximum volume (1000'm3) stored at each pond for event 5
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5175 0.08 13.55 0.42 0.47 4.87 0.32 0.35 18.50
Tables 5.10 and 5.11 only show the impact of the ponds on local peak flows, reducing flood
discharges and thus drainage requirements within the catchment. SCHEME can also be used
to investigate the effect of including or excluding certain ponds on flood discharges at Binfield.
For this study, the effect of excluding all the ponds specifically designed for flood control has
been investigated, leaving just the three ornamental lakes. The results, based on the same fit
events with thc same test-fit' parameters, are given in Table 5.12. It should be borne in mind
that these results do not include the effect of any throttling that might occur due to higher flows
trying to pass through the drainage system within the catchment These results suggest the
ponds have reduced peak flows at Binfield by about 20% on average, and maybe 30% in the
biggest storms. For example, event 5, with a maximum volume stored in the ponds of
127,000 m3 (Table 5.11), and a total flood volume of 1,155,000 m3 (Table 3.4), shows a peak
flow reduction of 33%. While this is a useful reduction, it may bc remembered from section
3.3.1 that despite the ponds, mean annual flood at Binfield had still appeared to increase by
56% between 1957-1973 and 1974-1990.
To investigate thc opportunity for greater peak flow reduction, more detailed SCHEME runs
would be required. The aim would be to determine the effectiveness of individual ponds, and
the impact of alternative flood balancing strategies, such as balancing the Downmill Stream,
but allowing the Bull Brook flows to pass unbalanced. Such operational issucs were not within
the scope of this study.
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Table 5.12 The impact offlood storage tn the Cut catchment
Event Modelled Peak (ms/s)
with Ponds and Lakes
Modelled peak (m3/s)
with Lakes only
Peekflow ratio (V.)
with/without ponds
1 1.74 2.834 61.4
3 0.877 1.057 83.0
5 14.2 21.28 66 7
7 7.15 9.003 79.4
9 6.29 7.647 82.3
11 1.69 1.749 96.6
13 1.5 2.444 61.4
15 1 88 2.966 63.4
17 7.44 8.795 84.6
19 6.8 8.304 81.9
21 1.28 1.709 74.9
23 3.35 3.627 92.4
25 4.69 5.939 79.0
27 5.35 5.863 91.3
29 . 4.69 7.163 65.5
31 6.45 7.756 83.2
Mean


77.9
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations
•
The objectives of this projcct were to develop and demonstrate improved flood estimation
methods for mixed urban/rural catchments, with particular concern for the effects of
engineering interventions such as flood storage ponds. These objectives required the
establishment of a comprehensive record of rainfall and flow response throughout a study
catchment, coupled with good information on the drainage system, and a verified model of
flood response.
6.1 DATA GATHERING
Collecting good quality flow data from within an urban catchment presents a considerable
challenge, and despite great effort in processing and quality control, the data obtained during
this study retain significant uncertainties. In particular, very little good qualitydata have been
obtained for the small rural catchments which ran dry for much of the year. Deriving stable
ratings for channel sections has been complicatedby seasonal weed growth and unaccountable
backwater effects (possibly related to actions by riparian owners). Derivinggood quality flow
data for pipes where flow conditions change from sub to supercritical duringstorm periods has
also given problems. Undoubtedly greater understanding of flow monitoring difficulties has
been gained, but ideal sitcs for monitoring rarely exist in urban catchments. For example, the
performance of flow diversion structures involvingside weirs is still unknown,and any futurc
•  flowmonitoring associated with such structures will encounter backwater due to the effect ofthe downstream flow ontrol. It i recommendedthat:


(1) Despite the costs involved, future studies should seek more reliable depth and
velocity measurements, make greater use of depth-only monitoring at hydraulic
controls and ponds, and make greater use of spot gaugings to confirm rating
11110 equations - though it is recognised that high flow periods in such catchments aregenerally short lived, and ratings are not necessarily 'loop free', regular and
constant.
This study originally intended to produce continuous flow records to allow a greater
understanding of what controls (in particular) the volume of flood response. However, given
the impossibilityof assembling long sequencesof reliabledata, the strategy was changed to the
selection of isolated storm events. The aim was still to maximise the data available, so that as
broad a range of hydrological conditions as possible would be covered (and replicated). A
more ruthless exclusion of poorer quality data might have given greater confidence in the
subsequent modelstudies. It is thus recommendedthat:
(2) Some further data correction would be necessary to extend the value of the existing
data archive. Spot gauging data have not been incorporated in the derived flow
ratings, and volume continuity and cross correlation checks between the various
gauges could be extended
With referencc to drainage system information, collating the data for drainage structures has
also given difficulties. Often storage pond and control dimensions were unknown, or their
current configuration unspccified. These problems were compounded by past and continuing
re-organisations of ownership and responsibility for design and maintenance. Most of the
larger ponds in Bracknell were either adopted or duc for adoption by ThamesWater, but many
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smaller ponds and larger ornamental lakes remain privately owned. Unlike sewer systcm
records, mostly held nowadays in standard STC25 format, the Water Companies have no
standard archiving of flood pond data, despite someof the larger pondsfalling within the scope
of the Reservoirs Act 1975. It is recommendedthat:
(3) Nirther clarification of pond details is sought from names Water and riparian
owners, particularly where multiple outlets (which may include scour outlets) and
variable sluices are included. Limited interviews with residents should also be held
to determine frequency of operation.
Concerning catchment data it is also recommendedthat:
1110 (4) 7'he urban factors used in this study be compared with thosederived for the Flood
Estimation Handbook.
Despite these concerns and recommendations, the data collected for this study represent a
unique picture of the generation of storm responsewithin a mixed urban/rural catchment, and it
forms an assct of general modellingapplicability.
6.2 MODEL RESULTS
•
The need for, and benefit of, a distributed or subcatchment approach for modelling flood
behaviour in mixed urban/rural catchments is fully confirmed by the SCHEME modelling
described in Chapter 5. Although other subcatchment models besidesSCHEME now exist,
SCHEME is the only model that is firmlybased on UK data (the FSRmethods) and is intended
to analyse the hydrologic (rather than hydraulic) behaviour of mixedcatchments. Using data
for 31-flood events extracted from the full record at Binfield(16 forfilling and 15 for testing),
the goodness-of-fit achieved with SCHEME has bccn compared with the lumped Flood Studies
Report (FSR) model. At each stage of the analysis, SCHEME has consistently given better
results:
• with optimum parameters, derived for each model and fir event individually SCHEME
gave an average correlation coefficient,R2,of 0.95 compared with0.9 1 for the FSR model.
• with overall `best-fit' parameters, based on assessing all the fir events together SCHEME
gave an average R2 of 0.94 comparedwith 0 90.
with predicted parameters, based on relationships found between the 'best fit' parameters,
Soil Moisturc Deficit and rainfall duration, SCHEME gave an average R2 of 0.94
compared with 0.89.
with predicted parameters, using the same relationships, but applied to the test events,
SCHEME gave an average R2of 0.94 compared with 0 84
Similar results were also obtained based on other measures of goodness-of fit.0
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Broad analysis of the data in Chapter 3 has shown the 'non-coincidence' of high flood
conditions between small urban, large urban and large rural subcatchmcnts. The dependence
of flood discharges on Soil Moisture Deficit, and thus season, has also been clearly shown.
Flood estimation in mixed catchments must therefore consider the responses from urban and
rural areas separately, and take account of how thc responses of different phase and scale
combincwithin the wider catchment. A distributedor subcatchment approach is necessary.
By treating urban and rural areas separately, SCHEME can match both the rapid urban rise
timc and the slower rural response, and thus reproduce the urban pulse responsessuperimposed
on a more attenuatcd rural hydrograph. Predicting the volume of response remains difficult,
but the good fit to observed hydrograph shape in the downstream part of the catchment,
coupled with a generally good fit to data from within the urban arca, give confidence that
SCHEME is accurately representingthe various hydrologic and hydraulic processes involved.
As such, it provides a credible basis for estimating the combinedeffect of a network of storage
ponds.
One specific result from the FSR and SCHEME modelling has bixn thc clear inverse
relationship between unit hydrograph time-to-peak (Tp) and Soil Moisture Deficit (SMD).
This seems to derive from an increase in runoff from slowly responding rural areas as the
catchment 'wets up', causing an extended average response time in wet conditions. The same
tendency was found both in the lumped FSR modelling and in the more detailed SCHEME
modelling, suggestingthat even in subeatchments of fairly uniformurbanisation there are rural
(unpaved) areas that contribute runoff, though more slowly, in wct conditions. Equations
effectively relating Tp to SMD have been presented in this report, but theseak specific to the
Cut catchment.
Another result is the large departure from the standard FSR unit hydrograph shape required
when modelling this mixed urban/rural catchmcnt by a single lumped unit hydrograph. The
standard QpTp=220 relationshipneededto bc replaced by QpTp=44..
Although this study has verified the use of SCHEME as an event model, further development
of the methodology is necessary to make the model more applicable to ungauged catchments
and to estimating T-year floods. Thus it is recommended:(5)This study has concerned just one catchment, and gives no information on how stable
the parameter values are between catchments. Me optimised UHTF parameter
varied from 0.75 to 22 and UHUA was set at 1.8. It is not clear what values should
be recommended for ungauged catchments (though setting all parameters to 1.0
would reproduce the PM equations). Applications in other catchments need not
necessarily be as detailed as in this study.
(6) 	 An original objective of this study was to consider what design conditions should be
used with SCHEME to estimate T-year floods. SCHEME is an 'event model' but the
intention was to run SCHEME in a semi-continuous mode, with long observed
rainfall and SMI) records used to select candidate events for modelling with
SCHEME, and the model peaks used in frequency analysis. This work has not been
possible within the time constraints of this study, but is still needed if SCHEME (or
any model) is to be used to estimate T-year floods. The various equations developed
in this study to predict response parameters could form the basis for such a study
based on the Cut.
In addition to developing the general methodology, certain more detailed modelling
improvements to SCHEME should be investigated:
(7) Variation of soil type between subcatchments and its effect on proportional runoff
baseflow recharge and delay is not considered in SCHEME Including such
variability will conflict with the current manner in which baseflow parameters are
derived - by analysis rather than optimisation. To include this feature, a new
optimisation strategy will need to be developed
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Some simple updates can be incorporated into SCHEME, such as the Marshall and
Bayliss (1994) urban adjustment for time-to-peak, and a more hydraulic approach to
modelling sewered catchments, based on the WASSP 'sewered subcatchment model'.
SCHEME currently does not consider backwater and thus cannot model the impact
of sewer surcharging in detail. Inclusion of backwater would require a significant
restructuring, but would also allow SCHEME to be more easily extended as a
le continuous simulation modeL
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APPENDIX A. SCHEME
A.1 OVERVIEW AND USERFEATURES
SCHEME (a Sub-CatchmentHydrologicaJEventModelfor Engineers)is a 'serni-distributed'flood
routing model in which storm rainfall and/or upstream hydrographsare propagatedthrough thc
various sub-catchments,channelsand reservoirsthat makcup a complexcatchment.The aims arc:
410 • to derive improved runoff estimatesat the catchmentoutfall through betterrepresentation of
runoffprocesswithinthecatchment.
to gain an appreciationof runoffresponsethroughoutthe catchmentandtheeffect of localised
engineeringinterventions.
to derive consistent flood hydrographestimatesat a number of 'design' locations within the
catchment.
The modelwas originallydevelopedfor the analysisof floodrunoffin partly urbanisedcatchments,
and for the hydrological&sip of floodstorageponds. Howeverit is also wellsuited to analysing
thc effect of spatial variation in topography and rainfall, asscssing the impacts of chains of
reservoirs, and interpolatingflow hydrographsat sites within a gauging network. It is mainly
concernedwith hydrologicalresponse,and althoughit can take broadaccountofoverbank flooding,
it does not considcrbackwatereffectsin channelrouting. The modelhas betnappliedto catchments
rangingin size from0.34 to 370 km2witha data umesteprangingfrom2 to 60minutes Versionsof
the model have been also been appliedto much larger catchments,without rainfalldata, but with
inflowsfromungaugedareas estimatedby applyingresealingproceduresto datafromnearby sites.
To apply the model, the catchment is divided into a number of subcatchmentson the basis of
topography, land-usc, and channel features. The model distributes gauged rainfall data to the
subcatchments,and either determinesthe proportionsof dircct runoff,and bascflowrecharge from
observedhydrographsor requests 'design values' from the User. Subcatchmentbaseflow is routed
through a linear reservoir,combinedwith the direct runoff,and the resultingtotal runoff is routed
through the subcatchmentusinga unithydrographapproach Channelroutinguses a linear or non-
linearconvection-diffusionmodel. Onor off-linereservoirsare modelledusingthenormal level-pool
equationscombinedwith appropriatestorageand controlrules Dependingonthelevelof catchment
information available, ranging from map data through detailed channel and flood plain data to
extensiveflowdata, the basicmodelscan be locallyor globallytuncdto improvemodelprediction.
The. model is part paramctric and part analytic, having been developedprimarily to analyse
rainfall-runoff response within mixed catchments. Normally, the unit hydrographand channel
routing parameters for thc various subcatchments and channels arc definedfrom 'catchment
characteristics' usingthe proceduresandequationsgivenby the FSR(FloodStudiesReport, NERC,
1975)or FSSR16 (IH,1985), but otheroptionsare also provided The modelincludesseven main
parameters, or global adjustmentfactors, whichare used to re-scale.the subcatchmentparameters
pnxlictedfromthe FSR/FSSRequations. Theseglobalparametersare:
110 UHTF, UHSF global factorsfor unithydrographtimeto pcak andshape
CHCF, CHAF global factorsforchannelcelerityand attenuation
CRCF the proportionof perviousarea runoff taken as a constantproportion of
rainfall(theremaindervarieswithAntecedentPrecipitationIndex,API)
UHUA urbanadjustmentfactorfor unithydrographresponsetime,and
IARC runoffcoefficientfor imperviousareas.
A. 1
•
•
Two of thc routing parameters (UHSF,CHAF) can usually be fixed at 1.0, leavingjust two routing
parameters, one loss parameter, and the urbanisation parameters to be found by optimisation. Thc
model is fitted to individual events, and a flexible parameter optimisation procedure is provided,
allowing combinations of parameters to bc fixed, vaned in steps, or optimised against one of fivc
objective measures of model fit. If observed hydrograph data arc not available, fixing the first six
parameters at 1.0 and IARC at 0.7 will leave the subcatchment parameters to be estimated by the
standard FSR/FSSR16 equations.
The model operates in four modes:
CHECK, in which catchment data and flow data arc read, to confirm their format, and then
initial analyses of runoff and baseflow volumes arc performed
FIT, in which thc global parameters may be optimised to improve the fit to observed
rainfall-runoff data
TEST, in which the fit of a single set of global parameters may be tested against observed
rainfall-runoff data, and
• DESIGN, in which the fitted model is used to predict response from a DESIGN raidall event,
and if required, appropriate dimensions for flood storage reservoirs determined. Design
rainfall may be input as a hyetograph, or specified as a combination of return-period, profile and
duration as in UK Flood Studies Report (NERC, 1975) rainfall model
The model is programmed in MS FORTRAN77, version 5.1 (with MS FORTRAN graphics), and
normally runs under MS-DOS. However, previous versions have been creatod for UNIX using
UNIRAS graphics.
Following a short discussion of the model background, the following sections (A 3 to A.10) describe
the basic model sequence and the rainfall, baseflow, sub-catchment, channel and reservoir modelling
procedures. Section A.11 describes briefly how the model is run and how the various data files are
best managed.
A.2 BACKGROUND
Distributed models of catchmentrunoffoffer several potential advantages over simple lumped
models. Variations in basin formand responsebetweendifferent pans of a catchment may be
modelled, giving a betteroverallrepresentationof catchment response. Model performance may be
improved by accounting forspatialvariationin rainfall and other inputs. Runoff hydrographs may
bc found at several points within a catchment,allowing a basin wide appreciation of runoff
characteristics.
Truly distributed models may attempt these goals by solving the physical equations that represent the
various catchment processes over a grid or mesh network. Such models arc complex, require
extensive catchment information (sometimes of a fairly esoteric nature), and their main use at present
is for rmarch. Semi-distributed models, however, claim some of the advantages of distributed
models, but within a simpler framework. The catchmcnt is treated as a number of linked
subcatchments, with conceptual models used to represan subcatchment response. Such models
would seem to bc mom immediately suited to engineering applications, and the SCHEME model
described here belongs to this type.
SCHEME draws on model procedures from many sources, including the Flood Studies Report
(FSR, NERC, 1975), the Wallingford Storm Sewer Package (DoE/NWC, 1981), the Australian
RORB model (Laurenson and Mein, 1988), and a number of previously unpublished developments
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at the Instituteof Hydrology. At its mostbasic level,the modelcombinesthe FSRunit hydrograph
model (FSR Vol 1, Ch 6) with the Muskingum-Cungeriver model(FSR Vol3), a level-pool'
reservoir routingmodel(developedfromFSR Vol I, Ch 7), and the UK designrainfallmodel (FSR
Vol 2). Improvementsto the FSR unit hydrograph model(FSSR5 & 16, Instituteof Hydrology,
1979 & 1985) have been incorporated,and to allow the fit to be improvedwhere rainfiill-runoff
observations are available,it includesthe optimisationof local factors(essentiallyas in FSSR13,
Institute of Hydrology, 1983). Besides these FSR based techniques; however, the model
incorporates a new baseflow model, a revised percentage runoff model, a limited number of
variations on the unit hydrographand channelroutingmodels,an automaticparameteroptimisation
procedure, and a design facilityfor on or off-lineflood nservoirs. Observedrainfall data can bc
automatically distributedto the various subcatchments,and whereobservedhydrographdata are
availablewithinthe catchment,the effecton modelperformanceof ignoring,fittingor using the data
as an upstream input can be readilyassessed.
•
A.3 CATCHMENT REPRESENTATION AND MODEL SEQUENCE
To apply the model,thecatchmentis dividedinto a numberof subcatchmentson the basis of the
channelnetworkand surfacccharacteristics. The channelnetworkisthen representedby a seriesof
nodesplaced at thesubcatchmentoutlets,at significantconfluences,reservoirs,gaugingstations, and
other points of interest. The area draining directly to each node,or the interveningarea between
pairs of nodes, is treated as a separate subcatchment,with a hydrological=del for subcatchment
runoff, and a hydraulicmodelfor the flowalong channelreachesbetweennodes. The model works
withdiscretestormevents,startingand endingin stablebaseflowconditions.
The model starts by determiningthe total rainfall depth and profile(distributionin time) for each
subcatchment. Thesemaybe:
• read directlyfor eachsubcatchment,or moreusually
determinedby SCHEMEfromthe nearestgauge or gauges (sceA 4)
At each flowgauge,observedflowdata are partitionedintodirect runoffandbaseflow. Comparing
the volume of each with the area %veightedaverage of sub-catchmentrainfallyields a percentage
runoff and baseflowrechargefor each flowgauge. Whereanotherflow gaugeexists upstream, the
runoff and rechargefiguresarc basedonlyon the interveningflowand rainfallvolumes.
Notc that if a reservoirexists;that reservoircan be specifiedas initiallydrawndownbelowthc lowest
outlet. The modelwill predictthe fillingof the reservoir,but willnot allowthe reservoir to drain
back below the lowestoutletat the end of the event. Also,the drawdownvolumeis not includedin
the runoff and baseflowcalculations.
At each flowgauge,theuser suppliesa 'VFU' option,wheretheV specifieswhether
• to apply thederivodrunoffand baseflowparametersto the upstreamsubcatchments
to ignore the hydrographdata and derive more globalisedvalues froma hydrograph further
downstream,or
• to providealternative'designvalues'
The F optionspecifieswhethertheobservedhydrographis to beuscd in fittingthe global parameters
mentioned in section A.1, and the U option specifies whether to it is to be used to replace the
modelledhydrographas an upstreamboundaryconditionfor subsequentmodelling.
•
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Runoff calculationsbegin by using the subcatchmentmodelto estimatethe 'current'hydrographat
the most upstream node on the main channel. The hydrograph is then routedto the next node
downstreamusing the channelmodel,thc responsefrom the interveningsubcatchmentis estimated
usingthe subcatchmentmodeland thehydrographsaddedto form a new'current'hydrograPh.
• At reservoirnodes, thc usual channeland subcatchmentrouting is replacedwithreservoir routing.
On-linereservoirsare solvedby the normal'levelpool' equations,whileoff-Fmepondsarc solvedas
two or threc 'coupled' reservoirs,involvingflow diversionfrom an inlet tankand drainage to an
outlettank, or a singlein/outlettank
At gauging stations the observedand current hydrographsmay be comparedand goodness-of-fit
statisticscalculated. The gaugedhydrographmayoptionallyhave already beenused to define runoff
volumesforsubcatchmcntrouting,anddependingon the VFU option(describedabove) may now be
used for parameteroptimisationand/orusedas the currenthydrograph.
This routing process is repeateddownto the fmalnode. Areas belowthe finalgauging station use
baseflow and percentage runoff informationfrom the final gauging station. If no flow data are
available,baseflowand percentagerunoffinformationmustbe suppliedby thcuser.
•
•
£4 DISTRIBUTING RAINFALL DEPTH AND PROFILE TO SURCATCHMENTS
As mentionedin sectionA.I, the modelcan be run without rainfallas a simpleriver routing model.
However, SCHEME normallyneedsto determinethe total storm depth, RFVOL,a profile index,
IPROF, and an antecedentpritipitation indexAPI foreach subcatchmentbeingmodelled. The basic
strategy is to estimate storm depths from daily data, and distributcdepths in time according to a
suppliedprofile. Candidateprofilesmay begivenas either:
• hyctographsobservedat a numberof recordingraingaugcs,or
for DESIGN runsonly,a singleFSR designprofile(eg 75% winteror 50%summer)
Where hyetographdata are given,additionaldata are requiredinorder to relatedaily totals to storm
totals. These data arc the:
• ininalrainfallbetweenthe profilestart andthe previous9 am(raindayboundary),and the
final rainfallbetweenthc profilecnd andthenext 9 am boundary
Each hyetograph is labelled by the grid referenceof the raingauge. For each subcatchmcnt,
SCHEME normallyuses theprofilenearestits ccntroid,but thismay be ovcr-riddenby the user. No
averaging of profiles occurs within a subcatchmentin order to limit areal smoothing of peak
intensity SCHEME normaliseseach profileto unit volumeand determineslocal profile factors for
use in percentagerunoffestimation(sec sectionA.6).
•
•
•
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At confluencesthe current hydrographis stored and the calculationsbegin againat the top of the
incoming tributary branch. When modellingof that branch is complete,the storedhydrograph is
added to the currenthydrographand thecalculationsproceedas beforedown themainchannel.
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Storm totals and antecedent precipitation data may be given as:
• point rainfall depths at a number of ramgauges
subcatehment storm depths assessed by the user in advance (from isohyets or some similar
technique)
• for DESIGN runs only, a storm duration and return period (iri which case the FSR rainfall
model is used to derive a uniform rainfall depth)
Where point rainfall depths are supplied, each is again labelled by the grid reference of the
raingauge. SCHEME will determine the weights to apply to each raingauge in evaluating
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subcatchment depths, based on their distance from the subcatchment centroid (SCHEME does not
use digitised subcatchment boundaries). In order to limit the dominance of a raingauge very close to
the =void, SCHEME reprcscnts the subcatchment as an equilateral triangle about the same
centroid but with an arca 70% of thc real subcatchment. Raingauge weights arcdetermined for each
vertex of the triangle based on the inverse square distancc of the three nearest gauges forming a
triangle around the vertex. The subcatchment weights are then taken as the average of the three
vertices. The same weights are applied to the calculation of both storm totals and API.
Antecedent Precipitation data may bc given as daily totals for the 5 preceding raindays, leaving
SCHEME to evaluate the API, (sce below). Alternatively, AP11may bc evaluated and input directly
by the user. If storm totals are input as subcatchment storm depths, then evaluated API, values
would also normally be given, and the initial and final rainfall information discussed above would
be entered as null. Where point rainfall depths are given,-they will usually relateto full raindays, and
the ratios:
11 (profile depth):(profile+initial+final depth) and initial depth:(profile+maial +final depth)
for the subcatchment profile are used to estimate 'storm depth' and 'rainfall between 9am and the
start of the event' (Po) based on the subcatchment's weighted average daily rainfall.
API, is evaluated for each subcatchment as:
• Where P.„ is the subcatchmcnt weighted average daily rainfall n days before the storm, and T9 is the
time in hours between the start of the storm and the previous 9am.
Note also that SCHEME allows optional start and end ordinatesto be specifial for the supplied
rainfall profiles. Any profile data outside these ordinates will bc added to thc initial and final depths
as appropriate. Thus long storms can be split without reformatting the data, and also complete
raindays of rainfall profile data may bc supplied, leaving SCHEME to evaluate the initial andfinal
depths.
A.5 BASEFLOWMODELLING
Unlike the FSR, where baseflow is treated as an adjunct to direct runoff to be added in effect as a
final `zero corrcction', within SCHEME bascflow is modelled as an integral part of the flow. Thus
it is estimated at the subcatchment level, combinal with the direct runoffand the total runoff is
routed through the channel system. In any subcatchment study, a large part of the 'bascflow'
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APlo = 0 707 P., + 0.354 P.2+ 0.177 P.3 + 0.088 PA + 0.044 P. (A l )
API, = APlo . 0.5Twm+ Po . 05T" (A2)
•
observed at a downstream gauge may in act derive from direct runoff in the upper reaches of the
catchment. SCHEME therefore aims to identify, subcatchment baseflow parameters from the
downstream hydrograph, rather than simply separate off the bascflow compormt. The description
below is mainly concerned with thc identification of baseflow parameters while running SCHEME in
CHECK or FIT mode. In TEST and DESIGN runs the parameters will bc supplieddirectly by the
user.
The baseflow model in SCHEME is based on 'contributing arca' theory. Rainfall infiltration and
subsurface lateral flow establish the 'wet arca' of a catchment, the drainage from which forms
baseflow and the surface runoff from which forms direct runoff. As baseflow and direct runoff
derive from the same wet area, thc hypothesis is made that they arc related, and for every x% of
catchment rainfall that contributes to surface runoff there is an equivalent Rx% contribution to the
baseflow 'store', where R is termed the Baseflow Recharge factor. Initial losses need not be
considered since they generate no surface runoff or baseflow, and indeed rainfall need not bc
considered sincc the baseflow recharge is related to surface runoff,
Neither the bascflow recharge nor its store characteristics can be determined directly 'at site'.
However, the output from the baseflow store and the direct runoff pass through thc same channel
system, and if both the store and the channel system can be taken as linear, thenthe order in which
the systems operate has no effect on overall response. Thus the baseflow rechargefactor R and store
characteristics may be derived from baseflow and runoff hydrographs observed at a downstream
site, and then applied uniformly over the upstream subcatchments. The baseflow model may thus be
fitted independently, rather than needing to be optimismdalong with the other modelparameters.
At the downstream sitc, baseflow is only known at the start and cnd of an event, between which
times only total flow is known. Suitable recharge factors and baseflow storage Factors may however
be determined by trial and error linkingof flows at the start and end of the event. Thus, the baseflow
store may be modelled as a linear reservoir system:
dS/dt = i-q, S=Kq, i = R(Q-q) (A3).
•
where S is reservoir storage, t is timc, i is reservoir inflow, q is reservoir outflow(i.e. baseflow), K
is the reservoir constant, Q is total flow (thus Q-q is direct nmoff), and R isthc baseflow recharge
factor. Combining and rearranging these equations gives:
dq/dt + q ( I+R)/K = RQ/K
- (A4)
Writing (1+R)/K as B, multiplying through by the factor et and integrating gives:
•
qe t qo+ (R/K).JOe'dt (A5)
Solving for a limar change m Q from Qoto Q, over a timestcp Atgives the recurrence relationship:
qi= C I Q0 + C2 Q, + C3 qo (A6)
where Cl = Ro (C4 -C3) C2 = Ro ( l-C4) C3 = C.I1
	
•• Ito = R/(I+R) C4 = ( I-0)/ (Bat) BAt =(I+R)(At/K)
Note that the timcstep, At,and bascflow delay, K, must be expressed in thc sameunits.
To fit the model, first the baseflow delay is estimated from the event recession, and then, selecting
suitable start and cnd times for direct runoff (Q0, Q„) and a trial recharge factor, R, successive
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baseflows q, are determined until thc end of direct runoff. The closing error between qn and Q„ is
used to update the trial R. Within SCHEME , the baseflow model is usually fitted when the model is
first run in CHECK mode. The user specifies not a single qn, buta region where flow has returned
to baseflow, from which the model first estimates K and then iterates on R to optimise the baseflow
fit to that rcgion. The model can sometimes choose inappropriate K and R values which allow the
predicted bascflow to exceed total flow during the direct runoff period. This is controlled by
including such periods within the weighted 'goodness of fit' criteria. If necessary, the user can enter
alternative K and R values rather than adopt the fitted values (sec the discussion on concerns below).
•
Having determined K and R for each flow gauge, and thus identified direct runoff and bascflow, the
respective volumes, or intervening volumes where an upstream gauge exists, are used to defme the
percentage runoff and bascflow inputs for the upstream or intervening subcatchrnents. Samples of
thc baseflow hydrographs produced by the model are shovm in Fig. 5.2 of the main report.
Note that there are some concerns with the baseflow modelling approach described, though it does
provide a reasonable method for assessing direct storm runoff volumes, particularly in catchments
that show significant growth in baseflow between the start and cnd of an event. The main concern is
that if during the subsequent model analyses, linearity and spatial homogeneity of runoff generation
arc not maintained, the parameters determined from the dovmstream hydrograph cannot be applied at
thc subcatchment level and still reproduce exactly the samedownstream baseflow response, but thc
departures have so far proved to bc small. Greater effects may occur if there are significant changes
in parameter values between upstream and downstream gauges, in which casesthe baseflow model
may be retained, but with the parameter values defined directly by the user rather than by fitting the
downstream hydrograph. Note also that lower recharge factors would be expected in urban
catchments where surface runoff derives from impervious cover rather than an active 'wet arca' -
though urban catchments do still exhibit baseflow, derived from unpaved areasand 'infiltration' into
sewer systems.
• Finally, the baseflow model is not constrained by rainfall in any way, and the sum of direct runoff
and baseflow recharge could exceed rainfall input. SCHEME is intended as a peak flow model, and
does not attempt to maintain watcr balance. Significant imbalances have never been encountered,
but could arise in situations where the linear baseflow model provides an inadequate match to long
term recession curves. Any impact on peak flow modelling is unlikely to be great. A more likely
cause of any imbalance is poor rainfall or runoff data.
A.6 RUNOFF VOLUME MODELLING
In FIT and TEST modes, overall percentage runoff is usually 'forced' to give the observed runoff
volume at selected gauges In this case, TEST modc checks just the routing parameters
However, in DESIGN mode, and optionally in TEST mode, the user may specify the
baseflow and percentage runoff parameters directly. This section describes how SCHEME
models percentage runoff over a storm, but it is mainly concerned with how the model
parameters are defined from subcatchment rainfall depths, storm profiles, and the gauged direct
and baseflow runoff volumes.
In the FSR studies, percentage runoff, Plt, was allowed to vary from timestep to timestep during a
storm depending on the value of Catchment Wetness Index, CWI:
PR, = a.CWI, CWI, = 125 - SMD, + API; (A7)
•
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whcre a is a parameter determined by relating direct runoff volume to total rainfall depth, SMD, is
the Soil Moisture Deficit at tirnestcp i, starting as the daily value derived at thenearest Met. Office
site, and reduced by all subsequent raithll (unless or until it reaches its minimum value of zero), and
API, is the Antecedent Precipitation Index (see equations Al and A2) based ona daily decay rate of
0.5, but updated at timesteps & (h) during the storm using a decay rate of k=0 5'1124.Note that:
Until SMD reaches zero, rainfall during the storm is double accounted contributing to both
SMD and API.
•• Spatial variability is not be defined for SMD, but can be for API by the weighting of different
raingauges. Thus applying equations A7 yields the inconsistency that different subcatchments
•
may start with a uniform SMD, but end with different values.
SMD calculations based on Grindley (1967) have now been superceded by the MORECS
system.
For these reasons, within SCHEME, percentage runoff is given by
PR = a 4-b API, (A8)
where both a and b arc determined by relating direct runoff volume to total rainfalldepth, subject to
a relationship between them defmed by a model parameter CRCF (see below) Notc that API, is in
effect the status of an upper soil moisture store that is replenished by rainFall, butdrains by the decay
factor k over each successive timestep.
Considering a single subcatchment of area A, and writing the API decay constant for a single
timcstcp as k, the volumes of runoff V generated by rainfall P in the first fewtimesteps of the event
arc given by:
V, = A P PR, =
V2 = A P2 PR2 = A P2(a + b API2) = A P2(a b k API, + b Pi)
V, = A P3 PR3 = A P, (a + b API3) = A P, (a + b le API, + h k k P, + b k Pi)
Or V = A P,(a + k" API1+ b k SPI,) (A9)
•
where SPI„ (= k SPIp., + k Pp., ) is a Storm Precipitation Index with an initialvalue of SPI, = 0.
Summing over the whole storm duration gives:
EV,= A (aEP1+b.API, E 0e1P, b.E (SPI,P,) )
Writing p, and spi, for values derived from the normalised rainfall profile (Le from dividing by thc
total subcatchment rainfall depth RFVOL=E Pi)gives
•
E V,= A ( a .RFVOL b.API, .RFVOL. E (le P, ) + h.RFVOL2 . E (SPI, p, ) )
Or E V,= A ( a RFVOL + b APII RFVOL GPROF + RFVOL2 HPROF) (A10)
Where GPROF (=E p, ) and HPROF (=E SPI, p, ) arc functions of the normalised profiles, and
may be evaluated just once when thc profile data are first read (six section A 4)
Applying equation A10 now to just the peMous arca, AP, of the catchment, incorporating a fixed
runoff coefficient (IARC) from the impervious arca, Al, and summing ostr all subcatchments
upstream of the flow gauge gives thc total surface runoff, GVOL, as
•
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GVOL = IARC E{AliRFVOL, + a E{AP, RFV011 +
b (E(AP, RFVOL,API,.GPROF + E{AP, RFVOL32HPROF))) (All)
where the suffixj givesthe subcatchmentnumber,and theAPI is nowtakenas the value at the start
of the storm.
It may bc noted in this equation that the profile factors are defined from one of the recording
raingaugeprofiles,but the RFVOLand API values are weightedaverages formedfrom the nearest
'daily' raingauges.
In equation All, IARC is one of SCHEME's global model parameters,but a and b arc not.
SCHEME has been parameterisedto explore thc question 'How variable is the pervious arca
percentagerunoffovera storm?' Thus writingQTOT for total perviousarearunoff,definedas the
last two termsin equationAI I, theglobalparameterCRCF adoptedfor SCHEMEis givenas.
CRCF (a E{AP3RINOI1 }) / QTOT (Al2)
EquationsAl I and Al2 are thenused to definea and b for cach flowgauge A CRCF value of 1.0
means and a CRCF valueof 0.0 meansa4
Notc, however, that if the gauged surfacc runoff is less than the first term of equation A1I then
SCHEME setsa and b to zero,and reduces IARC belowthe inputvalue untilthe correct volumeis
obtained. Also, if theperviousarca runoffcoefficientexceedsIARC,then SCHEMEsets h to zero,
setsa equalto IARC,and increasesthemboth until thecorrectvolumeis achievo:1
Note also, that percentagerunoff as derived from equationA8 is not constrainedto be less then
100%. However,valuesabove 100%have rarelybccnestimated,and in eachcase could bc related
to data inadequacies.
The parameters a and b derived from observed hydrographsare applied to all subcatchments
upstream,or until another 'active' gaugingstation is encountered. As describodin section A.3, the
user may elect to excludecertain flow data from the calculationsusing the NFU' flags. If the
response fromany subcatchmentdoes not pass an 'active' gaugingstation, itsbaseflow and runoff
parameterswouldbedefinedfromthe finalgaugingstation. If no 'active' gaugingstation is defined,
runoffvolumedata mustbe suppliedby the user.
Note that developmentof the runoff volumemodel to allowa and b to varywithin a gauged arca
based on, for example,soil type would be possible. However,as baseflowis currently linked to
direct runoff, areas yieldinggreater direct runoff wouldalso yieldhigher bascflow. To correct this
inconsistencywould roquirea new approach to the estimationof baseflowparameters based on
globaloptimisation.
A.7 SUBCATCHMENT ROUTING
Subcatchmentrunoffmodellingin SCHEME is based on a unit hydrographapproach. Effective
rainfall is determinedfromequationsA9 using thc parametersa and b obtainedat the next active
gauging station downstream. The Baseflow contribution is derived from opations A6 using
parameters R and K obtained for the same station. Baseflowand effectiverainfall arc thcn
combinedand convolvedwith thc unit hydrograph. Thc resultingsubcatchmentresponse is added
directly to the hydrographat the downstreammodel node (see section A.3),and lateral inflow to
channelsbetweennodesisnot explicitlymodelled.
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For each subcatchment, a number of options arc available for determining the unit hydrograph shape
and time-to-peak (or lag-time). These include:
• a standard parametric shape (e.g. FSR triangle, CIRIA, Nash cascade) with time scaling
parameter (time to peak or lag time) determined by SCHEME from an equation based on
catchment characteristics.
the standard parametric shape, but with shape parameter (e.g. the QpTp of an FSR triangle, or
the Nash 'n') and time scaling parameter directly specified (fixed) for the subcatchmcnt.
a subcatchment specific unit hydrogaph given as a sequenceof ordinates.
The second two options are provided for specific subcatchments where flow is gauged and a local
estimate of time to peak or unit hydrograph can be derived. This will rarely be the case, and
normally the first default option %%illbe used. Within any one run, the samedefault parametric
shape and time scale equation %%illbe used for all subratchments. The normal choice would be the
FSR triangular unit hydrograph, with time to peak defined by the FSSRI6 equation (srx below)
However the same Tp equation may be used with a smoother Nash cascade shape(Nash, 1960), or
else the now obsolete CIRIA hydrograph shape and lag time equation (from anearlier edition of Hall
et al, 1993). Shape and time parameters may be varied globally across (only) those subcatchments
using the default option by changing one or more of three global model parameters. UHUA, UHTF,
and UHSF.
In FSSR16 (IH, 1985), thc time to peak, Tp(0) (h) of the instantaneous unit hydrograph is given as:
Tp(0) = 283 S10854n3 (1+URBANI12 SAARms° MSLOB (A13)
where SI085 is mainstream slope (m/km), from 10% to 85% of stream length from outlet
URBAN is thc fraction of catchment urbanised
SAAR is catchment average annual rainfall (mm)
MSL is mainstream length (km)
In FSSR16, this equation is applied only to complete catchments, but in SCHEME it is used to
cstimatc the responsetime of 'downstream' subcatchmentswhere the mainstream passes into another
subcatchment upstream. In such cases S1085 and MSL are replaced by the subcatchment length,
L, and slope, S, starting in the mainstream but then following up the largest 'side tributary'
that remains wholly within the subcatchment. The length, slope, and urban fraction must be
evaluated for each subcatchment, but a single, catchment average SAAR value is used for all
subcatchments. It may be noted that SCHEME also requires thc subcatchment areas and
impervious fractions (see equation A 1I ), but impervious fraction may be estimated as
GIMP*URBAN, where GIMP is the global impervious factor for URBAN area, given as 0.3 in
FSSR5 .
For each subcatchment (suffix j), using equation A13, SCHEME first derives a rural estimate of
time to peak, Tp,(0),. Ills estimate is then adjusted globally during model calibration by varying the
model parameters UHTF and UHUA as
Tp(0); = UHTF Tp(0), (1+URBAN)*22"(1)" (A14)
and finally the Tp(0)' are converted to Tp(T)' for the required data interval, T (or At in section A.5)
Tp(1); = Tp(0); + T/2 	 (A15)
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The peakdischarge(rn3/s)of the triangularunithydrographis thendefinedby
=UHSF . 2.2 . / Tp(T),' (A16)
whereUHSF is a globalmodelparameteradjustedduringoptimisation
A)is the subcatchmentarea (Ian), and
Tp(T); is the subcatchmenttimeto peak (h)of theT hour unithydrograph
EquationA16 is essentiallythe well-knownFSR equationQpIp=220, whereQp is expressed in
rn3i1/100lan2. UnitvolumeconsiderationsrequireQpTb=555, wherelb is thetimebase(h) of the
triangularunit hydrograph. Thus thestandardFSR shapehas a slightskew,withTp approximately
40% ofTb; UHTF allowsthis skewnessto be adjustedglobally.
Note fromequationsAl4 and M6 that putting UHTF, UHSF and UHUAallequal to 1.0 reduces
themodelto the standard FSR equations. If the Nash cascadeunithydrographshape is adopted, the
modelparameter UHSF definesthe numberof reservoirsin the cascade.
The basic catchment characteristics used to define the subcatchment routingmodel may be
summarisedas: catchmentaverage annual rainfall (SAAR, mm), subeatchrnentarca, length, and
slope(A, km2,L, km, S, in/km), and urban fraction(URBAN). Thevaluesforeach subcatchment
arc held in the catchmentdata file (secsectionA.1I), togetherwitha flag to identifythose specific
subcatchmentswherea locallyderivedtime to peakor unithydrographis to beuscd in preferenceto
the default parametnc form.
A.8 CHANNEL ROUTING
As described in section A.3, the channel routing model is used to conveyhydrographs from
upstream to downstream nodes along the channel network. In SCHEME, channel routing is
basedon thc convittive-diffiisionequation,
•
DQ/Ot+ c DQ/Ox= a ii2Q10x2 (A17)
with the wave speed,c, and attenuationparameter,a, takenas constantor as functionsof discharge,
Q. Both constant and variablewave speedmodelsare normallysolvedby theMuskingum-Cunge
finitediffi:senecscheme(scxFSR Vol3, NERC, 1975;Price, 1985).
Qm = CI.Quo C2.Q131 C3.QD0 (A18)
whereC I = At+ 2Ax/(cuo+cu1) - (boo+bio)//CO, C2 = ( At - 2Ax/(cuo+cui)(b11+b01)}/CO,
CO= ( At4-2Ax./(cDoicol) (bin00) }, C3 = 1- CI - C2 and bra/c2
wherethe sufficesU, D, 0, and 1 refernspectivelyto valuesat the Up and Downstreamends of the
spacc step,Ax, and the start and endofthe timestcp,& The spacestep is takenas:
0.5 (crden„,,At) < Ax < I.6 (eden„,:eAt) (A19)
Note that the righthand sideof equationAl8 involvesc and a valuesestimatedat the QDI evaluated
on the left hand side, and thereforeinvolvesan iterativesolution. Note also that thc dependenceof
space step on a referencewave speed can lead to discontinuitiesin thc 'goodnessof fit', causing
difficultieswith parameter optimisation. For this reason, an alternativemethodfor the constant
parameter case has been included,based on the channelimpulse response(seeNcs and Hendriks,
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1971). However,as Pricc (1985) has shown, the methodsconvergeon differentsolutions and are
not directlycomparable.
EquationAl7 does not account for backwatereffects in eitherconstantor variableparameter form,
but the variable formdoes allow channellag to changewithdischarge,and canmodel the effect of
flood plain storage. However,these features are includedin SCHEME onlyso that they can be
modelledwhere data show they have an effect; SCHEME was not intendedas a hydraulic routing
model,and theneedforanythingotherthan approximatechannelcross-sectionswas not envisaged.
In applyingequationsA17/A18,the parametersc and a foreach channelreachmaybe takenas:
constant:basedon an estimatcof floodtraveltimcbetweentheupstreamanddownstreamnodes,
and on channellength,breadthand slope
variable:bawd on Manning'sequationassuminga widerectangularchannel
variable:basedon Manning'sequation,but includinga simplifiedfloodplaingeomeuy,or
variable:read indirectlyas functionsof Q.
One of the first twooptionsis chosenas the default estimationmethod,for whichglobal optimisation
of the c and a parametersis available(see below). The last two options wouldbc used in specific
reaches,normallywherethere is better individualinformationavailableon thec and a relationships
Consequently,inthesespecific reaches,the estimatedparametersarcnot adjustedby optimisation
In mosteases, it is expectedthat the constantparameterMuskingum-Cungemcdelwill be choscnas
the default method,and SCHEME includesseveralmethodsfor estimatingwavetravel time:
from the differencein TpAO)evaluatedat the upstreamand downstreamnodes(usingoquation
A13 with URBAN=0),
froman area weighteddifferencein Tp,(0)betweenupstreamanddownstreamnodcs,
froman arca weighteddifferencein Tp,(0),with additionalweightingat confluences;
from the Manning 'kernel' for the channel rcach, CHANIJCHANS°5,where CHANL and
CHANS arc the channellength(km)and slope(rn/krn)betwomnodcs,
from an 'area adjusted kernel' allowing for growth in channelcapacity with total upstream
catchmentarca, CHANLACHANS"TOTA°2),
froma Manningequationbasedon channelslope,breadth,roughness,andupstreampeak flow.
In all but this lastcase, traveltime,AT(h), maybe adjustedfor urbanisation/channelisationbascd on
either Manning's n, or on the factor (1+URBAN)-22fromequationA13 (whereURBAN is taken
from the subcatchmentthat contains the channelreach). Wave specd c (m/s)is then estimatedas:
c = (1000.CHANL)/ (3600.AT) (A20)
For the Manningequation,wave speed,c (m/s), is estimatoi directly,assuminga wide rectangular
channel,as:
= dQ/dA = (5/3) ( (0.001.CHANS)°3.CHANI3-04 606 )Q04 (A21)
whereCHANS and CHANBare channelslope(m/km)and breadth(m), n is Manning'sn, and Q is
takenas the upstreampeak flow(m3/s).
In all races, theattenuationparameteris estimatedas:
a,= Q /(0.002 .CHANS.CIIANB) (A22)
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The c and a parametersare thenoptimisedas
c,' = CHCF and a' = CHAF-a) (A23)
where CHCF and CHM? are the SCHEME global model parameters to adjustwave speed and
attenuationacross all subcatchments.
If the variableparameterMuskingurn-Cungemethodis chosenas thedefault methodfor estimatingc
and a, then equations A21 to A23 arc still used, but with Q taken as the instantaneous flow,
upstreamor downstreamas appropriate(seeequationsA18).
For those specific reaches where the variable parameter method includingsimplifiedflood plain
geometryhas been selected, inbank flowsarc represental by a rectangularchannel(equation A2I
and A22), and thc floodplain flowby a shallow'V section,for whichthe Manningequationgives a
wave speeddischargcrelationshipof:
= (2' 75/3) ( (1000.CHANS"75X° 15n.°15)Q °15 (A24)
where X is the ratio of channelwidthto depth. TransitionbetweenequationsA21and A24 is based
on a cubic spline fitted between referenceQ values of one and two times a 'bankfull' discharge
suppliedby the user. The attenuationparametera, is givenby theequationA22as before, but with
CHANB determinedfromthe flowarca derivedfor twicethc inputbankfulldischarge.
The basiccatchmentcharacteristicsusedto definethe channelroutingmodelmaybe summarisal as:
channel length, slope, breadth and roughness(CHANL, km, CHANS, m/km,CHANB, m, and
Manning's n). The values for each channel,togetherwith a flag to identifyany specific reaches
where more individualmodellingis requirod,are held with thc subcatchmentdata in the catchmcnt
data file(secsectionA.11).
A.9 RESERVOIR ROUTING
Reservoir routing is based on the usual 'level pool' equations,expressingthechange in reservoir
storage S fromtimestep 1 to 2 on the assumptionthat inflow, I, and outflow,Q, vary linearlyover
the time intervalAt:
(S2- SO/At = (I, + 12)/2- + °Q2)/2, or rearrange%
2 S2/At+ Q2 = 2 SI/At
- Qi + + 11) (A25)
whereboththestorageand outflowarc functionsof the level(or head)in thcreservoir.Currently the
inflowdoes not considerthe effectof rain fallingdirectlyonto the reservoirsurface. Notingthat at
the start of a timestepall thc terms on thc righthand sideof equationA25 areknown, a solution is
foundby Newton-Raphsoniteration:
hb h, - (A26)
where f(h,)is the error obtainedfrom equationA25 usingan initialhcad estimate,h„ and f (h,) is the
differentialwith respectto h of the lefthandsideof the equation,evaluatedat h, . In SCHEME the
iterationis continuoi until the headerror is lessthan 0.1 mm; thenthe outflowQ is Ls-Sated at mid
interval to assess the linearity assumption. If the departure exceptis I% the timestep is halved,
equation A25 is solved, and the linearity checked again, until the criterion is met.
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In SCHEME, thestorage-headrelationshipis definedfroman area-headrelationshipgivenas:
a power-lawequationof thc formA= AO+ AGROW.(head-HZERO)x°R°w, or
a tableof headand arca data points.
Similarly,as describedfurtherbelow,theoutflow-headrelationshipisgiven by:
a number of power-lawequations of the form Q= C.(head-HOr for differentcontrols and
rangesof control,or
the dimensionsof certain 'standard controls' havingdifferentcontrol ranges(e.g. culverts with
part-fulland fiill-bomratings),or
a tableof headand outflowdata points.
For on-line reservoirs,where all the upstream flow passes through the reservoir,the number of
controlsand ranges is virtuallyunlimited. However,for off-linereservoirs,wherereservoir inflow
comes from flow diversionat an inlet structure (e.g. a throttlepipe and side-weir),the number of
controls is limitedand the order in which they are presentedin the data filesis fixed: Off-fine
reservoirsare modelledas two or three 'coupled' reservoirs,dependingon theiroutlet structures,
with free,drowned,or one-nay flowsbetweenthe reservoirsdeterminedas describedbelow(sccalso
Fig A1).
For off-linereservoirswithcombinedinletand outletstructures,tworeservoirsare involved:
ReservoirI is thc inlet/outletstructure,with
storage X(/) a functionof head, f,
inflow I fromupstreamhydrograph,I,
R fromcontrol3,
outflow C fromcontrol 1, the `carry-on7controlled'outflow', and
D fromcontrol2, the 'diversion' intotheoff-linereservoir
Reservoir2 is the off-linereservoiritself,with
storage Y(g), a functionof head,g;
inflow D fromcontrol2; and
outflow R fromcontrol3, the returncontrol,and
E fromcontrols5 etc, emergencyand anyuncontrolledflowsfromthc reservoir.
Note that: controls2 and 3 may be drownedby donnstreamconditions,
control2 wouldallowreverseflow,but
control3 is assumedto bc non-return(flapvalve)
control4 mustbe includedas a nullcontrol
Insertingthesestoragesand !Ions intothe storageequationsfor thetwo reservoirsystemgives:
2 X1f2)/At + Cif?) + D112.g21-R(g2, f2) =2 X{M/At- Ca; ) - DU;, gi) +Egg,. + I + 12
2 1(g2)/at + R(g2,f2) + E(g2)- D(12,g2) =2 Y(gd/at - kg, , - E(g)) +DLñ. gi)
Q2 —E(g2) C72.) (A27)
These equationsare solvedsimultaneouslyUsinga multi-dimensionalNewton-Raphsonmethod.
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For off-linereservoirswithseparate inletand outletstructures,threereservoirsarcinvolved:
. Reservoir 1is the inletstructure,%with
storage X(/) a functionof head, f,
inflow I fromupstreamhydrograph,I,
-
outflow:C fromcontrol I, the 'carry on' or 'bypass' flow,and
D fromcontrol2, the 'diversion' intotheoff-linereservoir;
Reservoir2 is theoff-lim reservoiritself,with
storage Y(g), a fiinctionof head,g,
inflow D fromcontrol2,
outflow R fromcontrol3, the returncontrol,and
E fromcontrols5 etc,emergency and anyuncontrolledflowsfromthe reservoir;
Reservoir3 is the outletcontrol,with:
storage Z(li), a functionof head,h,
inflow C fromcontrol I,
R fromcontrol3, and
outflow 0 fromcontrol4, the finalcontrolledOutflow.
Note that: controls I , 2 and 3 may bc drownedbydownstreamconditions,
controls I and 2 wouldallow reverseflow,but
control3 is assumedto be non-return(flapvalve)
any channellagbetweenReservoirI and3 is ignored.
Insertingthesestoragesand flowsintothe storageequationsfor thethree reservoirsystemgives:
2 X0r2)/eit C(h, h2) +D11.2.g2) =2 WI )tht - C(h, - Dffi. gil + I + I2
2 Wg2)/At + R(g2, h2)+E(g2) -D(f 2,g2) =2 Y (gulAt -E(gd +DU;
2 Z (h2)/Lst+ 0(h2)- C(f h2)-R(g2. h7) =2 Z (hdlat- 0(k)+C(1, R(g,, hd
Q2 - Etg.2) Oth2) (A28)
1110 As before, these equationsarc solved simultaneouslyusing a multi-dimensionalNewton-Raphsonmethod.
The same optionsfor determiningreservoirarea-hmd relationshipsand discharge-headrelationships
exist for off-linereservoirsas for on-linereservoirs. Inbothcases,thearca andoutflowrelationships
will normallybe definedin advance,and the data will be held withthe subcatchmentand channel
data in thc catchmentdata file. I lowever, if the 'power-law' formsof relationshipsare used, the
various coefficientsetc can be set as undefined,allowingthem to be adjusteddirectlyby the user at
'am time'. Thisallowsreservoircontrolsto bc designedand optimised.
•
A.9.1 The outflow-headequation
The outflow-headrelationshipsavailablein SCHEMEarcvery flexible. Thebasicequationis:
Q= I C.(h-HOr for h < HL (A29)
whereQis outflow (mVs) h is head(m)
c is thc structurecoefficient, HOis thezero level(m),
XC is thestructureexponent, HL isgivenas theupper limitofapplicability(m)
and f is a drownedflowcorrection(seebelow)
•
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This basic form allows several options:
Variable coefficient: if C is given as zero, a table of h:C values is entered to define how C varies
with h. If XC is zero, the h:C become h:Q values (but h:Q values can be input directly)
Multiple controls: with equations repeated in sequence, if HL is zero, the current equation has no
upper limit, and the following equation represents a control in parallel to thecurrent equation
Multiple ranges: with equations again given in sequence, if HL is given a non-zero value greater
than HO, the current equation switches to the following equation at h=HL.
Adjust at nin-time: if any value is specified as -1, its value will be read/adjustedat run time.
The multiple ranges option is extended by thc use of an additional 'flag' to denote a 'standard
control'. In this case, the din icusions of the control arc read, and the SCHEME determines the
corresponding C, 110,XC and HL values within effective ranges. Thus:
Flag 'W', a wcir: only C and HO arc read, SCHEME sets XC=I.5 and HL to O.
Flag '0', on drowned orifice/sluice (a special case that must follow a weir): only C and HO arc
read; SCHEME scts XC=0.5 and HI, to 0, and redefines HL for the weir to thc level at which
its discharge equals that of this orifice (i.e. where the weir drowns).
Flag 'B', a box culvert/sluice: units width B (m), zero level, HO, and height, D (m) SCHEME
defines a two part compound rating (sec below)
Flag 'C', a circular culvert/standard orifice: reads diameter, D (m), zcro level HO, and number,
N, of bores. SCHEME defines a three part compound rating
Culverts are modelled assuming they operate under inlet control, using equations developed from
those presented by Henderson (1966). A box culvert of width B and height D is modelled using two
equations:
Q = 1 56 B (h - HO)' ' h - HO < I 2D (A30)
Q = 2 65 B D (h - HO - 0 6D)" h - HO > I 2D (A31)
and N parallel circular culverts of dianuier D arc modelled using three equations
o = 1.35 N Dn(h - HO)" h-HO< 0.8D (A32)
Q = 1.24 N D (h 0.8 D < h-HO< 1.2D (A33)
Q = 2.10 N D2 (h - HO - 0.6D)" h-HO> I.2D (A34)
Finally, the offline pond controls, C, D and R, arc allowed to drown and C and D are allowed to
produce reverse flow. For all control forms, drowned flow correction is madeusing the Crump weir
formula which allows for a modular limit, (112-H0)/(113-140)of 0.75 between the upstream and
downstream heads, III and h2respectively. The Crump equation is:
f = ( I - (402-1-10)/(111-110)-3)'5)045 (12-H0) > 0 75 (h 1-HO) (A35)
The Villemonte formula (fr( -((h2-1-10)/(h1-1-10)")"35)for a thin plate weir is also included in
SCHEME but it roduccs flows as soon as the downstream level reaches thc %veirsill, which seems
too soon. Further research to improve the modelling of drowned flow for a range of controls would
be beneficial.
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•A.10 OPTIMISATION
Within SCHEME, the seven global parameters, UHTF, UHSF, CHCF, CHAF, CRCF, UHUA and
IARC, may bc fitted by optimisation. SCHEME includes a flexible parameter optimisation
procedure in which selected parameters can be fixed, changed in steps over a range, and optimised
freely within a range. The optimisation procedure is bascd on the Rosenbrock (1960) rotating
orthogonal co-ordinates algorithm.
Currently, storm events must be optimised individually. Combined optimisation of several storms
was available in an earlier version of SCHEME, but this feature has not yet been re-introduced
following an upgrade of the modelling structure.
A range of objective mcasurcs of fit may bc optimiscd
• Peak error (Qp,....d - QPos.d)/QP.b.e
Av.Abs.crror C IQs - QcsavslYEQthisente
110
•
R.M.Scrrer P/ EQ:acres
W.R.M.S.error 1Q2c.cd- Q2thsaysIPIEQthawa
. T. R.M .S.error (( I/if) E(Q.ata- Qcs.d )2)14/(( IiN)EQthica) while Qthsened> 0.5Qptawd
• R.M.S % error (( 1/N) E(1 - Qagnied/Qcb,„„d)?l4
4110 Where Qp is the peak of thc hydrograph, and Q arc the individual ordinates All summations arcover the full N ordinates available for the event, except in the truncated T.R M.S. error, where the
first summation is over just the N' ordinates for which' Qtaved> 0 5 Qpcbre.„j. In general thc full
RMS error and the TRMS error have proved most 'reliable' for optimising peakflow performance.
Remembering the 'WU' flag discussed in section A.3, these statistics are determined separately for
cach location where the 'F' flag is set, and the results combined. By expressing errors in proportion
to mcan or peak observed flows at the site, these statistics prevent the larger gauged catchments, that
generally yield larger numerical errors, from dominating the overall error statistics.
A.11 MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
A.11.1 Nodelabels
•
As &scribed in section A.3, the catchment is divided into subcatchments and represented by a series
of nodes placed at the subcatchment outlets, confluences, reservoirs, gauging stations, and other
points of interest. The sequence of calculations by which flow is generated from rainfall and
propagated from nodc to node is controlled by an ordered list of 'branch.reach' codes, similar to
those used in the WASSP and WALLRUS sewer models. These codes serve as labels for the nodes,
the upstream inter-nodal subcatchments and thc channels. Within SCHEME they arc also used to
reference gauging station nodes and locations where hydrograph output is required
Figure A.2 gives a nodal representation of a simple example catchrrent, together with the
branchreach codes used to sequence the modelling. The codes start with themainstream (normally
branch 1) and work from upstream to downstream (normally incrementing reach from an initial
value 0). At confluences the current branch is suspended while the tributary nodes are traversed
(also upstream to downstream) using a new (incremental) branch and (re-initialised) reach. This
procedure is nested as necessary for any sub-branches. There is no limit on the number of branches
that can mai at a confluence, but the maximum numbcr of confluences that may be nested within a
branch is currently fixed at four. At the next node below a confluence, the branch code returns to
A . 17
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Nodal representation of sample catchment
1.0 2.0
•
3.0
4.0 1.1
2.1
1.2
•
•
Calculation sequence
Branch reach . MODEL OPERATION
1.0 SUBCAT 1.0
1.1 CHAN 1.1, ADD SUBCAT 1.1
2.0 STORE1.1, SUBCAT 2.0
111 3.0 STORE 2.0, SUBCAT 3.0
2.1 ADD STORED 2.0, CHAN2.1, ADD SUBCAT 2.1
4.0 STORE 2.1, SUBCAT4.0Ill 1.2 ADD STORED 2.1, ADD STORED 1.1,CHAN 1.2,ADD SUBCAT 1 2
Where0 
SUBCAT = Model subcatchment hydrograph
CHAN = Route hydrographalong channel
•
Figure A2
that of the first (mainstream) branch to enter the confluence, and the reach codeis incremental with
respcct to that branch . A node is not required at the top of thc outgoing reachfrom a confluence
unless the combined hydrograph at the confluence is specifically required, in which case a special
junction node is provided.
In addition to a branch.reach code, each node has up to three 'flags' to indicate special features.
The first flag indicates reservoir or junction nodes (involving no subcatchment or channel routing).
The sccond and third flags invoke specific options for subcatchment and channel routing.
The example branch and reach codes shout, on Fig. A.2 arc (for simplicity) single digits, but each
may extend to 3 digits. Currcnt program limits allow a maximum of 100 nodes,80 subcarchments
and 4 nested confluences. In practice, having branch and reach codes increase sequentially is
convenient for the user, but not necessary to the program. Branch codes cantake any value not
already active (or stored), while reach codes needonly be distinct within the branch. This allows the
subcatchment configuration to bc changed without the needto redefme all the branch,reach codes.
A.11.2 File management and model operation
All the subcatchment, channel and reservoir data neededto define the generation and routing of flow
through the catchment (e.g. areas, soils, URBAN fractions, channel lengths, slopes, reservoir areas,
controls) are storcd against the ordered branch.reach codes in a catchment data file Rainfall and
flow data arc stored in storm data files. The model accesses the files and requests further
information directly from the user in particular: the level of output required; the nodes at which
hydrograph output is required; the nodes at which hydrographs should bc usedfor fitting; the type of
model run required; the parameters to fix or to optimise and their respective ranges. Hydrographs
may be plotted, saved to file, or plotted with other previously saved hydrographs for comparison. At
the end of a model run, the program offers a choice to change run type, parameters, storm, or
catchment.
The catchment and storm data files for each catchment are best held in separatedirectories. The user
may eithcr change to the required directory bcfore running SCHEME, or tell SCHEME the PATH
for the data files. The catchment data file is best given the file extension CAT. Different versions of
thc file (corresponding perhaps to different urbanisation levels) may have other extensions, bunt
may be more convenient to usc different names (e.g. RURALCAT, URBAN.CAT). Storm data
files am best given the same name as the catchment data file, but with different extensions. Output
hydrograph filenames generated by the model use thc first character of the catchmentdata filename
followed by thc node label ('N' replacing '.') with the file extension taken from thestorm data file.
Full details of how to run SCHEME, including the formats of the various data files arca not includal
here, but arc available in a separate users manual.
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B.I CATCHMENT DATA
To analyse the floodresponseof the Cut at Binfieldusingthe SCHEME model(see Appendix A),
the catchmentmust be dividedinto a number of subcatchrnentsbasedon landform, land usc, and
channel featuressuch as confluences,reservoirs,gaugingstationsand other pointsof interest. The
land use and major drainage features of the Cut at Binfield are shown on Fig. B1, with (in
white) the catchment boundaries to the principal flow and level recorders used in this study.
The companion Fig. B2 shows the same catchment boundaries together with (a) the location of
the 18 (numbered) storage ponds and lakes modelled in this study, (b) intermediatecatchment
boundaries (in black) to thc storage ponds and main confluences, and (c) the branch.reach
codes (in red) used in SCHEME to label the subcatchments and define howthe flow converges
to the catchment outlet (see Appendix A). In all, thc catchmcnt has been divided into 42
subcatchments. This section describes how the subcatchmentboundaries weredefined and how
the 'catchment characteristics' of each subcatchmcnt have beendetermined.
The SCHEME modeluses the standard 'catchment characteristics' definedin the Flood Studies
Report (NERC, 1975,sec example in Vol. 1p458-465). These arc:
the catchment arca, A (km')
the length, L (krn),and slope, S (m/km), of the main drainage channel-
• the proportion of thc catchmenturbanised, URBAN
a measure of climate (Standard Average Annual Rainfall, SAAR mm),
.
the soil type SOIL (weightedaverage number),
and measures of pre-storm catchment 'wetness', API (mm)and SMD (mm).
Modelling of the various flood storage ponds and lakes was based on the control dimensions
and storage curves supplied by Thames Region of thc EnvironmentAgency(EA, formerly the
National Rivers Authority), or Bracknell Forest Borough Council (BFBC), or was determined
from maps and plans.
However, several significantdifferencescxist betweenthis studyand the FSR example:
The catchment has been divided into subcatchments draining to 'nodes' at selected points
on the channel network. Arca, A, length, L, slope, S, and URBAN have been derived for
the subcatchment local to each node (i.e. nOtdraining via an upstrcam node). Where an
upstream node exists, the 'main stream' between thc downstream and upstream node was410	 uscd to define the length, CHANL, and slope, CHANS, used for channel routing, but
subcatchment length, L, and slope, S, have been determined from the downstream node
along the main 'side tributary' (see section B 1.1). Fixed values of both SAAR and SOIL
have been applied throughout the catchment.
As urban drainage can 'capture' runoff from across topographic divides, subcatchrnent
boundaries to nodes have been determined by combining topographic and sewer-layout
data. URBAN areas have been derived from digitised 110000 OS maps (not 1:63360 OS
maps).
• Based on the derived 'catchment characteristics', the SCHEME model has estimated
responsc parameters (Time to peak, channel lag, etc) using the equations of Flood Studies
Supplementary Reports 5 and 16.
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Land use upstream of the Cut at Binfield
•IP
/V Rivers
mi Farmland/Grass
Woodland
Urban Reskiential
Light Industrial
Commercial/Town Centre
1.11 Ponds and Lakes
Scattered/Rural Residential
1000 0 1000 2000 metres
FigureB1
Modelled Catchments and Ponds
19
1 Pond number
Ponds and lakes
N Rivers
Sub-catchments
Branch.reach number
Intermediate catchments
18
6
1000 0 1000 2000 metres
Figure B2
B 1.1 Sewer layout, drainageboundariesand catchmentcharacteristics
Sewerlayoutdatawereneeded:
to gain a basic understandingof runoff from the urban arca and to determinesuitable
monitorlocations,and
to definetheexactdrainagcboundariesandflow pathswithinthe urbanarea.
Sewer data were obtained from BFBC as computerdatafiles for the `STC25' program
marketedby CDR. The informationin thesefiles is basedon DoE/NWC(1980), and includes,
for eachmanholein thcsewernetwork:
the manholereference,grid reference(to nearestmetre)andsystemtowhichthc manhole
belongs(surface/foul/combined);
thebasiccharacteristicsanddimensionsof themanhole,itscover,shaftandchamber;and
the shape,dimension,invert levelsand destinationmanholeof all incomingand outgoing
pipes.
The CDR program(andothersimilarcompetitorprograms)allow:
thedetailsof anyselectedmanholeto beretrievedor cditcd,and
manholeandpipe layoutto be displayedas longsections,plans,or mapsplottedagainsta
backdropof (normally)theOS digital 111250maps.
Althoughthesemapsdo not includecontourdata,userscan 'draw' drainageboundariesbased
on pipe layoutandpropertyboundaricsandthusdeterminethesurfaceandsewerdata required
by urban drainagemodels,suchas HydroWorks. The 'vector' 1:1250 mapshold road and
building outlinesas separate'layers', and their respectiveareascould potentiallybe derived
automatically. However the polygonsarc not always closed,or incktdheld as contiguous
boundaries. Suitable processingsoftwarehas now been developed,butat the start of thc
projectthemapscouldonlybe usedasbackdrops
The 5TC25 programtogetherwith OS 1:1250 mapscoveringBracknellwould have cost in
excessof ,E20k,whichwas notjustifiablefor this researchproject. However,as the structure
of theSTC25 datafileswas known,a simplerprogram(STC) wasdevelopedto displayandedit
manholedetails,to trackup or downstreamthroughthemanholes,and toplotpipelayoutmaps
of selectedareas. This program,runningona laptopPC, wasusedon fieldvisits,with printed
OS maps,to seekout suitablemanholesin whichto monitorflow associatedwith an on-line
and an off-line balancingpond, and areasof residential,commercialandindustrialland-use.
Locationswereavoidedthat mightcauseunstablehydraulicconditions(dueto junctions,bends
or drops),or give accessproblems(deepsewers,busyroads,etc.). In Bracknell,the use of
multiple bore pipcs has often meant that more flow monitorswould be neededthan were
- available. It was largely for this reasonthat thc original choicc of whichoff-line pond to
monitor(Bay Roadin the Bull Brookcatchment)was replacedwith theOldburypond(in the
Downmill Streamcatchmcnt),wheretheinputscouldalsodoubleas industrialrunoffmonitors.
The STC25 datafilesas suppliedby BFBC coveredsevendiscreteareas(to meet size limits
then presentin the 5TC25 program),but thcy werecombinedinto onearcafor the new STC
program. A considerablenumber of errors were found, many relativelytrivial (e.g. pipe
diameter might be specifieddifferently at upstrcamand downstreammanholes),but others
involvingmissingor bad linksbetweenmanholes.It is not clearwhetherthe errorshadariscn
becausenormalSTC25 error checkinghadbeendisabledor becausethedata hadbeenheldas
B. 2
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discrete areas. Having corrected the significant crrors, the grid reference 'attributes' of each
manhole and the ends of each pipe were transferred to the Institute's main GIS package,
ARCINFO. Pipe layouts were then plotted against OS 1:10000 digital (raster)maps that had
been obtained for the arca. These maps arc scanned from the original OS 'masters' at a pixel
size equivalent to 0.6 metres on the ground. In rastcr fonn, and with all thetext and symbols
on one 'layer', they can onlybe used (at present) as a backdrop.
Although thc printed OS 1:10000 maps show contours (in brown), this information has not
been included in the digital product. To help define drainage boundaries, the ARCINFO plots
were therefore overlain with other topographic data already held at 1H, namely: the digitised
10m contours and river network from the OS 1:50000 maps; and selecteddrainage boundaries
derived from the 1H-DigitalTerrain Model (DTM). A sample plot is givenhere (Fig. B3) but
will also be referred to later.
The IH-DTM (Morris and Flavin, 1990) is defined on a 50m spatial grid, mainly by
interpolation from the 10mcontours It is open to local re-interpretationwhere (i) either the
original 10mcontour intervalor the 50 m spatial interval is inadequate, or (ii) catchmcnt areas
arc captured by underground drainage systems. The sewer and road layoutson the 1:10000
maps have thus been used to adjust the DTM boundary in areas of conflictand to determine
additional boundaries within the urban area. In this way, 42 subcatchmentswere defined for
use in the SCHEME model. These have been shown on Fig. 82, and their areas (and other
catchment data) arc given later in Table Bl. It may be noted that the topographicarca of the
Cut at Binfield is given as 50.2 km2in the National Watcr Archive and as 50.0 km2 by the
unadjusted IH-DTM. The figure of 51.9 km2shown in Table 3 2 of the main report includes
forest and much of thc housing area of Great Hollands (branch reach 13.00and 13.05) which
topographically should not drain to the Cut but the Emm Brook.
In addition to catchment boundaries, thc information shown on the OS 1:10000maps has been
used in a subjective assessment of land usc. Within ARCINFO, digitisedboundaries have been
created for seven land usc categories: farmland; woodland; rural-residential;urban-residential;
commercial; industrial; and lake (sec Fig. B1). The percentageof cach landusc in each of thc
42 subcatchmcnts was then defined. A summary for the gauged catchments is given in
Table 3.1 of the main report.
The only land usc included in thc FSSR equations (used in SCHEME) is URBAN (the
proportion of the catchment urbanised). This was originally defined as the 'grey arca' on thc
OS 1:63360 maps (subsequently the 'pink area' on 1:50000 maps), and includesopen pervious
areas such as parks, sports fields and cemeteries. This definition can seldom be applied in
small catchments or where development is planned. A more subjective assessment is made,
generally taking the proportion of the area served by an urban drainagc system, including
domestic gardcns, but excluding significant parks, ctc. A more objectiveapproach has been
adopted for the forthcoming Flood Estimation Handbook (IH, in preparation), based on the
extent of urban and suburban land use determined for 50 m x 50 m pixels using satellite
images. This approach excludes park-land and large gardens. The FEH defines a new
parameter, URBEXT as the proportion of urban pixels plus half the proportion of suburban
pixels. URBEXT generallyevaluates to about half thc original FSR parameter URBAN.
In the current study, URBAN has been defined from the sum of the industrial,commercial, and
urban-residential area, with half the rural-residential area. The exclusionof urban open space
(see Fig. B1) may slightly underestimatethe original FSR URBAN measure,but is considered
a reasonable approach giventhe generallysmall subcatchments. Thc inclusionof half the rural
residential development is also considered reasonable. In this catchment it has minimal impact
•
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on overall URBAN factors, except perhaps in subcatchment 1.00, where the Burleigh arca has
been classified as rural residential. House plots in this arca are generally much larger than in
Bracknell, and thc arca docs not feel urbanised. Moreover, any URBAN impact will be well.
damped by the lake downstream at Ascot Place. URBAN factors for all the 42 subcatchments,
together with thc other catchment and channel characteristics, arc given later in Table Bl.
It may be noted that a single N-S flight line with an Airborne Thematic Mapper was also flown
through the Bracknell town centre, but analysis to determine paved area was not pursued.
411	 Having determined subcatchment boundaries and land use, representative stream length and
slope were needed from which to derive subcatchment response times (using the FSSR16
equation). In the FSR (for a whole catchment), these arc determined from the 'Main Stream'.
However, apart from the uppermost subcatchment on a branch, the Main Stream does not truly
represent surface runoff processes in a subeatchment. Length and slope are therefore defined41 for the largest 'side tributary', and will normally include only a part of the Main Stream (i.e.
from the confluence with the side tributary to the downstream node).
The procedure is illustrated, within the urban area, using the Harmans Water subcatchment
shown on Fig. B3. The old Main Stream (shown blue, running South to North) is now diverted
through the Savernake pond, and thereafter runs in pipc (shown green). Thus, within the
Harmans Water subcatchment (boundary shown black), the true main stream runs mostly in
pipe for a distance of 560 m from the pond outlet to the sewer confluence about 100 m south of
the railway line. The length and slope of this pipe form the 'channel length' and 'channel
slope' used to routc the upstream hydrograph. However, after 325 m this main stream meets a
sewer tributary from the West, draining down through Harmans Water from a distance of
1244 m. This side tributary is taken as thc subcatchmcnt Main Stream. The subcatchment
length (1244+560-325=1479 m) and slope (S1085) are then determined along this route.
The subcatchment areas, lengths, slopes and urban factors, plus the channel routing lengths and
node heights uscd by SCHEME are given in Table B1 below. The table includes data for 42
subcatchments (shown on Fig. B2), together with 11 'channel only' reaches, all given in the
runoff calculalion sequence used by SCHEME. A schematic diagram showing the
subcatchment and channel network has been given as Fig. 5.1 of the main report. In a few
cases involving very small subcatchments (i.e. for 1.10, 3.55, 3.65, 1.20, 11.00) no 'Main
Stream' could not bc defined, and subcatchment length and slope have been estimated by
considering map details and the values in neighbouring subcatchments. The channel width and
roughness values are also basic estimates. The model is relatively insensitive to channel width,
and as channel lag has been defined from FSR time to peak (see main report section 5.4.1), the
Manning roughness values have not been used at all.
B 1.2 Storage ponds
In this study, eighteen storage ponds and lakes have bccn modelled (see Table 82). The three
ornamental lakes modelled each have flood storage volumes comparable to the largest of the
true balancing ponds (i.e. ponds specifically designed to control flooding), but have weir rather
than throttle controls. Their storage is thus not necessarily well utilised in tcrms of reducing
downstream flows. Note that on-line ponds route all upstream flows through the pond, while
only high-flows arc diverted into off-line ponds: low flows follow a bypass. Wet ponds contain
water in low-flow conditions, while dry ponds drain completely. Table 82 also includes the
Branch.reach code by which each pond is referred to in SCHEME, and which are shown in the
schcmatic catchmcnt diagram given as Fig. 5.1 of the main report.
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•• Table III Subcatchment datafor SCHEME model of the Cut at Binfield
Branch
reach
channel
length
km
node
height
m AOD
channel
width
m
channel
Manning
roughness
catchment
area
kmz
catchment
stream length
km
catchment
stream slope
Skin
urban
factor
1.00


62.5 2


7.86 3.95 5.23 0.13
1.05 3.3 55.0 3 0.06 10.62 4.7 2.34 0.04
1.10 0.8 53.3 4 0.10 0.41 0.8 4.00 0
2.00


53.3


1.62 1.3 4.92 0
3.00


83.4


1 24 0.9 19.10 0
3.05 0.4 77.6 2 0.03



0.65
4.00


77.6


2.04 2.1 7.43 0
3.10 1.0 71.5 2 0.015 0.53 1.64 8.38 0.65
5.00


71.5


1.07 2.6 11.39 0.67
3.20 0.56 68.3 3 0.03 0.57 1.48 6.91 0.86
3.35 0.81 67.1 3 0.02 0.14 0.75 4.80 0.97
6.00


73.0


1.54 2.1 5.71 0.03
7.00


73.0


0.90 0.9 8.75 0.02
6.05 0.75 67.1 2 0 02



0.97
97.00


67.4


0.31 1.03 7.67 0.74
97.10 0.1 67.1 1 0.015



1
3.40 1.65 61.2 3 0 015 2.38 1.64 11 70 0.67
3.45 1.4 57.0 3 0.04 0.73 1.25 18.00 0.64
8.00


57.2


0.83 1.45 7.62 0.79
8.05 0.2 57.0 1 0.015



0
3.55 0 5 56 5 4 0.04 0.33 0 6 4.00 0.09
3.65 0.55 53.3 3 0.04 0 24 0.6 5.00 0
1.15 2 3 47 5 4 0 04 2.75 2.5 3.40 0.06
9.00


48.0


0.93 1 74 18.40 0.78
9 05 .0.1 47.5 2 0.015 0.19 6.2 12.30 0.66
1.20 0.5 46.3 4 0 04 0.10 0 2 4.00 0
10.00


864


1.52 0.5 19.10 0
10.05 0.66 78 5 1.5 0.02 0.32 0 49 21.00 0.77
10.10 0.58 77.0 1 0.015 0.44 0.87 19.52 0.68
10.15 0 16 72.5 1 0.015 0.52 1.4 19.55 0.59
10.20 -1.56 63.4 2 0.02 147 1 77 11.70 0.78
11 (10


76.3


0.20 0.93 4.00 0.56
11.05 0 37 71.5 I 0.015 0.77 1.36 13.90 0.78
11.10 0.98 634 1 0.015



0.81
13 00


81.2


0.68 0.7 19.10 0
13.05 2.72 64.1 2 0.015 1.61 2.98 4.85 0 82
14.00


64 0


0.14 0.63 24.70 0.84
10.30 0.87 55.0 2 0.015



0.90
15.00


55.0


0.51 1.52 9.10 0.98
16.00


55.0


0 62 1.63 15.80 0.66
10 35 144 46 3 2 0.015



0.99
17.00


60.0


0.37 0.4 30.00 0.04
17.05 1.15 51.9 1 0.015



0.99
18.00


60.0


0.71 0.6 16.70 0
18.05 0.75 51 9 1 0.015



0.99
21.00


51.9


0.80 1.41 13.30 0.36
17.15 112 46.3 2 0 015 0 55 125 15.30 0.97
19.00


72.1


0.16 0.41 34.00 0.92
19.10 0.46 63.5 1 0.015



0.99
20.00


65.9


0.19 0 77 30.00 0.96
20.10 0.11 63.5 1 0.015



0.99
19.15 1.94 46.3 2 0.015 0.98 1.95 10 50 0 99
1.22 1.1 45.5 5 0.04 2.02 1.63 12.40 0.16
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ornamental
on-line,wct
off-line, dry
on-line,wet
off-line, dry
on-line,wet
oamentalrn
on-line,wet
on-line,wet
off-linc, dry
on-line,wet
on-linc,wet
off-line,dry
on-line,wet
on-line,wet
on-line,dry
on-linc,dry
ornamental
No Pond name Branchreach Pondtype
code
Table112 Storage ponds and lakes.
1 AscotPlace 1.03
2 SavernakePond 3.17
3 TheWarren 3.25
4 Martins Heron 97.05
5 BayRoad 3.42
6 Jiggslane 8 03
7 Warficld House 3.60
8 SouthHill Park 1 10.08
9 SouthHill Park2 10.12
10 SouthHill Park3 10.18
11 SportsCentre 11.02
12 Mill Pond 10.25
13 Oldbury 15.02
14 Amen Corner 17.02
15 WatersidePark 21.05
16 St John'sAmbulance 19.05
17 Multi-storeyCar Park 20.05
18 Binfield Lake 1.25
Map Ref.
915712
887678
886683
PondArea
(ha)
5.50
102
0.19
Flood
storage
m31000
27.5 
18.5
2.8
885686 077 9.3
882698 025 2.6
884709 100 15.5

882706 2.10 21.0
871667 069 .2.4
870671 0.85 5.4
868671 0.57 2.7
870677 006 0.6
859682 263 27.0
859690 105 8.6
848688 051 16.0
855695 1.34 25.9
868689 006 0.9

869692 0.08 3 0
853712 2 10 21.0
•
0
•
0
•
•
•
•
The following sections present the information uscd to model these ponds and lakes. Most of
the information was derived from:
SPS	 a Howard Humphreys and Partners (1988) 'Storage Pond Survey' (SPS) in the Cut
catchment for Thames Water, .
HY a number of Height:Volume survey rcports obtained from EA Thames Region
These sources are indicated by their initials in thc text below. Additional information was also
obtained from plans and personal communication with BFBC, from reference to thc STC25
database (sec section B 1.1),and also from onsite measurements
The Height:Volume surveys in Hy, give storage volume at fixed intervals (normally 0.2 m),
but the heights sometimes relate to an 'arbitrary datum'. Reasonable assumptions have been
made as to what the datum might be. The bottom and top levels do not usually fit the 0.2m
interval, thus implying (and sometimes stating) that the bottom levels refer to the Normal
Water Level (NWL) of a wet pond, or control invert level of a dry pond, and the top levels may
often refer to the emergency overflow or Top Watcr Level (TWL). The llV reports give tables
of Volume against Height; but for SCHEME the data must be converted to Arca against Height
(where a linear change in Arca corresponds to a quadratic change in Volumc).
The data for the three ornamental lakes have been adopted as first estimates. A coefficient of
discharge of 1.56 has been uscd to model all weirs. Notes of more specific assumptions or
resolutions made in preparing the reservoir data are held at IH.
B.6
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Although the ponds have been modelled as accurately as possible, it has not been possible to
check the behaviour of any pond in detail. Considerable doubt persists over for example, the
modelling of long side weirs. Improved modelling would be possible if more Information
became available, or if the effect of specific ponds needed to be assessed. Meanwhile, the
modelling of the combined effect of all the ponds has been asscssed through the accuracy of
modelling river flows in the downstream network. While it is disappointing not to have morc
certain information on some of the ponds, it is unlikely that specific uncertainties will have had
a great impact on the study conclusions. Within the time constraints of this study it has not
been possible to confirm the effect of uncertainty through sensitivity analyses.
111.21 Ascot Place
This is an ornamental lake in the private grounds of Ascot Place. Photographs of the artificial
rock control have been obtained from BFBC and have been used to help assess appropriate
control dimensions. The lake area has been estimated as 5.5 ha from the 1.10000 digital maps.
Thus a 0.5 m flood rise would give 27500 m3 of flood storage
The rock control has been modelled as a 4m broad crested weir (Q=1.56'49115).
The storage area has been modelled as a constant 5.5 ha (i.c no area growth with level).
II 1.1.2 Savernake Pond
This is an on-line wet pond in a landscaped park in a residential arca near the top of the Bull
Brook (see Fig. B3 in section B 1.1). It has a storage capacity (given by SPS) of
approximately 18500 m3. The outlet control is a rectangular orifice, with a second orifice and
penstock, which has been assumed to be closed Whcn first constructed thc pond was
apparently on-line with respect to the main channel, but with an off-hne input from a
downstream tributary (pipe), via a side weir. However, the tributary now discharges directly
into the pond. Pond volume:depth information is given by IIV, but to an 'arbitrary datum'
There arc considerable discrepancies between the level data shown on plans, as given in
STC25, and as reported in SPS.
The outflow control has been modelled as a rectangular culvert (entry control), 900 mm wide
by 200 mm high, at an invert level of 71.00 m AOD.
The emergency weir is 16.5 m long at a level of 73.25 m AOD.
The Height:Area data arc:
H m 71 00 71 02 71.22 71 42 71.62 71 82 72.02 72 22 72 42 72 62 72.82 73.02 73 22




	 • 





A ha 0.663 0 663 0 675 0.704 0.737 0 795 0 831 0 863 0 890 0 919 0.948 0 977 1 018
B 1.23 The Warren
This is an off-line dry pond just downstream of Savernake Park. It has a storage capacity
(SPS) of approximately 1700 m3, but creates another 1000 m3 of storage by backing up in the
Bull Brook. Downstream control is by three hydrobrakes in thc Bull Brook, with flow diverted
into storage via a side weir concealed in a bankside chamber. Drainage is by a flap valve
below the side wcir, and an emergency weir is provided above the side weir chamber. Pond
volume:depth information is given by Hy, but to an 'arbitrary datum'. The hydrobrakes are
given as '542 mm type C' but no head discharge relationship was available. They have been
modelled as three equivalent orificcs of 380 mm.
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Thus downstreamcontrol has been modelledas three 380 mm orifices at 69.35 m AOC).
The 2.5 m side weir has been modelledat a levelof 70.35 m AOD.
The 250 mm flap valve is modelledat a levelof 69.35 m AOD.
The 3.0 m emergencyweir is modelledat a levelof 70.65 m AOD.
The Height:Areadata used are given as
H m 69.34 69 40 69.60 69.80 70.00 70.02 70.40 70.60 7080 71 00
A ha 0.0 0 053 0.118 0.120 0 138 0.147 0 159 0 168 0.182 0 188
B 1.24 Martins Heron
This is an online 'formal' 'pond, with submerged inlets and outlets, besidea recreation ground
(just visible on Fig. B3, scction B 1.1). It lies on a surface water sewer, tributary to die Bull
Brook. The flood storage is given in SPS as 9312 m3at a TWL of 70.10in AOD, with the
corresponding arca of 0.7725 ha. For a NWL of 68.4 m AOC)this implies a pond arca of
0.325 ha. Outflow is by twin 450 mm pipes at an invert level of 67.40 m AOD, drowned by
downstream weir at 68.40 m AOC). At low flows the weir is the control, but at higher flows
the 450 mm pipes could act as throttles. STC25 also shows an alternative (emergency)outlet.
The doWnstreamcontrol has been modelled as a 2.5m weir at 68.4 m AOD, yielding to twin
450 mmorifices (with head set equal to head over weir).
An emergencyoutlet has been modelledas a 6.4 m weir at 70.10 m AOD
The pond area is taken as 0.325 ha at 68.4 m AOD rising linearly to 0.7725 ha at
70.10 m AOC).
B 1.2.5 Bay Road
This is on off-line dry pond, providing flood storage of 2600 m3 adjacent to the lower Bull
Brook. Downstream control is by a combined underflow sluice and overflowweir structure
across a 3.02 m channel, diverting excess flow into the pond via a long sidewcir. The pond is
drained by two 225 mm pipes with flap valves. Structure and layout detailsare given in SPS,
and Volume:Heightdata are given in HV, related to a temporary bench mark.
Thus the downstream control has been modelledas a 3.02 m wide by 0.555m high rectangular
culvert (entry control) at 61.25 m AOC).
The 45 7 m side weir has been modelledat a levelof 62.56 m AOD.
Thc 2 No. 250 mm flap valves are at a levelof 61.25 m AOD.
The 3.02 m emergencyweir is modelledat a levelof 62.94 m AOC).
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The Height:Arca data uscd are
11m 61.25 61.30 61.50 61.70 61 90 62 10 62.30 62.50 62.70 62.90 62.95
A ha 0.0 0 006 0.017 0.019 0.1485 0.2115 0 2235 0.2315 0 2365 0 2425 0.2460
B 1.2.6 Jiggs Lane
This is a newly built on-line wet pond of flood storage 15550 m3, adjacent to the Bull Brook
and just upstream of Warfield House. Outlet control is by a hydrobrakc installed in a bankside
chamber, with emergency overflow dircct to thc Bull Brook via a 'grasscrete' depression in the
bank, Dcsign arca and control details were supplied by BFBC.
Thc downstream control is given as a discharge table, where the transition phase of the
hydrobralce is replaced with virtually constant discharge, and the emergency weir (data as
supplied) is also held as a constant flow.
11m 57.2 57 3 57.4 57.5 57.6 57 7 58.2 58.4 58 6 58 8 59 8
0Q m3/s 0.017 0 040 0.064 0.096 0.139 0.140 0 150 1 96 6 8 6 8
The Height:Area data were given as
II m 57 2 57 4 57 6 57 8 58.0 58.2 58.4 58 6 58 8 59 0 60.0
0A ha 0.6168 6656 0 7119 0.7504 0.7896 0.8311 0 8712 0 9431 1 0 1.0
B 1.2.7 Warfield House
This is an ornamental lake in the private grounds of Warfield House. The outflow weir
dimensions have been supplied from EA Thames Region's survey rccords. The lake area has
been estimated as 2.1 ha from the 1:10000 digital maps, giving 21000 m' of flood storage for a
1 m flood lift.
Thc %veil-has been modelled as a 4m wide weir (Q=1.56*44V5).
The storage arca has been modelled as a constant 2.1 ha (no growth with level).
B 1.2.8 South Hill Park 1
This is a wet pond with a flood storage volume of 2400 m3 in a park at thetop of the Downmill
Stream SPS gives the outflow control as a 15 m wide weir at NWL, dropping into a
transverse collector channel, 0.85 m wide then rising beyond to an emergency overflow weir.
Flow from the collector channel drains through a throttle pipe, forming thc normal flood
control. A second outlet is assumed to be a scour/drawdown valve. IW survey details were
not available, but SPS supplies the pond area at emergency weir level as 0695 ha.
Thus the outflow control is a 15 m long weir at a level of 80.92 m AOD, giving way at higher
levels to a 450 mm throttle pipe of invert level 79.66 m AOD.
Thc emergency weir is 18 m long at 81.26 m AOD.
The pond arca is taken as a constant 0.695 ha irrespective of depth.
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B 1.2.9 South Hill Park 2
This is a wet pond with a floodstorage volumeof 5350 m3in a rccreation arcajust downstream
from South Hill Park. SPS gives the outflow control as similar to South Hill Park 1, with an
18 m wide weir at NWL, dropping into a transverse collector channel, thenrising bcyond to an
emergency overflow weir. Flow from the channel drains through a throttlepipe, forming the
normal flood control. Again, survey details were not available, but SN supplies the pond
area at emergencyweir levelas 0.85 ha.
Thus the outflow control is an 18m long weir at a levelof 77.04 m AOD, giving way at higher
levels to a 525 mm throttle pipe of inlet level 75.22 m AOD.
The emergencyweir is 18m long at 77.63 m AOD.
The pond arca is taken as a constant 0.85 ha irrespectiveof depth.
B 1.210 South Hill Park 3
This is an off-line 'bog' area of flood storage 2670 in3almost directly downstream of South
Hill Park pond 2. Downstream control is by a throttle pipe with flow intothe pond controlled
by a sideweir. The pond drains through flap valves and there is a (small) emergency pipe
above the throttle pipe. Control details come from SPS/STC25, but Arca:Depth data have
been derived from plans supplied by BFBC.
Thus the downstrcam control has been modelled as a 525 mm throttle pipe (entry control) at
72.32 rn AOD.
The 12.2m side weir is at a levelof 73.35 m AOD
The 2 No. 225 mm flap valves arc at a levelof 72.50 m AOD.
The 225 mm emergencyweir is at a levelof 73.59 m AOD
The Height:Areadata used arc
H m 72 50 72 83 73.00 73 10 73 20 73 30 73 400 73500
A ha 0 001 0.001 0 090 0 203 0 3130 0.410 0 490 0 570
B 1.211 Sports Centre
This is a small, on-line,wet (damp) pond with a flood storage of 620 m3. Its impact on overall
catchment response will be insignificant. It attenuates runoff from a sportscomplex, and has
only bcen modelledin this study because thc data were readily available. SPS gives the outlet
as a low weir at NWL, leading to a 450 mm drain. 150 mm and 225mm outlets are also
present. Pond Volume:Heightdata arc given in HV, related to an arbitrary datum (but with
handwritten annotations to m ADD).
Thus the downstreamcontrol has been modelledas a 3.2 m weirat 75.05 inAOD, with throttle
pipes of 150mm at 74.82 m AOD and 225 mm at 74.76 m AOD.
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The Height:Areadata used arc
H m 74.71 74.91 75.11 75.31 75.51 75 71 75.91 7601
A ha 0.0 0 0217 0 0293 0 0347 0 0383 0.476 0.533 0 0585
1.2.12 Mill Pond
This is an on-line wet pond with a flood storage volume of 27000 m3. Itwas once just a mill
pond on the Downmill Stream, but was enlarged to balance urban runoff from a mostly
residential area. It is the largest of the true balancing ponds in Bracknell Monitoring of the
inlets and outlets to thc pond is described in section B 3.6. SPS gives thedownstream control
as a weir to retain NWL, discharging to a throttle pipe. Height:Volumedata to OD are given
by HV
Thus the downstream control has beenmodelledas a 15.2m wcir at 62.65 m AOD, giving way
at higher dcpths to two throttle pipes of 685 mm at 60.50 m AOD.
The emergencyoverflow is a 22.85 m wcir at 63.76 m AOD.
The Height:Area data used arc
m 62.65 62 70 62.90 63.10 63.30 63 50 63.70
A ha 2.312 2.332 2.342 2 390 2.496 2 507 2.631
IS 1.2.13 Oldbury
This is an off-line dry pond with a storage volume of 8600 m3. Draininga mostly industrial
arca, the storage arca was originally used as a horse paddock, but was subsequently
redeveloped as a car-park on stilts (over a wasteland). As shown by SN, the downstream
control is a throttle pipe with diverted flow passing to the storage area via a long side weir.
The throttled continuation flow joins the outflow from the Mill Pond (see above) before
entering a culvert under a motorway link road and railway. The diverted flow travels
approximately 60 m over rough ground to the storage oufall, where drainage is via two
200 mm pipes running separately under the road and railway. An emergencyoverflow weir
discharges with the throttle and Mill Pond flow through the main culvert. Monitoring of the
inflowsand throttle (bypass) flows is describedin section B 3.8, which includesphotographs of
the control arrangements. Pond Volume:Heightdata are given in HV, relatedto an arbitrary
datum.
The downstream control has becn modelledas a 1050mm throttle pipe (entry control) at a
levelof 55.60 m AOD, at the end of a 3 m widcchannel.
The 65 m side weir is at a levelof 56.65 m AOD
The 2 No. 200 mm drains are at a levelof 55.0 m AOD.
The 6.556 m emergency weir is at a levelof 56.885 m AOD.
The Height: Area data used arc
H m 55.000 55.20 55 40 55.60 55 80 56 00 56 20 5640
A ha 0.014 0 234 0 437 0 749 0 858 0 974 1.091 1091
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1.2.14 Amen Corner
This is an on-line, wet pond on an industrial park, with submerged inlets and outlets. The flood
storage volume is 16000 m3. Outflow is by twin 525 rnm pipes at an invert level of
59.80 m AOD, drowned by a 2.8 m weir downstream at 60.30 m AOD. At low flows the weir
is the control, but at higher flows the 525 mm pipes act as throttles SPS gives TWL as
62.50 m AOD, but no details of an emergency overflow (a 5 m weir has been assumcd). SI'S
gives pond area as 0.51 ha.
The downstream control has been modelled as a 2.8m weir at 60.30 m AOD, yielding to twin
525 mm orifices (with head set equal to head over weir).
An emergency outlet has bccn modelled as a 5 m weir at 62.50 m AOD.
The pond area is taken as 0.51 ha at all depths.
1.2.15 Waterside Park
This is an on-line, wet pond on an industrial park, with submerged inlets and outlets similar to
Amen Comer. The flood storage volume is 25860 m3. Outflow is by twin 250 mm pipes
drowned by a 2.5 m weir downstream. At low flows the weir is the control, but at higher flows
the 250 mm pipes act as throttles. SPS mentions an emergency overflow (a 5 m weir has again
been assumed). Pond Volume:Height data arc given in HV, related to an arbitrary datum, but
the SPS values have been used in this study.
The downstream control has been modelled as a 2.5 m weir at 53.00 m AOD, yielding to twin
250 mm orifices (with head set equal to head over weir).
An emergency outlet has been modelled as a 5 m weir at 55.30 m AOD.
The pond area is taken as 0.9308 ha at 53.0 m rising linearly to 1.335 ha at 55.3 m AOD.
1.216 St John's Ambulance
This is a small on-line dry tank with a flood storage of 887 m3. Its impact on overall catchment
response will bc insignificant, and it has only been modelled in this study because thc data were
readily available. SPS gives thc outlet as a 300 mm orifice, with an emergency overflow weir.
Pond Volume:Height data are given in HV, related to an arbitrary datum
The downstream control has been modelled as a 300 mm throttle pipe (entry control) at an
invert level of 72.1 m AOD, with a 3 m overflow weir at 73.9 m AOD.
The Height:Arca data used arc
11m 72.10 72.30 72.40 72.70 73.90
A ha 0 001 0.001 0 0365 0.0555 0.0590
1.2.17 Multi-storey Car Park
This is an underground tank of 3000 rn3within the sewer system, close to the town centre. It is
the the only undcrground storage modelled in this study. Details and plans were supplied by
BFI3C.
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The downstreamcontrol is a 375 mm throttle pipe at 64.17 m AOD, withan 675 mm overflow
pipc at 66.80 m AOD.
The Height:Areadata derived are
Hm 64.17 64.37 64.51 68 08 

A ha 0 0001 0 002 0.0810 0 0843
B 1.2.18 Binfield Lake
This is an ornamental lake in the private grounds of Binfield House. The outflow wcir is Pitts
Weir, used by EA Thames Regionas a strategic flow station. The lake arcahas been estimated
as 2.1 ha from the 1:10000digital maps, giving 21000 m3of floodstorage for a I m flood lift.
The weir has been modelledusing the EA rating equation for PittsWeir (seeB 3 1 below)
The storage arca has been modelledas a constant 2 1ha (no growth with level).
B.2 RAINFALL DATA
The raingaugcs used in thc study arc listed in Table B3 and their locations arc shown on
Fig. B4. At the start of the study, existing recording raingauges covered the west side of thc
catchment, with the Met.Office meteorological site at Beaufort Park/Easthampstead (see
marker a), and the EA telemetered flood warning sitc at Bracknell SewageTreatment Works
(sec marker b). Additional sites were therefore neededin the centre and East of the catchment.
Sites were choscn at: 3M gardens (c) in the centre of Bracknell; the Royal County of Berkshire
Polo Club (d); Ascot Sewage Works (e); and BerkshireGolf Course (f). EA Thames Region
installed Didcot 0.2 mm tipping bucket gauges at these sites between January and May 1993.
All the gauges were conventionally installed with their lips 30 cm above ground level. For
reasons of cost, recording gauge data wcrc not obtained from the Beaufort Park gauge, but
daily data for both Beaufort Park and BroadmoorHospital (g) have been obtained.
Table f13 Raingauge details
Fig Ref Raingauge site Grid Ref: Recording Gauge
MO/EA Ref
Daily Check
Gauge Ref.
First
record
a 13eaufortPark, Easthampstcad SU846664 272735 272734 1978


13racknell51W 50858718 274918 274917 Jun 1986
c Bracknell, 3M gardens SU867696 926003


May 1993
d Winkficld, RC13Polo Club SU917719 926004


May 1993
c Ascot STW 50892683 926001 274917 Jan 1993
f Berkshire Golf Course SU903659 926002 283677 Jan 1993
g I3roadmoor Hospital SU852641


271567


Rainfall data from the EA recording raingauges were obtained as tip times to thc nearest
minute (five minutes at Bracknell Sewage Works, part of thc EA telemetered raingauge
network). In most hydrological studics rainfall intensities would be determinedby assuming
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that the tips occur at the recorded time, and that all the tip volume fell during the previous
interval (the tip actually occurs during the interval, and the bucket may be part full at the start
of the interval). The on-off nature of these assumptions is usually smoothed by accumulating
the tips over a model interval of 15 minutes to I hour. In this study, with rapidly responding
catchments, and concern for storms of moderate total depth but high intensity over short
periods, a 5-minute model interval was required (sewer surveys typically adopt an interval of 2
to 5 minutes). Short accumulation times tend to yield rainfall profiles that arc very 'square
wave' in form. This is presentationally unattractive (hyetograph plots look odd) and may also
affect model performancc. An improved processing algorithm has therefore been developed,
following an approach adopted for the development of WASSP.
The algorithm assumes:
(I) Raingauge 'tips' arc uniformly distributed over thc recording interval (i.e. over 1-
minute for the 'new' gauges, 5-minutes for Bracknell STW). Thus a single tip is
assumed to occur midway through thc interval, two tips would occur at the quarter and
three quarter points, etc.
(2) Rainfall spans 'dry intervals' until the implied intensity falls below a critical limit (set
•to 0.5 mm/h). Thus for a 0.2 mm buckct and a 1-minute recording interval, tips less
that 24 minutes apart are trcated as continuous rainfall. For tips further apart the rain
is deemed to have stopped, and is formed into bursts.
Details of the location and type of flow gauges used in this study arc summarised in Table 84
and Fig. 84. Table 135describes briefly the different instruments used. The general approach
to processing velocity data from flow monitors is described below, and subsequent scctions
prescnt particular issues related to specific gauges. Where possible data have been collected at
a 5-minute timestep, except for ccrtain sites managed by EA Thames Region, where data
needed to conform to their standard 15-minute timestep.
•
•
(3) The raingauge buckct is half full at thc start and end of each burst. Thus 'true' start
and end times of rainfall arc extrapolated from first and last tip times by half the time
between the first/last two tips (i.e. by the time to half fill the bucket).
Distribution of gauged point rainfall depths and profiles to the various subcatchments used in
thc modelling study was performed within SCHEME (scc Appendix A).
B.3 CHANNEL FLOW/LEVEL DATA
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Table 134 Gauge locations, descriptions, instrument type and data periods
Fig
rcf
Gauge Name OS Grid
Ref
Description Type of
Inst rument
Period of Data
A Binfield SU853713 I3.7m widc short crested weir, Level Recorder 1957 - 1997



I.2m low flow section


(digital 1986.)
Bi Easthampstead
inlet
SU857680 Rectangular flume,
I .785m throat, 2.73m approach
Technolog Logger 1993-1997
81 Great Hoards
inlet
SU856680 Rectangular flume,
1.21m throat, 1.83m approach
Technolog Logger 1993-1997
133 Wildridings inlet SU859682 Rectangular flume, Technolog Logger 1993-1997



0.755m throat, I.22m approach


(incomplete)
G. Outlet (at Oldbury SU858689 1350mm pipe Dctectronic then 1993-1996


Pond)


Water-Rat 1996-1997
C Wane Bridge 815884719 Bridge opcning Level recorder 1986-1997
C• 13rockhill S0892716 Rectangular Bridge opcning Star flow 1995-1997



3.05 m widc


D Warfield House SIJ884712 Rectangular Bridge opening, Technolog Logger 1986-1997 and



5m wide and Starflow 1995-1997
E Bull Brook Wcir SU883711 Broad crested weir, 2.16m widc I.evel Recorder 1986-1997
F locks Lane SU859703 Triple 1800 mm pipes ADS Meters 1993-1997
GI Industrial inlet SU858689 1300mm pipe Detectromc 1993-1997
G2 Waitrose inlet SU858689 1300mm pipe Detectromc 1993-1997
Gs Bypass outlet 511858689 1050 mm pipe Detectronic 1993-1997
fl Benbricke Green SU863703 Twin 1050 mm pipes Detectronic 1993-1997


Worldsend SU886671 585 mm culvert Water-Rat then 1995-1997



Starflow (incomplete)
K Jealous Ditch SU877720 750 mm road culvert Water-Rat 1995-1997




(incomplete)
I. Ascot STW SU892683 Rectangular thin plate wcir,
2.01 m wide
Technolog Logger 1996-1997
Table 135 Instrument details
Name of Instrument
Level Recorder
Technolog Logger
Prolec Water Rat
Unidata Starflow
Detectronic (Montec)
ADS
Measurement of Depth/Level
Float and Stillingyell
Pressure Transducer
Pressure Transducer
Pressure Transducer
Pressure Transducer
Downward Ultrasonic and Pressure Transducer
Measurement of Velocity
Not Measured
Not Measured
Ultrasonic Doppler
UltrasonicDoppler
UltrasonicDoppler
UltrasonicDoppler
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As is evident from the tables, this project has made wide use of ultrasonic-Doppler meters.
Data recorded with these meters can contain periods of erroneous velocity and varying amounts
of noise. The reasons include uneven velocity distribution, too few 'targets' in the flow to
reflect the ultrasonic beam, and masking or 'ragging' of the sensor head. Developing
procedures to identifr and correct bad velocities, and to smooth out noise has been a major
component of this study. The approach adopted has been to study the time series of
'conveyance', and apply a moving average (usually of 3-points) to reduce the noise yet
conserve the overall total flow. On occasions, notably for summer storms at Brockhill Bridge,
a 9-point moving average was applied. These storms yielded low velocities with a high degree
of noise, and thc slow rcsponse of the catchment meant that applying a longer moving average
did not hide the storm response. To quantify the differences in the steadiness of thc depth and
velocity signals, the lag-I auto-correlation statistic was calculated for each series. Other
statistics, including residual variance and mean deviation from moving average gave simple
indications of the variability of the data and the degree of smoothing that had been applied.
Occasionally, thc velocity was registered as negative. Although the sensors arc capable of
recording reverse flow, the values often occurred during a storm period when previous and
subsequent readings indicated a good flow of water. When this occurred, the negative value
was replaced with a velocity calculated from the corresponding depth using the average
conveyance.
During low flows, with a poor signal return, Starflows would occasionally record velocities of
between 2 and 4 m/s, a flow-specd unrealistic for such depths. The instrument's firmware also
allowed velocity recordings to 'stick' at these high values, giving data that was clearly
erroneous. In these cases, data values were re-evaluated using depth and the average
conveyance. Thc same procedure was employed when zero or unexpectedly low values were
obtained, or if sudden changes in velocity indicated that a problem existed with at least one of
thc readings. At the same time, by examining the march of conveyance values, periods of low
velocity due to backing up were preserve&
The procedure adopted to calculate flows at thc Doppler meters was thus as follows:
(1) The hydraulic radius, RAD, was calculated as:
RAD = AREA/PERIM (BI)
where AREA is the area of flow and PERIM is the wetted perimeter, calculated from
the recorded depth and channel shape and dimensions.
(2) Noting that the Manning equation for flow velocity, V is:
V = (I/n) RAD2R Sir2 (132)
where S is thc channel slope and n the Manning's roughness coefficient
•
Thc channel conveyance CONVEY=(1/n)S1P2 was derived for each observed depth and
velocity pair as
CONVEY = V/(RAIY".) (B3)
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(3) The time series of conveyance values was studied to identify outliers and substitute
averages from the filtereddata set. The time series was then smoothedas appropriate,
using a movingaverage, and new velocityvalues found as:
•
VELCALC = (RADnCONVEY (B4)
(4)	 Finally, the corresponding flow, for cach depth and velocity data pair, was then
determinedas:
QFLOW = VELCALC * AREA (135)
The remainder of this part of the appendix now turns to description of specificgauges and any
issues arising. Photographs of many of the gauges are given in the Plates at the end of the text.
B 3.1 The Cut at Binfield (EA No. 2620)
Located at SU853713 just North of Pitt's bridgc, this gauge is a short crested weir on the
outfall of an ornamental lake. It has a drawdown sluice, the crest of whichhas been lowered
below the main wcir to provide a low flow control (see Plate B1). The sluice collects debris
casting some doubt on low flow data, but the effect is probably quite small. Level data are
collectedat a 15-minutetimestep by the EA as part of their strategic network,and Mcan Daily
Flows are included in the National Water Archive (station number 39052). The data obtained
for this project are (a) monthly maxima and peaks over threshold (3.8 in3/s)since 1957, and (b)
15-minutelevels/flows since 1986.
The mean average flow over the weir between January 1987 and December 1996 was 0.40
m3/s. Yearly instantaneous maxima for 1987 to 1996 ranged from 12.77m3/sdown to 5.58
nWs. With regard to the monthly maxima collected since 1957, the maximum value was
rccordcd in June 1981 at 181 m3/sand the lowest monthly maximum was0.11 m3/smeasured
in October 1978.
The stage discharge relationship for the Cut at Binfieldis
Q =2.524 1115955
Q = 137.05 H332
H < 0 I68m
0.168 < H < 0.274m
Q = 36.382 H2E07 0.274 < H < 0.411m
Q = 19.416 H21°° 0.411 < H < 0.67Im
Q = 18.110 111926 H > 0.671m
whcrc Q = discharge (m3/s),and
11= water levelabove crcst of wcir or sluice (m)
Figure 3.7(d) in the main report shows the data collectedduring this studyperiod,and Fig.
135(d)shows the data for June 1994,where the diurnal level variation due toAscot sewage
works isjust discernable.
•
B 3.2 Bull Brook at Warfield House(EA No. 2606)
This gauge comprises a pressure transmitter with Technolog logger installedby a stilling tube
on the upstream bankside of the bridge at SU884712. Figure 136shows thegauge location (D)
together with the locations of Bull Brook Weir (E) and Wane Bridge (C) - sec below. The
stilling tube was originally installed for a float gauge, but is silted up, so the transmitter was
lcd out into thc channel and simply weighted down with a piece of concrete. Plate 112shows
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the channel looking downstream towards the gaugc. Figure 3.7(b) in the main report shows the
data collected during this study period, and Fig. B5(b) shows thc data for June 1994; the
diurnal level variation due to Ascot sewage works is clearly visible.
B 3.2.1 Establishing the Rating Equation
Level data, at 15 minute intervals, have been collected by thc EA since 1988, but thcre are
considerable gaps (e.g. Oct. 1991 to Mar. 1993) and major changes in flow conditions. Under
thc bridge, the channel section is essentially rectangular, comprising a concrete bed between
brick sidewalls 5.18 m apart. However below 500 mm depth thc profile is complicated by an
earth bank deposit and a bolster. The effect on the channel profile is shovm in Fig. B7a (though
in reality the bank and bolster arc on opposite sides of the channel). To establish the rating
equation, a Starflow instrument was installed on the concrete channel bed, undcr the mid point
of thc bridge, in February 1995 (though satisfactory data were not obtained until the summer of
1995). Readings of depth and velocity were logged at 5-minutc intervals and flows were
calculated from the channel profile. Check gaugings have been performed at the site, but
conversions from point velocity readings at the Starflow to section average have not been
made.
B 3.2.2 Relationship between measured stage and depth offlow
As the first stage in developing a rating, it was necessary to check the consistency of the
Starflow depth (timestep 5 minutcs) against the EA stage data (timcstep 15 minutes). Values
for each were compared during the period when both were in operation. A graph of depth
against stage should have yielded a straight line with limited scatter caused by thc loggers
recording at slightly different times. Such discrepancies would be most apparent during thc
rising limb of a storm when thc depth was changing most quickly; the two instruments would
be unlikely to record at exactly the same time.
From the plot (Fig. B7b), it is clear that during one storm event (9 Aug 1996), at least one of
the instruments was faulty. This event was not included when calculating the relationship
between Starflow depth and stage. Also, the data for July 1995 show considerable scatter
probably due to the two instruments taking measurements at slightly different times, which, due
to the exceptionally rapidly rising and falling limbs resulting from the high summer storm
intensity, caused a greater than usual discrepancy in thc results.
Figure B7c shows the remaining data points after removing the data for thestorms of 9 August
1996, 5 July 1996, 26 July 1995 and 27 July 1995. There is very little scatter in the data
enabling greater confidence when calculating the water depth from the stage for thc period
before thc installation of thc Starflow. Thc resulting equation for converting stagc, y (m) to
depth, d (mm) is
d = 1000y —6641
B 3.2.3 Rating Equation
Having confirmed the consistcncy between stage and depth readings, it was necessary to
establish a rating equation using the Starflow data Depth values were uscd, along with thc
channel dimcnsions, to calculate thc cross-sectional area of flow for each logged depth.
Multiplying this value by the velocity yields flow values and an equation describing the
relationship between depth and flow was derived. Combincd with use of the equation relating
stage and depth, this can be used to Create flow data from stage values. This method relies on
•
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the flow characteristics of the site remaining constant over time, which is not always the case,
as discussed below.
For each of the 12 storms with Starflow data available between July 1995 and November 1996,
flow was plotted against depth as shown in Fig. B7d. It was hoped that all data points, from all
storms, would lie approximately on a single curve. This would confirm that the flow
characteristics at Warfield House were constant and a certain depth would correspond to the
same flow at any time in the past. This clearly is not the case with four storms having wildly
different curves to the others. It appears that up to and including the storm of 24 February
1996, the channel had a steady rating. However, after this time lower velocities, and thus flows,
are recorded for certain depths than were before. This might have been due to instrument
failure, but since the relationship between stage and depth remains constant for the whole
period (except for the storm of 5 July 1996 whcn the pressure transducer was reading
incorrectly) it seems this was not the case. Rather, It appears that a blockage downstream
caused thc flow to back up, resulting in increased depths and decreased velocities, and it also
sccms that the blockage was cleared during the large rainfall event beginning on 16 November
1996, since the depth suddenly dropped towards the end of the storm and the last values for this
event lie on the curve of the first eight storms. This suggests that the flow conditions
demonstrated by the earlier eight storms represent a 'ground' or 'steady' state with deviation
from this rating being temporary. Thus it is possible to apply the rating obtained from studying
data from only the first eight storms to previous data, provided care is taken to exclude
previous periods when blockages occurrcd.
In order to detect the periods when applying a rating would bc valid the whole level record
(July 1993 to August 1996) from the level sensor was plotted. This clearly showed that there
was a period from 12 December 1993 to 16 February 1994 when the channel was blocked and
dcpths were significantly augmented, h is evident that the related flows were not significantly
higher than during othcr periods, since the depths never dropped to a low level during this
period and were clearly maintained not by upstream inflow but by a downstream control. There
was a sudden drop in water level in February 1994 of approximately 500 mm which seems to
be attributable to dcbris being cleared away, either by the force of water or deliberately.
The maximum stage occurring during the eight storms used in deriving the rating was 7.294 m1110 (depth = 633 mm). Previous storms, to which wc wished to apply the rating, resulted in higher
maximum stages of 7.905 (d=1264 m) and 7.620 (d=979 ram). Before applying the rating to
these storms we needed to bc sure that the increased stage was due to increased flow and not
duc to a blockage or other downstream control. The high stages of 7.905 m and 7.620 m
occurrcd in the Autumn of 1994. Although the peak stages for the two events werc
exceptionally high, the water level quickly returned to a level close to that of dry weather flow,
indicating a free flow of water and no backing up. It would thus appear that thc rating curve
derived earlier can realistically be applied to any storms not in the period 12December 1993 to
16 February 1994.
The eight storms lying on thc same curve were plotted and the rating curve was derived as a
power law. In order to achieve a good fit, three different equations were applied, each one
relevant to a different range of depths as follows and in Fig. B7c. (Values of the coefficient of
- determination, le, are also given to indicate the strength of the relationship)
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Q = 0.6855r6 d < 300mm (R2 = 0.9532)


Q = 0.2279d1"93 300mm < d < 450mm (R2 = 0.9219)
•
Q = 0.0833di 6138 d450mm (R2 = 0.8292)
where Q = discharge (m3/s) and d = water depth (mm)
B 3.3 Bull Brook Weir (EA no. 2608)
This gauge at SU877719 is just upstream of the confluence of the Bull Brook with the Cut (sce
Fig. B6 marker E) and not far downstream of thc gauge at Warfield House (discussed in
section B 3.2). Between the two gauges lies the ornamental lake at Warfield House, the effect
of which is to dampcn the data at the downstream gauge. The site comprises a broad crested
weir, stilling well and shaft encoder, with data logged at 15 minute intervals. There are gaps
and transmitter drift prcscnt in the record, notably for the storm of 12 October 1993 when the
level backed up from the confluence with the Bull Brook and became so great that the float
came detached from the shaft encoder. Despite the presence of a weir, a rating equation has
not been derived for the site because:
• thc Warficld House gauge upstream was closer to the urban area and was not subject to the
effect of thc lake
the approach channel to the weir is poorly defined, overgrown, and silted, creating more of
a drop structure than a weir, and the approach flow appeared to be supercritical (it
'babbled')
• the weir drowns in high flows.
However the data were examined to try and explain rating changes at Warfield House.
The level data at Warfield House and at Bull Brook Weir were compared for 29 storms and
correlation coefficients were calculated for a range of lag times applied in 15 minute steps.
This showed that the intervening ornamental pond and approximately 0.5 km of natural channel
delayed the flood peak by an average of about 45 minutcs (see Fig. 1370. By examining each
storm in turn it was interesting to note that the minimum lag timc (i.e. that which gave
maximum correlation) was 30 minutes and the maximum was 1 hour. All but two of the storms
revealed lags of either 45 minutes or 1 hour (disregarding thosc storms when thc channel at
Warfield was backed up). Considering the variability in the storm magnitude and hydrograph
shape this consistency in lag time between Warfield House and thc weir is noteworthy.
It is clear that the cause of the backing up which affects the data record at Warfield House (see
scction B 3.2) must lic between thc gauge at Warfield Housc and that at Bull Brook Weir Site.
Figure B7g shows the level data at each gauge for 21 November 1996 whcn the 'blockage'
cleared at approximately 09:00. The stagc at Bull Brook is the first to be affected, the level
rising suddenly as the water held upstream was released. The level then falls gradually over
morc than 5 hours as the stored watcr drains away. At the Warfield House gauge, upstream of
the blockage, the response comes later, with a sudden drop in level as the effect of the blockage
is removed. Figure B7h shows thc level hydrographs at Warfield House and Bull Brook Weir
for a more typical event of 27 July 1995. The lag and attenuation between the two gauges arc
both clearly visible.
•
•
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B 3.4 The Cut at Wane Bridge (EA no. 2612) and Brockhill
• As at Warfield a channel rating was needed to convert the available leveldata to discharge.
Level data were available for all storm orents examined from 1993 to 1997, except for the
storm event of 7-10th March 1995. The Brockhill Bridge sitc was selectedto develop thc
rating, approximately 800 m upstream and with no major intervening inflows. A Starflow
instrumentwas installed to providedepth and velocityreadings at 5-minuteintervals.
B 3.4.1 Brockhill: Channel Cross-Section and River Characteristics
The Starflow was located under a bridge whcrc the river cross-scction is a 3050 mm wide
rectangular channel. It was expected that this would give a reasonably uniform velocity
distribution across the flow, though a bend upstream of the bridge and some shoaling
downstream would cause some variation. With the Starflow located centrallythis may have
meant that the velocities it measured were lower than thc channel average, especially during
periods of higher flow when higher velocity differenceswould have existedacross the channel
width. Some current meterings were made across the profile, but no adjustments to the
Starflow velocities were made.
B 3.4.2 Lag Time
It was necessary to establish the lag time associated with the distancc betweenthe Brockhill
and Wane Bridges, so that flow depths at Brockhill could be compared with stages at Wane.
The correlation coefficient between Brockhill depth and Wane level was calculated for each
storm, for a range of different lag times, ranging from zero to 5 hours in 5-minutc steps. 15-
minute levels at Wane Bridge were linearly interpolated in ordcr to create 5-minute level
approximations. The correlation was seen to peak at a certain lag time for each storm period
and this peak defined the lag time for the storm.
The correlation plots (Fig. B8a) indicate that in winter the lag timc betweenBrockhill and
Wane Bridge depths was approximately 50 minutes, but in thc summer was longer, increasing
to over four hours in September. This could be duc to summer vegetationgrowth reducing the
channel conveyance. However, as the lag for the August storm was only85 minutes it seems
that lag timc also depends on event magnitude Table 136below shows lagtimes for each storm
as well as maximum depths/stages and flows. Figure B8b is a plot of the maximum stage at
Wane Bridge against the flow lag time, and shows the tendency for short lag timcs to be
associated with high flows and vice versa.
1110
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At SU884719, this gauge comprises a pressure transmitter in a stilling tubeon the downstream
bankside of Wane Bridge (sec Fig. B6, marker C). Level data are availableat 15-minute
intervals reasonably consistently from 1988, but siltation has occurred aroundthe stilling tube
and there is some apparent transmitter drift. Plate 82 shows the river downstreamof thc gauge
during the flood event of 12 October 1993. The river is well out of bank on the left sidc, with
the normal bankside identified by the section of fence in thc nearground. The river bed under
the bridge is concrete, but the river bends upstream, and there is a mid-span pier for the
upstream half of the bridge. The site is adequate for monitoringlevel but notreally suitable for
developinga channel rating. A rating was therefore sought using another sitenearby.
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Table B6 Lag times on the Cut between Brockhill and Wane Bridge
Event Start
(max. correlation)Brockhill Max.DateLag (minutes) Depth (mm)Wane BridgeMax. Stage (m)
24 July 19951903384.511
7 Scp 19952454304.547
26 Scp 1995658
10Sep 19952004.608
150
2524.705
6 Dec 19951006194.695
19Dec 1995559724 943
21 Dec 1995459234 927
8 Jan 19965510965.191
12Feb 1996257094.845
24 Fcb 1996459755.141
25 Mar 1996206094.864
5 July 19961904414.544
9 Aug 1996858904.855
Brockhill
Maximum Flow
(Us)
135.0
172
214.7
317
242.4
1320
1252
2239
914.8
2256
935.2
81
396
•
Due to thc rural naturc of the river, higher flows were generally found in winter and lower in
summer and it was difficult to isolate the effects of either season or flood magnitude for
analysis. It is interesting to note the greater variability in lag time between Brockhill and Wane
Bridge (a rural catchmcnt) comparcd to that between Warfield House and Bull Brook Weir Site
(a largely urban catchment) even though the distance between the latter two gauges is greater
than .that between the former. The urban gauges are also separated by Warfield House Pond.
This discrepancy would appear to be due to the fact that the response of the urban catchment is
similar throughout the year, whereas varying soil moisture content and changing channel
vegetation characteristics cause the rural catchment to exhibit a more variable response over
the course of a year.
R3.4.3RatingEquation
•
Firstly a flow rating was sought based only on the Brockhill data, plotting the Starflow
discharge and depth data to sce whether a consistent rating was observed. Unfortunately, as can
bc seen in Fig. B8c the rating for Brockhill Bridge changes a great deal over the year and for
different storm magnitudes. This meant that a single rating equation could not be obtained for
I3rockhill and then applied to the levels at Wane Bridge to obtain flows for periods when thc
Starflow was not in operation.
Next, stages at Wanc Bridge were plotted against depths at Brockhill. Data from each storm
were offset against one another by a time equivalent to the lags given in Table B6. Again, the
relationship throughout the year and for different flood peaks is highly variable, as
demonstrated by the varying gradients obtained for each storm in Fig. Md. However, it is
evident that the trends exhibited in Figs B8c and B8d are similar: storms that produce a steep
0
plot on the flow graph also yield a steep line on the stage plot. Thus it could be that the flow at
Brockhill is related morc consistently to the stage at Wane Bridge than it is to the depth at
Brockhill (i.e. Wane is a morc stable if less easily gauged section). By plotting flow at
Brockhill against stage at Wane Bridge, this was found to be true. Figure B8e shows a more
B. 22
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steady rating curve for Wane Bridge, even without lags being applied. Applyingthe relevant
lag to each storm (Fig. 138f)has little visible effect on the appearance of the graph except
perhaps to accentuate the fact that only the storms of 9 August 1996 and5 July 1996 fail to fit
the general trend. Applying lags has most effect on these two storms becausethe loopingof the
rating betwccn two sites would be more prominent for intense summer storms than for winter
storms where flow varies less rapidly due to the larger componentof baseflow.
It was assumed that the two summer storms did not fit the general trend due to vegetation
growth during the summcr increasing the effective hydraulic roughness ofthe channel reach. It
was thus decided to derive two rating equations, one for winter (no vegetation)and one for
summer (with vegetation). By studying the additional storms in more detail,and by considering
growing seasons and the time required for vegetation to die back, it was concluded that the
`summer' could be taken to last from June until September inclusive. Thisis of course a gross
simplification, but it enabled a reasonable rating equation to be applied to almost all the
storms, with larger uncertainties only occurring near the transitions betweenthe seasons. The
summer and wintcr storms were separated, relative lags applied and powerlaws fitted in two
sections as in Figs B8g and 38h. The relevant rating equations arc shown below.
Wane Winter Rating: Q= 1610.5du3 0 <d S 0.25mQ=3346.7d 856
Wane Summer Rating: Q= I56.72do6578 0 c d S 0.196mQ.1892.8d2 1635 d > 0.196m
•
where Q = flow discharge (Us)and
d = depth(m) at Wane Bridge,given as stage - 4.39 m
•
B 3.5 Outfall at Jocks Lane
This outfall consistsof three 1800mm pipes (sec Plate 33) dischargingontoa short apron on the
outsideof a sharp bend in the Cut (sec Fig B9, marker F). Left to right (lookingupstream) they
apparentlydrain separate areas (TownCentre,Easthampstead,and Western Industrialarea) but the
pipesare cross connectedallowingsome`leakage'to occur. Pipe flowswere monitoredseparatelyat
the first manhole (SU859703) upstream of the outfall, with the aim of combiningthem into one
recordcoveringapproximatelyhalf of Bracknell'ssurfacerunoff to theCut.
Flow was monitoredunder subcontract by ADS, using their depth/velocitymonitorscomprising
downward looking ultrasonic depth gauges mounted in the soffit of the pipe and wide-beam
ultrasonic/Dopplervelocitymeters mountedin the invert. A pressure transduceris used to measure
depthundersurcharge,but in free-flowthe ultrasonicdepthmeasurementis preferred.The data were
telemeteredto ADS offices,permittingdirectproblemidentificationand they vitretransferredto IH,
at six to twelvemonthintervals.
The data wereprocessedby ADS to providedepthH, velocityV and `final' dischargeQ, as well as
a quality flag for each. Final dischargewas normallyderived by `continuity'from the recorded
velocityand depth (pipe geometry known). However,when velocitywas suspect(flagged),flow
could be estimatedusing a `Manning' velocityas in equationB4 (startof thisappendix). ADS use
an exponentof 0.6 (insteadof 2/3), and a `fixed'conveyance(or `hydrauliccoefficient',as ADS call
it) determinedfrom separate manual readingsof depth and velocity. By ignoringvalid velocity
measurementsin adjacent periods, flow could changc abruptly when changingto the 'Manning'
•
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411 method. Also, the conveyance used varied surprisingly between the three pipes and over time (sce
Table B7).
Table137 Default conveyance values used by ADS during data processing
Dates Leftpipe Centrepipe RightPiPe
March1993toJuly1993 3.39 3.444 2336
July1993toMarch1994 3.39 3.379 2.599
March1994toOct1994 3.39 3.379 3.028
Oct1994toSept1995 Notgiven Notgiven Notgiven
Sept1995toAug19% 2.093 2.228 1.591
These differences could be due to drift in hydraulic conditions or monitor sct-up, or to observational
error in thc manual depth and velocity readings. The uncertainty was compounded as, despite the
use of quality flags, it was not always clear when the Manning velocity had been used. As the
impact of smoothing conveyance was being considered in this study, the ADS data was de-
constructed in order:
• to defineperiodsof missing,bad,or corrected data (where conveyance was used).
to determine the conveyance used in comparison with periods of good data.
B I S.I Timeplots and scattergraphs
Figure BIO shows for each of the three gauges:
a ' statusbar' (in black) of how the 11,V and Q flags had beenset by ADS.
a tracc (in blue) of conveyance CQ(back-calculated from Q and D), and
a trace (in red) of the ratio of conveyance Cv (back-calculated from V and I)) to conveyance CQ.
On the statusbar, a bad V flag plots under the bar, a bad Q flag plots as a short mark above, and bad
H and Q flags plot as a long maik above (bad H should always give bad Q). Long periods of bad
data plot as open 'boxes', while short periods produce spikes (which may mergeinto solid boxes). A
long period of bad V is clearly seenfor the left gauge in 1996-7.
These flags seem to be set by the ADS processing software (based on departure from some expected
value), but the Q flags are normally cleared when Manning corrections are applied. Thus, if V is
flagged but Q is not, Q has generally bccn derivod by the Manning method (but sometimes the
continuity method has been retained). If neither V nor Q are flagged, then Q has generally been
derivoi by continuity. Sometimes Manning corrections have been applied when V is not flagged,
and Q seems sometimes to have been derived by neither continuity nor Manning (see later) There
are also times when V and Q are flagged but Manning corrections have not beenapplied, and times
when Q is flagged but not V, and Q has not beenevaluated at all. The Q flag is thus untrustworthy.
The statusbar is broadly reflected in the blue and ned traces, with clear gaps where Q or V is zero
and solid areas where there arc sporadic zeros. The blue CQtrace @lotted for CQ<5) indicates the
general variability of derived conveyance, becoming a horizontal line where Q has bccn derived from
thc Manning method (e.g. centre gauge in Apr 1993, left gauge in Jul-Aug 1995and Feb 1996-Feb
1997 - short periods cannot bc seenon this summary plot). The long period for the left gauge is of
•
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some concern as the CQ value used by ADS is lower than would sean appropriate. The drift in the
right trace is also of concern, but as will be seen is due to departures from the Normal-
Depth/Manning equation for this pipe. The 'horizontal' CQ values differ from the values in Table
B7, which ADS explained as either a 'point-to-average' velocity or an 'imperial-to-metric'
conversion. The blue traces do suggest a small change in conveyance has °canal, but not as large
as the 35% reduction suggested in Table 87.
The red trace shows the ratio of Cv to CQ. Where Q has been derived by 'continuity' this tracc is
close to unity (small deviations are probably due to differences in defining flow area from depth).
However there are periods of quite large deviations (e.g. March 1994) whcn Q appears not to have
bccn derived from continuity or Manning. Note also that for the left gauge thered area in mid 1996
relates to some 'good' V data giving Cv values comparable with theearly record.
As a further check on the data, scatter diagrams of 'unflagged' velocity versushydraulic mean depth
were plotted for the whole record (Fig. B I I). Here the black points (pre 1995)have beenoverlain by
the blue (1995) and red (1996-7): The full range of scatter is large, but of approximately 400,000
points on each plot, most lie in the centre. The best fit lines of optimum and fixed slope (3.6)
confirm a slight reduction in conveyance over time (line 4 is the best overall fit). The circled points
are derived from the manual readings made of depth and velocity. It may be noted that the right
gauge shows a steeper relationship implying the Manning equation is not appropriate for this site.
B 3.12 Data reprocessing
Based on the above analyses, it was decided that all the flow data needed reprocessing. All periods
of missing or bad level data lasting more than 2 timesteps were examined to allow manual editing or
Silting (shorter gaps were automatically filled by linear interpolation). A five-point moving average
was applied to conveyance (derived from good depth and velocity) and long periods of bad velocity
data were examined to confrm an appropriate 'carry over' value of conveyance was used in the
Manning calculation of flow. Combining all three gauges, a near complete record of Jocks Lane
flow (at 5-minute timestep) has been derived
As well as the continuous record, 29 of thc 31 selected event periods have also been extracted (2
periods in September 1995 were missing). For each period at each gauge (left, centre, right) a
combined plot showing depth and velocity hydrographs and a scattergraph hasbeen developed (e.g.
Fig. 1312). This plot shows the raw (blue) and the smoothed (black) velocity, and also the typical
'loop rating' effects in the scattergraph. The right gauge shows a rise in depth before a rise in
velocity, while the left gauge shows a risc in velocity on the falling limb while depthcontinues to fall.
These features were seen on almost every event and must bc accepted as hydraulic realities, related
(as at Oldbury) to changes between super and subcritical flow. They would sccm to support a
limited smoothing of conveyance rather than using a fixed value for gap filling.
B3.6 Outfall at Benbricke Green (EA no. 2626/2627)
The Benbricke Grecn outfall, discharging at SU863704 (see Fig. 89, marker H), drains half the
commercial centre of Bracknell, and the residential area to the North. It runs for the last 200 m
as twin 1050 mm pipes. Detectronic 'sewer survey loggers', measuring depth by pressure
transducer and velocity by Doppler shift, were installed in the second manhole upstream of the
outfall. As with all the Detectronic loggers, data were collected at a basic 30-minute interval,
switching to 5-minutcs when depth exceeded 100 mm Some hunting of the time interval
occurred, and the manufacturer's processing software (SOFTDET/FLOAT) stored the data
sequences separately for each interval. Software was written to merge thc sequences at a fixed
5-minute interval, based on linear interpolation during the 30-minute interval periods.
•
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The data at Benbricke Green suffered from some problems. For example, thc logging interval
was too long to record accurately the rapid changes in depth and flow that could occur with
'unbalanced' runoff from an almost wholly urbanised area. Also, the velocity rcadings at
Benbricke Green were found to bc inconsistent/erratic, with, for example, periods of zero
velocity occurring during storm events. As the fall from the monitor siteto the Cut is quite
large, and backing up should not occur, it was decided to use periods of reliable velocity data
to derive a single rating applicable to both pipes. This would be applied to the depth data to
create a morc complete flow data series. Reliabledata were identifiedby studyingscattergraphs
of depth and velocitydata pairs.
Figures B13a and B13b show plots of flow against depth for the left and right pipes at
Benbricke Green. Over 20 storms, spanning almost the whole period of data collection, were
plotted for each pipe. Different colours indicate separate storm events. Theratings for left and
right pipes arc also plotted on a single chart (sec Fig. B13c), which confirmsthat the two pipes
have very similar ratings and that it is reasonable to derive a single rating equationserving both
pipes.
The ratings wcre derived by fitting curves to the depth/flow data by cye (seeFig. B13d) and are
as follows:
• Q= 0 0004d '5 d <140mm
Q = 0 0013d2 + 1.05d —80 d 140mm
where Q is the flow (I/s) and d is the depth of flow (mm)
These ratings were applied to all the depth data in place of the recorded velocity.
B 3.6.1 Filling in missingpipe depthdata.
For the storms of 19 December 1995, 21 December 1995 and 8 January 1996, no data were
available for the right pipe. Sincc the depths in the right pipe and left pipeare obviously closely
linked it seemed feasible to estimate the right pipc values from the left pipedata. When data
from thc whole measurement period (1993-1996) were examined there seemed to be somc
seasonal differences in flow from the two pipes. The STC25 pipe layout data docs shows that,
at the pipe confluence that marks the start of the twin bore scction, the catchment of the left
hand incomingpipc includes some school playing fields This might explaina preferential split
of flow between the two pipcs. In any case, the relationship between the two depths was
difficult to define (see Fig. B13e), and it was decided that errors would beminimised by using
the January 1995 storms to estimate right hand pipe depths for the followingwintcr's storms.
Depth data, selected from the rainy period between 17January 1995 and 5February 1995 were
used to establish the relationship betweenthe depth in thc left pipe and thatin the right (scc Fig.
I313f). By fitting a curve to the data, it was found that thc depth in the right pipe was
approximately related tothat in the left by the formula
y = 3.2923x °7'02
where x and y are the depths in mm in the left and right pipes respectively
.
This relationship was considered sufficiently accurate for infilling data, given thc known
difficulties causcd by depth changes too rapid to detect using a 5-minute logginginterval.
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B 16.2 Verification of rating equation
Data from the period 17January to 5 February 1995,which had not bcenused in the derivation
of the rating equation, were used for verification. This data period contains the highcst flow
value in the whole record for either pipe. The applicability of the rating equation at high
flows/depths was thus well tested (See Fig. B13g). The data and rating equationmatch well for
low depths though perhaps less well above 200 mm. However,the data inthis range is 'looped'
and the equation does match well with one half of the loop. The equation predicts the flow at
the highest depth (520 mm) remarkably well.
The rating equation was used for both pipes and all storms. The flows in thc pipes were
summed to give total Benbrickeflows.
B 3.7 Mill Pond
This is a conventionalon-line flood storagc reservoir with the three inputsgauged by flumes
installed (in the 1970s) in the inlet culverts. Plate 84 gives a view of thepond and shows the
largest inlet culvert (at SU859679) draining the Eastharnpsteadarca (EA ref. no. 2605). This
culvert is shown as '1' at B on Fig. BI4, with thc other inlets at Great Hollands (SU858680,
EA No. 2603) and Wildridings (SU859683, EA No. 2604) shown as '2' and '3'. A further
flume was installed in thc outflow culvert '4', but a flow restriction downstream causes
drowning at all stages. The original instrumentation involving chart recorders fell into
disrepair, and the records are of very little usc to this project. However, new pressure
transducers were installed in the inlet stilling wells in June 1993, and data collection was
restarted using a 15-minutetimestcp. The instrument gauging the Wildridings catchment was
vandalised in early summcr 1995 and not replaced until September 1996. Thegauges for Great
Hollands and Easthampstead provided a morc complete data record with the former inactive
only for the latter half of 1995 and the latter inactive from December 1993 to March 1994.
The outlet flume could have bccn gauged using a sewer monitor, but at someinconvenience;the
culvert is quite deep and access would require extensivesafety proccdures. However, thc outlet
culvert passes downstream, without addition for 870 metres, to outfall at the confluence with
the controlled outlet from the Oldbury pond (see below, Section B 3.8). A sewer flow monitor(Detectronic: EA No. 2623) was installed at this point in June 1993, measuring flow at 5-
minute intervals. Three different instruments were used over the monitoringperiod to measure
flow for this outfall. The first was in operation from July1993 to April 1994. The velocity
sensor then began to fail and the instrument was replaced with another Detectronicfrom April
1994 to December 1995. No flow data are available for this site between January and October
1996, but a third instrument (Prolec Water-Rat) was in operation from November 1996 to
March 1997.
By considering the theoreticalhydraulic conditions created by the flumes, ratingequations were
derived and level data were converted to flows for the storms studied. The equations employed
for each Mill Pond inlet are shown in Table 88.
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Table 88 Rating Equations for Mill Pond inlets.
Mill Pond Inlet
Easthampstead
Great Hollands
Wildridings
Rating Equation (Q in m3/s)Valid Depth Range (m)
Q=4151d33°4<0.02
Q = 4I.9d2 410.02<4<0.032
Q = 6.064t"0.032c4<2. I
Q = 7384322Ge-d<0.02m
Q= I8d2210.02m<4<0.039m
Q = 3.24& 4450.039rn<d<0.153m
Q = 2.168c11-210.153nrc4<2.1m
Q = 73.9d2"0<d<0.01m
Q = 5.13dt 940.0 Im<d<0.033m
Q = 1.72(11420.033mcd<0.104m
Q = 1.385d1.320.104m<d<I.2rn
Upon analysis of the data it becameclear that the 15-minute interval was not sufficiently short
to effectively measure the flow profile during a storm. The three areas alldrained very rapidly
due to their high amount of impervious surfaces coupled with relatively steep pipe and land
slopes. In October 1996 the interval was decreased to 5 minutes in an attempt to record some
storm events in more detail Figure B15a shows the storm responses of the inlets and outlet to
Mill Pond for the storm of 23 July 1993.The graph shows how Easthampstead is the dominant
inflow to the pond (catchment area = 517 ha) and it demonstrates the expectedminor effect of
the Wildridings catchment (catchment arca = 14 ha). Inflow from the Great Hollands is
approximately in proportion to Easthampstead,given the catchment area of 229 ha. The lag of
the peaks between the Mill Pond Outlet flows and total inflows is 25 minutesfor the first peak
and 20 minutes for the two subsequent peaks. However, the inlet monitors were recording at
15-minuteintervals over this period so these data only give lag time approximately.The graph
also shows that far more watcr appears to entcr the Mill Pond during somestorm orents than is
recorded leaving it. This indicatesa problemwith the equipment or ratingequations.
By investigatingthe depth and flow recordedat the Mill Pond Outlet (at Oldbury)for a number
of different storms, the performance of the logger and flow conditions wereevaluated. Figures
BI5b-d show the highly variable ratings obtained over 3 years of data collection. The ratings
are not changing slowly and regularly over time (as might be expected were logger drift to
blame) but they vary within and between storms Each of the three time periods contains
storms which match and lie on the steepest (maximum) rating obtained. All periods also
contain storms where the rating is much lower. This suggests that the logger is capable of
recording flow consistently but that perhaps some channel obstruction ordebris on the sensor is
causing undcr recording of velocity for some storms. Surprisingly all ratings demonstrate a
'normal dcpth' form of relationship betweendepth and flow.
II 3.7.1 Volume balance for Mill Pond
To confirm whether or not the lower ratings were indicative of true flow,the volume balance
(after removing 'baseflow' from each record) through the Mill Pond was investigated. Since
all the instruments involved were working simultaneously for only 5 out of 37 selected storm
events, a volume relationship was neededbetweenthe inflow catchmentsso that thc total inflow
could be estimated even when only 1 or 2 of the input depth recorders were operational.
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•Volumes measured for Great Hollands and Wildridings eatclunents were compared with those
for Easthampstcad (Sec Table B9). The table also gives the average percentage volumes which
were used to estimate inflow, volume at a gauge when it was not functioning.
•
Table B9 Inflow volume comparisonfor Mill Pond
•
•
n.b. The maximum percentage recorded for Great Vollands was 87.8%, for thc stormof 24 June 1994. 'llis
value was disregarded since it appcars that the 15-minute interval meant that the Easthampstead
instrument completely failed to rccord the peak discharge associatedwith that stonn.
The total volume estimated to have entered the lake for each storm event was then compared
with that measured leaving the lake. If all the data were accurate then it would be expected that
thc two volumes would almost match, with slightly more water leaving the lake due to rainfall
landing directly on thc water surfacc or draining off its banks. The values for each storm arc
shown in Table BIO.
Table 1110 Comparison of measured outflow and inflow volumes fbr Mill Pond
Storm Date Outflow/Inflow Storm Date Outflow/Inflow Storm Date Outflow/Inflow
19 Nov 1996
%
16 17 Jan 1995
%
142. 3 Feb 1994
0/
58
4 Nov 1996 23 24 Jan 1995 150 8 Jan 1994 60
e21 Dc 1995 80 8 Dec 1994 102 6 Jan 1994 63
19Dec 1995 73 4 Nov 1994 4 30 Dcc 1993 62
l0 Sep 1995 98 25 Oct 1994 12 12 Oct 1993 65
7 Sep 1995 87 22 Oct 1994 90 6 Oct 1993 71
27 July 1995 84 9 Sep 1994 58 9 Sep 1993 62
26 July 1995 117 24 Jun 1994 57 12 Aug 1993 58
7 Mar 1995 80 25 May 1994 110 23 Jul 1993 55
Table BIO clearly shows that the flows measured leaving the pond are poorly estimated for
many of the events, as already indicated by the varying rating curves seenin Figs B 15b-d. The
most stable percentages, of outflow to inflow, occur for the 9 storms monitored before April
1994 (i.e., with the first flow meter installed) and this period corresponds to the most stable
rating for Mill Pond Outlet. The values closest to 100% were obtained from data collected by
the second logger though, due to the high variability over this period, these results seem
spurious with much higher percentages occurring for long duration events than for short,
suggesting that measurement during low flow was inaccurate. For several storms, very low
outflows were also recorded suggesting that the second and third instruments were less reliable
than the first. Overall, it seems that thc steepest rating curves obtained arc most likely to
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Catchment No. of storms Average V. of % of Maximum Minimum %
Name used in Easthampstead Easthampstead V. Recorded

calculations Volume Catchment Area Recorded


Great liollands 16 42.1 44.3 53.4 35.8
Wildridings 7 5.2 23 6 7 3 8
e
•
5
•
represent actual flow conditions due to this rating being obtained consistently for the first
logger and for part of the period of operationof the second logger.This ratingdoes not provide
the best volume balances, but this is likely to bc due to inaccuracies in the theoretical rating
equations for the three Mill Pond inlets, where only depth data arc available. The 15-minute
time step is also clearly a contributing factor. Taking the maximum ratings as the most
appropriate, the preferred rating equations for Mill Pond outlet arc:
Q = 0.0013d" d s 0.450m
Q = 255d —633.5 d >0.450m
where Q = flow (I/s), d = water depth in the pipe (mm)
The rating is shown in Fig. 13I5e. However, it may be noted that the MillPond data used to
compare with modelling results in Chapter 5 of thc main report were basedonly on monitored
velocity data.
•
B 3.7 2 Effect of Mill Pond on the Hydrograph
In ordcr to analyse the effect of Mill Pond on the flood peaks, only events where the inflow and
outflow volumes are approximately equal were considered. The storms of 8 Dec 1994 and 24
May 1994 had closely matching inflow and outflow volumes and the hydrographs for these
storms are shown in Figs Bl5f and BI5g. Unfortunately, data for Wildridingsis not available
for either storm though this would have had little effect on peak inflows since the very small
catchment yields far lowerpeak flows than Easthampstead (<10%). Also thepeak inflows from
Wildridings reach the Mill Pond before the peak flow from either the Easthampsteador Great
Hollands catchments. The peak total inflow for thc December storm \las 3.63 m3/s and the
peak outflow was 1.65 niVs,just 45% of the pcak inflow. The lag betweenthese peaks was 30
minutes. For the May storm, the peak outflow lagged the inflowby 15 minutesand was 55% of
the inflow (0.86 m3/s compared to 1.56 &Is). Again, the long logging interval of the inlet
monitors mean that timings are approximate and peak flows may have beenmissed. However
these values suggest that the Mill Pond attenuates flood peaks by approximately 50% and
delays them by somewhere between 15 and 30 minutes. This is the situationfor the small and
medium events but for large events, the lake outlet can act as a throttle, as discussedbelow.
133.7.3 Throttle effect of Mill Pond outlet pipe
For certain large storm events, the depth at Mill Pond Outlet seems to reacha maximum depth
(though not pipc full depth) and recordsthis `plateau' depth (or very close to it) for an extended
period. This did not happen for any other gauge in thc study. Figure BI5h shows the storm of
12 October 1993 when depths of between801 mm and 856 mmwere recordedfor almost seven
hours. Corresponding to this depth, the flow rate was about 1300I/s. Thisplateau may be due
to the outlet pipes (two 685 mm diameter pipcs) from the Mill Pond outlet-weir chambers
acting as throttles when the lake level rises, resulting in near constant high flows at the
downstream outlet. Theoretical ratings for these pipes indicate they would 'prime' at a
discharge of about 1.8 m3/s,suggestingsomeadditional throttling may occurwithin the culvert.
The STC25 sewer data show the culvert as 1300 mm for most of its length,but this changes to
twin 900 mm pipes for one road crossing, with a backdrop indicated. Furtherwork would be
needed to determine the full cause of the plateau effect.
•
The average 'plateau' depths recorded vary from 995 mm dovm to 722 mm(See Table BI I),
but maximum flow is consistent for the first 3 storms which were all within2% of each othcr.
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•
•Of the remaining two events, the November 1996 storm only achieves a small maximum flow
and the instrument was known to be under recordingvelocity. The December 1995 storm falls
short of the first three by 15% both for depth and flow, suggesting that differences are duc to4110 depths being measured incorrectly.
0
•
5
•
•
For the first three storms it was considcred likely that peak outflows weremeasured correctly.
Thus, the maximum lake inflows and outflows could be compared to ascertain flood peak
attenuation and lag (sec Table BI2). The peak outflow is taken as the average flow at
maximum (plateau) depth.
Table BI1 Attenuation and lag times when throttle effect occurs at Mill Pond
411 Maximum Maximum . Percentage Lag Time
Inflow (m3/s) Outflow (m3/s) Attenuation (minutes)
•
410
These results demonstrate how, for the larger storms, the effect of the Mill Pond on flood peaks
is considerably increased due to throttling at the Outlet or within the culvert
B 3.8 Oldbury pond
This 'pond' comprises a channel with side weir overflowto an off-line 'dry' storage area. The
pond has been considerably altered since it was built. Originally used as a horse paddock, it
was first extended and then re-developedas a wasteland under a 'car-park on stilts'. Views of
the weir, channel and pond are given in Plate B5. Thc two inlets (at SU857689) arc both
1300 mm pipes, the Eastern pipe (marker I ' at G on Fig. B14) draining a mixed residential
and commercial arca, and the Western pipe (marker 2) draining the Vaitros& estate. The
channel outlet (or sidc wcir 'Bypass') is a single 1050mm throttle pipe which outfalls some
80 m downstream (marker '3') alongside the outfall culvert (marker '4') from the Mill Pond(see Plate B6a with the Oldbury bypass outlet shown beyond the Mill Pond outlet). The
combined flow then passes in culvert (Plate B6b) under the motorway linkroad and railway
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TableBI I 'Plateau 'flows at Mill Pond outlet



Average Minimum Maximum Avenge Duration Logger 

Depth Depth (mm) Depth (mm) Flow (IA) (hr:min)


(rom)




12 Oct 1993 832 801 856 1296 6:40 Detect.# 1
24 June 1994 859 851 868 1276 130 Detect.#2
22 Oct 1994 900 891 914 1289 1:50 Detect.#2
19Dec 1995 722 702 718 1094 3:45 Detect.#2
19Nov 1996 995 990 999 416 050 Water-Rat
12 Oct. 1993 4.88 1 30 73% 30
24 lune 1994 6 19 1.28 79% 10
22 Oct 1994 4 53 1.29 72% 5
Note The lag time estimatesare subjectivedue to the lackof a sharp peak in theoutflowhydrographsand
the 15minuteloggingIntervalat the inlets.
1111
line. The pond has a small direct inflow from the link road (briefly monitored in 1993). It
drains via two 200 mm pipes passing separately undcr the road and railway before linking back
to the main culvert. An emergency overflow weir discharges ,over the steps between the
'Bypass' and 'Mill Pond' outlets (Plate B6a).
This study has concentrated on the behaviour of the side weir channel, and flows out of the
pond have not been gauged. Detectronic sewer monitors were installed in June 1993 on thc
'Industrial' inlet (EA No. 2625), the 'Waitrose' inlet (EA No. 2624) and at the downstream
end of the 'Bypass' throttle pipe (EA No. 2622). As at Bcnbricke Green, data were logged at
30-minute intervals for flow depths below 100 mm, and at 5-minute intervals for higher depths.
Storm periods have been extracted from the recorded data and viewed as scattergraphs. A
generally high degree of variability was found, including 'loop rating' effects due presumably
to thc differences between water surface and pipc slopes over rapidly rising and falling depths.
Quite pronounced loops were found for the two inlets which werc affected by backing up from
the downstream throttle.
Figure 1316ashows a typical loop rating for the Industrial inlet. Initially, from A to B, velocity
varies linearly with depth, but between B and C velocity increases more rapidly. This could be
due to •
• the velocity sensor having bccn cleared of some initial obstruction,
a larger depth over the sensor with less relative disturbance to the flow pattern,
• changing hydraulic conditions, or
the effect of a steeply rising flow profile, which from hydraulic considerations would
predict such an anti-clockwise loop
Up to point C, thc water depth continues to increase untll the depth of water in the weir channel
backs up in the inlet pipe and from C to D slows the flow. At this stage, a stratified flow
profile could be present, with higher velocities near the water surfacc causing poor
measurement of average velocity. As the storm recedes the depth drops while the velocity
remains steady (weir channel draining) As the water level drops further, backing up ceases
and velocity increases. After the main storm thc depth/velocity relationship reverts at E to a
(different) linear profile.
This basic trend in velocity measurements was repeated for a number of storms, and its smooth
progression seemed to represent truc flow patterns rather than erroneous readings
(unfortunately the channel has never been properly obsened in a storm event). As thc loop
effect easily outweighed other possible problems (such as noise in thc velocity sensing, or drift
in depth sensing), little or no smoothing was applied to the data, except where data values were
missing Specific issucs relating to individual monitor locations arc discussed in thc following
sections
•
B 3.8. I Industrial Scattergraphs
The scattergraphs for individual events at the Industrial Inlet sometimes Indicated a good
measurement of the flow conditions, with velocity following a near linear relationship with
dcpth at low depths, but diminishing at higher depths due to backwater from the weir channel.
However, when the scattergraphs from several storms were compared (sec Fig. B I 6b) it was
clear that the relationship between thc depth and velocity was unsteady. Similar depths
corresponded to velocities differing by approximately 0.5 m/s and for certain storms the
maximum velocity was less than 0.5 m/s, far lower than would usually bc expected for the
•
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Graphs for Oldbury Pond, Jealous Ditch and Worldsend
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Figure B16
depths achieved. These shifts in the rating proved difficult to correct due to the haphazard
nature of the shifts and therefore the raw data were used in the calculation of flows.
B 3.8.1 WaitroseScattergraphs
The scattergraphs for the Waitrose Inlet are generally consistent (see Fig. B16c) though not
indicative of good quality data. During the rising limb of a storm event, velocity rises to
approximately lm/s before a corresponding increase in depth is recorded (the inlet pipc is steep
and the flow is supercritical). In the Industrial Inlet or Bypass Outlet a similar velocity was
recorded for depths of approximately 200 mm yet here it is regularly obtained at depths of
under 50 mm. Under these conditions, drift in depth measurement, flow disruption by the
sensor, and problems of making manual check measurements in shallow streaking flow make
accurate flow monitoring virtually impossible. It is probable that the depth is under recording,
but corrections have proved too complex to assess with confidence, even based on cross
correlation with the Industrial Inlet. Again, the raw data have been used in the calculation of
flows.
Note that prior to 27 September 1994, flows were calculated using a depth of flow 25 mm
greater than that recorded. This was due to a manual measurement and readjustment of the
1111 logger offset. The seattergraphs show the depth data without this 25 mm adjustment.
B 3.8.3 Bypass Scattergraphs
Of the three gauges, the Bypass/Outlet is the most consistent, and the scattergraphs of
Fig. B16d all indicate the same flow pattern. Velocity increases almost linearly with depth for
depths below about 200 mm. Then velocity grows (from less than I rn/s to greater than 2 m/s)
while depth seems to drop slightly. Reaching a maximum velocity of about 2.4 m/s, depth
starts to rise again to about 500 mm as velocity falls to about 1 in/s. Finally velocity starts to
increase again up to about 1.5 m/s at a depth of about 900 mm. The likely explanation is that:
critical flow occurs at the inlet to the throttle pipe
at low flows a hydraulic jump occurs in the throttle pipe and thc flow at the monitor
location downstream is subcritical,
at mid flows thc flow remains critical right through to the outfall, and
at higher flow, increased pipe resistance (or maybe downstream conditions) force the
transition back into the pipe.
In any case, dcspite the high recorded velocities, the data are the most reliable of the three
Oldbury gauges, and have been used raw in thc calculation of flow.
B 18.4 Comparison of the three gauges
Data from each gauge viewed separately seemed to be of a reasonable standard, but comparing
thc gauges identified a number of discrepancies. Combining the derived inflows from the
Waitrose and Industrial monitors almost always gave lower discharge than recorded by the
Bypass monitor, both over thc duration of an event and at instantaneous times in low flow
conditions. This difference was clearly not due to any influx between the measuring points but
could have been duc to velocity monitoring problems at the very low depths in the inlet pipes.
Depth hydrographs in the inlet pipcs generally matched the shapes at the Bypass, but the
velocities were quite different. Inaccurate velocity monitoring at low depth may be due to
insufficient cover over thc Doppler sensor, or to the 'mouse' impeding thc flow. The combined
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flow in the (smaller) outlet pipe ran at a grcatcr depth, and the instrumentmay have recorded
velocity more realistically.
Although inlet volume data was untrustworthy, the data could bc used for verifying routing
times and examining the effect of the weir channel on flows.
B 3.8.5 Operation of the Low Sided Weir
The lack of consistency between the three Oldbury gauges has madc it difficult to determine
when the water level in the weir channel was sufficient to overtop the weir. However, in the
summer of 1996, some scour was observed on the dry side of the weir adjacent to the throttle
entrance, and grass was observed flattened and pointing away from the weir,indicating that the
weir had operated (at one cnd) at least once. Of all thc monitored storms, only two showed
greater maximum inflow than outflow, on 24June 1994and 9 August 1996. Unfortunately, the
flow values recorded for Waitrose in June 1994 fail to reach high values but for the August
1996 storm, the maximum flow for the whole data period was achieved forboth thc Industrial(2.108 m3/s) and Waitrosc (1.397 m3/s) Inlets. The maximum flow for thc Bypass Control(1.448 m3/s) was within 0.05 m3/sof the other six highest Bypass flows, suggesting that these
flows represent the maximum for the outlet pipe (given the head definedby thc sidc wcir).
Figure B16e shows the total inflow (green) and outflow (black) hydrographs, with the
cumulative difference (in blue, above) showing the net input into the wcir channel. This
suggests that approximately 600 m3 of water entered the channel but did not leave by the
Bypass Control and therefore must have left via the side weir into the off-line storage area.
According to the pond area data of section B 12.13, this would equate to about 0.5m of water
at the pond outlet.
•
The figure of 600 m3 is however error prone, given the known problems with the gauges and
the long logging interval (5 minutes) for such a rapid response. A broad check on this figure
can be made by noting that the physical volume of the weir channel up to the side weir should
equate to the difference between inflow and outflow volumes (i) prior to side wcir operation,
and also (ii) from when weir flow ceases on the recession. The calculation is made morc
complicated by the flow time from the throttle inlet to the flow monitor. However,
incorporating a one interval offset (as suggested by Fig. B16e), and makingsome assumptions
as to when in the timestep side weir flow begins and ends, volumes (i) and (ii) were estimated
as approximately 270 m3. This compares quite favourably with the weir channelvolume (65 m
long, 3 m wide and 1.05 m deep on average) of 205 m3•
•
B 3.9 Worldsend (SU886671)
This gauge monitors a culvert draining from a forest catchment (arca 2.04 km') under the
'Forest Drive' road that bounds 13racknellurban development (see Fig. B4, marker J). Plate
B7 shows the forcst stream(a) and the culvert inlet(b), while viewsof the forcst and 'Drive' in
the vicinity can be seen in Plate 1311. This culvert inlet secms totally blockedby forcst detritus(thc lip of the concrete pipe can just be seen), but this natural 'baffle' is fairlyopen and large
flows can pass through (see Plate B7c). Downstream there is a confluencewith a small urban
storm channel (see Plate B7d), which continues, partly open and partly in culvert, to the
Savernake storage pond. Initially it was intended to install a weir upstrcam of the culvert, but
problems of construction, vandalism,and keeping thc approach free of detrituswere too great.
Instead, a Prolec Water-Rat monitor was installed about 5 metres up fromthc culvert outlet(Plate B7c) in February 1995. Although well concealed and protected, the instrument was
vandalised in June. It was repaired and replaced in October, but failed in April 1996. It was
•
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finally replaced with a Unidata Starflow from August 1996 to March 1997 Data have been
collected at a 5-minute logging interval.
Initial analysis of the data showed a lot of 'noise', not unexpected for measuring generally
small flows in a pipe. By replacing erroneous velocity values and applying smoothing (as
described at the start of section B 3), data of reasonable quality have been derived for 12
events. Only 7 of these events arc among the 31 discusscd in themain report.
The maximum depth recorded at Worldsend was 419 mm in November 1996 but the
corresponding flow was only 34 Usdue to blockages downstream - presumablyat the culvert
on the urban storm channel, which as seen in Plate B7d can contain a mix of trees and
shopping trolleys. This backing up generally caused peak flows to be attenuated and peak
depths to last for considerable periods. The flow/depth at Binfield lagged thc depth at
Worldsend by over 10 hours (sec Fig. 13160 but was in advance of the maximum flow at1110 Worldsend. The figurc also shows the longduration of high depthsat Worldsend.
The highest recorded flow, of 90 Us (depth 140 mm), occurred in March 1995, and was
unaffected by downstream blockages. The corresponding maximum flow at Binfield was
5.92 m3/sand this lagged thc Worldscnd maximumflow by 50 minutes.
•
This gauge monitors runoff from a small pasture catchment (area 1.62 km') at a point where
the drainage ditch (named Jealous Ditch for the purposes of this report) crosses under a road
(see Figs 134and 86 marker K, and Plate 138). A Prolec Water-Rat was installed in February
1995 but a series of instrument problems meant satisfactory data were not obtained until
October 1995. The instrument was damaged by a car careering into the ditch in December
1995, but generally good quality data were obtained from its reinstallation in February 1996
until the end of the field programme in March 1997. Data have been extracted for 9 events,
but only 6 of these are among the 31 discussed in the main report. The data arc reasonably
'noisy' but otherwise seem consistent and reliable,and minimaldata processingwas required.
The maximum depth recorded for Jealous Ditch was 301 mm correspondingto a flow of 297
Us. This occurred on 25 February 1996. The corresponding maximum flow at Binfield was
4.74 ms/s which occurred over 5 hours earlier. Figure B16g shows the hydrographsat Jealotts
Ditch and Binfieldfor this event and Fig. Bl6h shows the steady.rating curvefor Jcalotts Ditch
for the same event. It is interesting to note how the small rural catchment rcacts more slowly
and attenuates intense rainfall much more than the larger, partly urban, Binfieldcatchment. For
certain summer storms no change in the flow through the pipe was detected (i.e. the pipe
remained dry).
83.11 Ascot Sewage Treatments Works (SU892683)
The outflow from Ascot STW (point L on Fig. 84) drains into the Bull Brookjust downstream
of the Warren Pond off-line flood storage, and upstream of the level gaugeat Warfield House,
Figures B5b & d show how the diurnal variation in Dry Weather Flow (DWF)from the works
profile)(DWI? from the works and thus assess any increase in
is clearly visible at both Warfield Housc and Binfield. It was therefore necessaryto determine
thc average diumal flow pattern
 
discharge due to storm runoff in Wet Weather conditions. A truly 'separate' sewage system
would not show any effect, but in practice misconnections and infiltration into the sewer will
always lead to some storm response. .
•
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133.10 Jealotts Ditch, Wartield (SU877720)
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Outflow from the works is measured daily at a rectangular thin plate weir (see Plate 88c). A
downward seeking ultrasonic gauge (for automatic depth measurement) can be seen on Plate
B8c, but this was not in working order. Thus, for this study a pressure transducer was
installed upstream of the weir plate, and level data were collected at 15 minute intervals for a
few months from September 1996 to Fcbruary 1997. With the transducer set 51 mm below the
weir crest, the following theoretical rating was derived to convert level h (m) to flow Q (m3/s):
Q = 3.622 (h-0.051)31
The maximum level recorded was 0.213 m on 19 Nov 1996 at 11:30, during the 'storm period'
of 16-24 November 1996. This level corresponded to a depth of water over the weir of
0.162 m and a flow of 0.236 m3/s.
133.11.1 Raw level data analysts
•
Figure B17a shows each week of raw level data plotted against time from the 'start' of the
week (taken as zcro hours on Wednesday). .The daily flow cycle is clearly seen, as are
differences in profile between weekdays and weekends The most obvious weekend/weekday
difference is the 'shutdown' of flow at about 15:30 and 19 30 cach weekday. This occurs due
to an arrangement between Thames Water and the local electricity company, whereby on
wcckdays from November to January the works briefly shuts-down while it switches to using
its own power generators over the period of peak (electricity) demand.
• At each timestep during the week, minimum, maximum and mean values were derived, and
plotted in Fig. B17b, showing a high degree of homogeneity and little spread. To clarify the
apparent temporal differences between weekday and weekend profiles, mean profiles obtained
for each day of the week wcrc plotted over each other in Fig. B17c. The daily minimum depth
(shut-down excluded) is seen to occur at 05:15, both during the week and at the weekend. Peak
depths occur at around 09:00 during the week, between about 10:00 until 12:00 on Saturdays,
and not until after midday on Sundays. On week-days, brief surges can bc seen after shut-
down periods.
133.11.2 Diurnal Flow Patterns
Using the derived rating equation, the raw level data were converted to flow rates, and average
flow profiles derived for each day of thc week. At each timestep during the week the average
was calculated after trimming off thc highest and lowest 10% of flow values in order to yield a
more reliable DWF profile less influenced by high flows during storm periods. The average
weekday profiles were then combined to give an overall weekday profile. Figure B I 7d shows
the resulting DWF profiles, while Table 1313summarises the profile extremes and their time of
occu rrencc.
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TableB13Maxima and minima in average diurnal flow patterns at Ascot STW
MinimumMaximum2" Maximum
WeekdaysTime05:1509:3020:00
Flow(m3/s)0.01200.05830.0589
SaturdaysTime05:1509:4512:00
Flow(m3/s)0.01160.05920.574
SundayTime05:1512:30n/a
Flow(m3/s)0.01220.0653n/a
B3.11.3Examination of seasonal effects
To assess seasonal effects, weekday data from September were compared with weekday data
from January (see Fig. Bile). The main difference between January and September is clearly
the shut-down period - only seen during November to January. Otherwise, mcan January flows
arc approximately 0.005m3/s (or about 6%) greater than mean September flows. This could be
due to groundwater infiltration increasing baseflow, or possibly changes in domestic use
through the year. Similar results are found whether using median or trimmed mean averages,
suggesting the increase is not due to increased rainfall during January.
B3.11.4Identifying Storm blows
Having obtained the mean Dry Weather Flow pattern, it was possible to subtract this from the
raw flow data, leaving the flow caused by storm esents. The resulting flow series contained
much 'noise' since the smoothing effect of averages was no longer present. However, a few
storm periods were clearly visible on plots of residual flow against time. The four biggest
storms, during the period data were collected at Ascot STW, all occurred during November.
They are shown concatenated in Fig. Bl7f, with the low flow periods between them omitted. In
practice, storm flow at this point in the Ascot catchment must be heavily damped, and a 15-
point moving average could be applied in order to filter out the noise. Thus the peak of the
unsmoothed data (plotted in blue) for 19 November 1996 was reduced from 0.187 m3/s to
0.096 m3/s. This is approximately 1V1times the peak Dry Weather Flow, and unsurprisingly, it
occurred at thc same time as the peak total flow. The volume of storm flow through the s-rw
for this storm was approximately 7600 m3.
Analysis of the data showed that peak storm flows were considerably larger than the DWF.
Also, the DWF peak alone is higher than many of the storm peaks found at the gauges
measuring runoff from small, rural, catchments (i.e. Worldscnd, Jeallot's ditch). For example
the peak flows on 19 November 1996 at Worldsend and Jeallot's were 34 Us and 21 l/s
respectively. In comparison with the peak flow at Warfield House of 5 0 m3/s. however, the
effect of Ascot STW was relatively minor Thus flows from Ascot STW have not been
included in the modelling work described in Chapter 5 of the main report.
B.4 OBSERVED FLOODING IN THE EVENT OF 12 OCTOBER 1993
Plates B9 to B1 I show flooding observed at different locations in the catchment for a severe
storm on 12 October 1993
•
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Plate B9 shows land drainage flooding at SU921711. There is no upstream urbanisation, but
the manhole cover on the surface drain at the crossroads in (a) has been blown off. The
flooding here may be exacerbated by raised levels in the downstream receiving water (the
41111 ornamental lake in Ascot Place).
Plate BlOa shows an abandoned car at SU892716, with the railings leadingto Brockhill Bridge
(see B 3.4) in the background. Plate BlOb shows the flooded Montessori school adjacent to
Wane Bridge, and Plate BlOc shows the overfull Savernakestorage pond.
Plate B11 shows in (a) a forest stream close to (but not at) Worldsend. The culvert under the
road is blocked, forcing water to pond under the trees (b) until it can flow over the kerb onto
the road (c). The flooding was generally not serious, but none was of urban cause or in the
urban arca.
•
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B.5 PLATES
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Bypass channels at outlet
Outlet lookIng downstream
Plate B6
Ditch in forest at Worlds End
at In forest
bi Obstructed (free flowing) culvert under road
cl Outlet from obstructed culvert
d) Looking downstream. culvert (c) entering channel from right.
shopping trolley obstructing next culvert
Plate B7
bPlate B8
Jealotts Ditch and Ascot STW
Jealotts ditch culvert entrance
Jealotts ditch looking upstream
Ascot Sewage Treatment Works outflow weir
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Event of 12110/93
Land drainage flooding upstream of Ascot Lake
Plate B9
Event of 12/10/93
Abandoned car near Brockhill Bridge
Montessori School by Wane Bridge
Savernake flood storage pond
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Plate B10
Event of 12/10/93
A forest ditch near Worldsend
Flooding just downstream from ditch
F'ood water flowing over road
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Plate 811
